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Abstract 
This master thesis project has been conducted at Tata Steel IJmuiden. Tata Steel is producing a new 
product called Protact laminating steel that uses polymeric film. It is investigated how the quality 
costs of producing film can be reduced. A root cause analyses is done to find the causes of the most 
important quality issue.  A condition based maintenance policy is suggested that reduces the costs of 
the scrap material production caused by this quality issue. In this research project, the reasons why 
maintenance should be performed are determined, the quality issue that should trigger maintenance 
is selected (this quality issue was the amount of produced black specks), the effects of the different 
maintenance actions done are investigated, the potential causes of black specks are investigated, the 
historical process data related to the produced black specks is captured into a mathematical model, 
variable importance measurement are created to check which of the to the potential causes of black 
specks related parameters could detect the causes of the black specks present in the historical data 
and the causes of the black specks in this historical data are determined. Suggestions are done and a 
condition based maintenance policy is proposed to reduce the amount of produced black specks and 
the quality costs related to film production of FL12.   
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Management summary 
This master thesis study was conducted at the Protact department of Tata Steel Packaging (TSP) in 
Ijmuiden. Protact laminated steel is a new product of TATA steel. It consist of a steel sheet that is 
covered with a polymeric film. The Protact line consist of 2 separate parts: a filmmaking section 
(which is called FL12) and a laminating section. Currently only the filmmaking section is producing 
commercial material. The laminating section in IJmuiden is not operational yet. FL12 is the only film 
production line of Tata Steel IJmuiden.   
 
The aim of this research project is to improve the profitability of FL12 by reducing the loss of 
production due to quality issues. Quality issues are causing scrap production and scrap production 
cannot be sold, which reduces the profitability. In financial year 2017 the total amount of scrap 
production at FL12 caused by quality issues equaled 120 hours and costed approximately €450.000,-. 
The aim of this research is to create a cleaning policy that deals with the quality issues. In this 
research it was found that cleaning the extrusion equipment can lead to a reduction of black specks. 
A maintenance policy should be determined in which a decision is made about when a cleaning 
action should be done.    
 
The goal of this project is defined as: 
 

“Develop and implement a methodology to find the causes of the most costly quality issue at 
Filmlijn 12. Create, if possible, a maintenance policy that reduces the amount of quality 
issues" 

 
In the current situation, there is no official trigger for extrusion equipment maintenance. The 
extrusion equipment is cleaned once a year preventively and if necessary correctively. The 
maintenance performed at the extruders is not done to prevent a break down but to increase the 
quality of the production. All cleaning actions of the extruders, have so far (2 times) been performed 
simultaneously with cleaning of the rest of the extrusion equipment. The amount of data available 
for this project was limited. In total 142 steady state (i.e. production) rolls could be used to develop a 
method that determines the causes of the quality issues.  
 
The research goal leads to the following project deliverables: 

1.   A root cause method to find the cause(s) of quality issues. 
2. A recommendation on how the cause(s) found in the root cause analyses can be removed or 

controlled. A maintenance policy to control the amount of the most costly quality issue will be 
created.   

 
The first action done in this research projects is the specification of the trigger for extruder cleaning. 
During interviews technical experts (process technologists and maintenance engineers) agreed that 
black specks should be the quality issues that triggers the maintenance actions. The causes of black 
specks are determined in this project. The Protact® department was exploring the effects of the 
different cleaning actions during the last problematic black specks period. This period started in 
October 2017 and ended in March 2018. The by the Surface inspection system detected amount of 
black specks in the period before the performed Pet-G purging action should be known to see the 
effects of the purging action. 
 
The main research question is: 

How can the amount of scrap material caused by quality issues be eliminated or decreased? 
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The root cause method 
The first step done in the root cause analysis was the determination of all potential causes of black 
specks at FL12. There are multiple types of black specks that can be caused by different causes in 
different parts of the installation. Some parts of the installation and the related hypotheses are 
suspicious while others are less likely to cause black specks. 4 groups of in total 15 hypothesis are 
determined. The black specks in these groups are caused by: 
 

• Overheating due to excessive high temperatures.  
• Too long residence times of polymer in the hot section.  
• Oxygen in the hot section.  
• Incoming raw materials.  

 

During interviews the technical experts marked 3 parts of the extrusion equipment of FL12 as 
suspicious. These parts are part 3, part 1 and part 2. 

During the second step of the root cause analyses the data was captured. The Process parameters 
related to the hypotheses are extracted from the IBA database (process data) and black speck data 
from the Surface inspection database (quality data). In addition synthetic parameters are created to 
be able to test the causal relationships within the hypotheses that could not be tested with the raw 
IBA data. Finally all these data is merged into a base file. A roll based data granularity is used in the 
base file. It wasn’t possible to create a one-to-one transformation between the input variables and 
the output variable. There was a difference detected in the amount of meters produced measured by 
the IBA and a Surface inspection system. In addition the residence time of the polymer in the hot 
section is not constant, due to naturally occurring residence time distribution inside the extrusion 
equipment. This makes it impossible to create a one-to-one relationship and test the too long 
residence time related hypotheses with the variable importance measurement.  
 
The third step was to create variables importance measurements out of the created data file. In this 
research project variable importance measurements are used to determine if the cause of black 
specks is visible in the process data. The relations between each individual input variable with the 
output variable are checked. The variable with the strongest relationship with black speck is the most 
important variable in the analyses.  The in step 1 defined related input variable3 different variable 
importance measures are calculated. The calculated variable importance are extracted form: 
 

• The Pearson correlation coefficients 
• The multiple linear regression model 
• The random forest model 

 
It was impossible to create a significant multiple linear regression model. For this reason only the 
results of the Pearson correlation and the Random Forest are used to determine the causes of the 
registered black specks. The output variable in the Pearson correlation is the amount of black specks 
detected in a roll and the input variables are the mean, min, max and standard deviation of all the 
input variables related to the hypothesis. In the random forest the output variable is changed to a 
classification problem to deal with outliers. The threshold used for the classes was: three black 
specks per 10 km within a roll. For the random forest analyses the highly correlation values of the 
input variables are removed.  
 
The percentage of power used by part 3 was the most important process variable in both variable 
importance measures. Plots are created of all input variables. These plots and the results of a 
benchmarking study are used to determine the causes of the black specks. The technical experts 
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conclude that the sensor of part 3 must have been dislocated. This dislocation caused the black speck 
in the problem period. The technical experts do not think that all black specks are caused by 
overheating in part 3. They concluded that there are different types of black specks which are related 
to different causes. They now distinguish between chip shaped and round shaped black specks. The 
overheating caused chip shaped black specks. The technical experts think that leakages caused the 
biggest part of the round shaped black specks in the problem period. The effect of oxygen in the hot 
section could not be found with the variable important. There is no process variable that measures 
the amount of oxygen present in the hot section. It was found though that the amount of black 
specks reduced while the line was operating for a longer time.  
 
Recommendations to reduce the amount of black specks 
In this research project a current condition evaluation based maintenance policy is proposed for the 
maintenance of the extrusion equipment. In this policy the decision to do maintenance is made 
based on the actual measured data of the conditions of the system. In the policy the actual 
equipment conditions will be compared to a predefined failure norm. Maintenance will be 
performed if the norm is exceeded. The IBA system will be used to continuously monitor the 
conditions of all the extrusion equipment of FL12. The Surface inspection system will be used to 
monitor the amount of black specks in the film. In this research only the parameters of the B 
extruder are investigated but it is also possible that black specks are created in the A or C extruder. 
This is why the A and C extrusion equipment should also be included in the maintenance policy. The 
policy can also be used to find and remove the causes by the other in Surface inspection detected 
quality issues. 
 
In the policy the norms are specified for every found input variable that can lead to deterioration of 
the produced quality. The maintenance actions that should be done if a process parameter exceeds 
its norm are described. The policy should improve itself by improving norms and adding new norms 
and maintenance actions related to new included process parameters. This improvement step should 
be done with the created variable importance measurement tool. It is advised to not always clean all 
parts of extrusion equipment. Depending on if it is possible to locate the cause of black specks 
focused maintenance should be performed only on the extrusion equipment part/parts that cause 
black specks. 

The proposed maintenance policy has the following benefits and advantages compared with the 
current time based maintenance policy: 

• It is not necessary anymore to clean all parts of the extrusion equipment 
• No unneeded maintenance actions will be done anymore 
• There will be insight in development of the process parameters over a longer period 
• There will be a lower chance that there will be a problematic period because too much black 

specks are produced.  
 

The drawback of applying the condition based maintenance policy is that the system should be 
maintained. Norms and rules should be adapted and parameters should be monitored. This costs 
more time and money than the current policy. It is expected that this money will be earned back 
relatively easy. A remark that should be made about the proposed maintenance policy is that 
potentially not all causes of black specks are included in the policy yet. There are many potential 
causes of black specks and they are not all known yet. This makes it possible that there will be black 
specks produced of which the cause cannot be found by the proposed maintenance policy. If this 
happens a new project should be started to find the cause of this type of black specks. The results of 
this project should be included in the maintenance policy. The action done to find this type of cause 
and the maintenance action done to remove this cause should be included in the maintenance policy 
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During this project the following options to reduce the amount of produced black specks in a not 
problematic period were found: 

• Shut down filled with Pet G 
• Redesign parts of the extrusion equipment to reduce the amount of dead spots. 

 

The effects of this options are not known yet.  The effects of this options can be further investigated 
if it is decided that the amount of black specks produced in a non-problematic period is too high. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion it can be said that the goal of this research project is achieved. The biggest quality issue 
at FIlmlijn 12 are black specks. A root cause analyses is done and technical experts agree that the 
causes of the black specks in the problematic period are found. A tool is created that can check which 
of the potential causes (not all potential causes can be checked) is causing the detected black specks. 
A condition based maintenance policy is created that monitors the determination of the produced 
quality continuously and checks if sections of the installation are causing black specks. This 
maintenance policy suggest which maintenance action should be done to remove the detected 
cause/causes.  
 
It is hard to express with how much the produced scrap material can be reduced with the results of 
this research project.  It is not sure how often maintenance will be performed in future and how 
quick the degradation of quality of the produced film will go. This degradation is depending on 
different conditions and this degradation does not goes always with the same speed. The chance that 
the installation is getting polluted is becoming bigger when more film is produced but more 
production does not automatically results in pollution. It can be the case that no pollution is created 
during the production of for example 100 rolls but that in roll 101 the incoming granule was polluted 
which led to pollution of the parts of the extrusion equipment. This makes it impossible to forecast 
how much black specks will be created in the upcoming period and with how much the scrap 
material production will be reduced. It can be said though that the amount of scrap material due to 
black specks will reduce significantly if the advised maintenance policy will be implemented.  
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Part 1: introduction and quality issue selection 

In this part the introduction and motivation of this research project is given. An overview of the 
project, the company where the project is done and the focus and limitations of the project are 
described. A description of the installation, the measurement done at the installation and most 
problematic type of quality issue will be described. The current costs that are caused due to this 
quality issue, the current policy to control the investigated quality issue and the effects of the 
cleaning actions done to remove the quality issues are described. 

In chapter 1 the introduction and motivation are described. The installation is described in chapter 2. 
The way the extruder degradation is described in chapter 3. The data and sources that could be used 
in this project are described in chapter 4. The quality issue that is investigated in this research project 
is described in chapter 5. The current maintenance policy to control this quality issue is described in 
chapter 6 and the effects of the performed maintenance on this quality issue are described in 
chapter 7. 
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1. Introduction and motivation 
Company description  

This master thesis study is conducted at the Protact department of Tata Steel Packaging (TSP) in 
Ijmuiden. TATA steel Ijmuiden is part of Tata Steel Europe which is owned by the Tata group. The 
Tata group is a global operating company acting in different industries with its headquarters located 
in India. TATA steel is the steel division of the Tata group and is one of world’s biggest steelmaking 
companies. TSP produces different kind of packaging products for the packaging industry. In Ijmuiden 
it produces tinned steel and black plate with applications in the packaging of beverage, food, aerosol 
and paint.   
 
Product description 
Protact laminated steel is a new product of TATA steel. It is more sustainable, reliable and safer than 
traditional packaging materials. It is food-safe and optimized for efficient can making. The customers 
that buy Protact laminating steel are Packagers. They make for example aerosols or cans for the food 
industry. Traditionally packagers buy steel and film as separated products and laminate the steel 
themselves. To be able to do this the steel needs to be cleaned first. With Protact, these cleaning 
processes are not necessary anymore. Steel will be directly laminated after it is produced, while it is 
still clean and will be transported as laminated steel to the packager.  
 
Protact laminated steel is a relatively young product. The Protact project started in 2006 and in 2015 
Tata steel Europe decided to build a Protact production line in Ijmuiden. The Protact line in Ijmuiden 
consist of a unique set-up within Tata Steel. It consist of 2 separate parts: a filmmaking section and a 
laminating section. In the filmmaking section the film that covers the steel is produced. Granule will 
be transformed to a tree layer food proof film. In the laminating section, the film will be laminated 
on the steel. The steel rolls coming from other lines of TSP will be laminated with the film produced 
at the filmmaking section. 
 
Currently only the filmmaking section is producing. The laminating section in IJmuiden is still under 
construction. This means that there is a low demand for film at the moment. Currently the produced 
film is shipped to a lamination section in Trostre, UK. The demand for film will with about 80% if the 
laminating section in IJmuiden starts producing.  This research will focus on this filmmaking process 
and should help prepare the filmmaking section on the raise in film demand that will occur when the 
laminating section starts working.  
 

Problem introduction  
The film production line investigated in this research is called FL12 (Dutch: Filmlijn 12). The aim of 
this research is to improve the profitability of FL 12 by reducing the number of quality issues.  In 
financial year 2017 the total amount of scrap production at FL12 caused by quality issues equaled 
120 hours and costed €450000,- (see Appendix 1).  
 
Originally this reduction of scrap production should have been done by creating a predictive 
maintenance model for the extruders. However during this research it turned out that a predictive 
maintenance policy is currently not possible and potentially not the best policy to use. It is possible 
that a different maintenance policy leads to lower maintenance cost and a higher reliability in of the 
installation which will result in more profit created by FL12. This is why also other maintenance 
policies are investigated. 
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The following remarks need to be made to get sufficient insight in the problem: 
 

• The maintenance performed at the extruders is not done to prevent a break down but to 
increase the quality of the production. It is a cleaning operation instead of a replacement. An 
extruder itself can produce continuously for 5 years without breaking down but the quality of 
the produced film will reduce due to pollution in FL12 (This is further explained in chapter 3).  

 
• When the extruder is cleaned this is not the only cleaning action performed. All extruders 

cleaning till this moment are performed simultaneously with cleaning of the other parts of 
the extrusion equipment (the different parts of the installation are further explained in 
chapter 2). Tata Steel sees the extrusion equipment cleaning as a maintenance action. The 
focus of this research will be on all parts of the extrusion equipment.  

 
• Currently there is no official trigger for extrusion equipment maintenance. The extrusion 

equipment is cleaned once a year preventively and if necessary correctively. The preventive 
maintenance interval is not optimized and not always followed. Officially the extrusion 
equipment cleaning is done during the yearly factory shut down. In this policy the 
maintenance is done based on time and does not take the condition of the extrusion 
equipment into account.   

 
• There is not a norm yet which defines when the performances of the extruder street is to low 

and maintenance should be done before the preventive maintenance period. This decision is 
currently an ad-hoc decision.  

 
• There are only 2 cleaning actions performed at the extrusion equipment during the lifetime 

of FL12. This makes it impossible to determine the deterioration curve of the produced by 
using descriptive analytical methods. A sample size of 2 cleaning actions is not enough to 
draw conclusion.  

 
Before it is possible to create an extrusion equipment maintenance policy that can reduce the quality 
issues the following questions should be answered: 

1. Why should a cleaning action be done? It is not always necessary to perform a cleaning 
action. The extrusion equipment does not need to be cleaned if it is not polluted. 

2. What are the causes of the quality issue? It can be possible that cleaning the extrusion 
equipment does not reduce the amount of quality issues because the cause of the equality 
issue is not removed. An extrusion equipment cleaning will not reduce the amount of quality 
issues if for example a damaged part of the extrusion equipment is causing the quality issue. 
The cleaning action does not repair the part which means that the cause (damaged part) of 
the quality issue is not removed.  

3. Which quality issue triggers or should trigger an extrusion equipment cleaning?  
4. Which amount of produced quality issues is acceptable? It is impossible to improve a 

cleaning policy if it is not defined when the line is producing inferior quality.  
5. How can the cause of the quality issues be removed? A way to deal with this quality issue 

should be determined. Ether advice will be given to remove the causes or the cleaning policy 
will be optimized to control the amount of quality issues.  

6. Which part of the extrusion equipment should be cleaned? It may be the case that the cause 
of the quality issues can be removed by cleaning only the part of the installation that causes 
the quality issues. Even more profit can be made if the causes can be removed for example 
by modifying the installation part that causes the black specks. 
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The focus will be on determining the cause/ causes of the detected quality issues. If the cause of a 
quality issue is known the other questions can be answered.   
 
In conclusion the problem statement is: In 2017 scrap production at the Filmlijn 12 caused €450.000,- 
of quality costs. In this project a maintenance policy should be created that reduces the amount of 
produced scrap cause by quality issues. Before it is possible to create a maintenance policy the causes 
of black specks should be known.   
 
Research goal 
In this project a methodology is developed that finds the cause/ causes of quality issues related to 
film production. Due to time contains of this project only the important quality issue will be 
investigated. An advice should be given to reduce the produced amount of this quality issue if it is 
possible to determine the cause/causes of this quality issue. The research goal of this project is:  
 
“Develop and implement a methodology to find the causes of the most costly quality issue at Filmlijn 
12. Create, if possible, a maintenance policy that reduces the amount of quality related costs" 
 

Data availability 
The following data was available for this project:  

• Around 9 months of process data 
• 1.5 year of quality data  
• 2 extrusion equipment cleanings included in the quality data 
• 1 extrusion equipment cleaning included in the process data 

 
In this project only the data from rolls produced under steady production conditions are used for the 
modeling. Steady production means that the line was running with the intention to produce quality 
film (prime material) for the costumers. The line was not producing startup or stop rolls and there 
were no stops in the process. This selection is made to make sure that no outliers are included in the 
data analyses. Rolls that are produced with the intention to be send off to the customers but are 
scrap because the amount of quality issues was to big are included in the modeling. This was done 
because it is necessary to measure the differences between prime and scrap rolls produced in steady 
production to be able to detect the causes of quality issues. It is not possible to find the cause of a 
quality issue if there are no quality issues within the dataset. The rolls included in the model have the 
followings characteristics: 

• 142 steady rolls are produced 
• These rolls have a total length of 2837 Km and an average length of 15.41km  
• 14100 Black specks measured in the steady production 
• 807601 seconds of production are available 
• Surface inspection logs the amount of black specks every second. Therefore the smallest 

time interval possible is a second. 
  

The data within the systems was polluted. Data cleaning was needed to be able to perform analyses. 
(The data cleaning procedure is more extensively described in appendix 9 and 10) 
 

Research deliverables. 
The research goal leads to the following project deliverables: 

1.   A root cause analyses to find the cause/causes of quality issues. 
2. A recommendation on how the cause/causes found in the root cause analyses can be 

removed or controlled. A maintenance policy to control the amount of black specks will be 
created.   
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Research questions 
The problem statement, research goal and research deliverables resulted in the following main 
research question. 
 
How can the amount of scrap material caused by quality issues be eliminated or decreased? 
 

Cause determination 

1. Which quality issue should be used as the trigger for maintenance? 
2. What are the effects of the performed cleaning actions on this appearance of this quality 

issue?  
3. What are the potential causes of this quality issue? 
4. What are the relations between the process parameters related to the potential causes and 

this quality issue? 
5. At which installation zone(s) are the quality issues created?  

Solution design 

6. How can the Protact department remove or control the causes of black specks? 
7. How can the Protact department implement the created cause determination methodology?  

Research approach 

This research project is split into 5 parts. The actions done in each part are described in Table 1. 

Part Actions done 
1. Introduction and quality issue selection  In this part the project will be introduced, the 

original aim of this project and the problems 
encountered during this project are described. 
The quality issue that should be investigated 
will be determined, the current policy to control 
the investigated quality issue and the effects of 
the cleaning actions done to remove the quality 
issues will be described.  

2. Determining the potential causes of black 
specks 

In this part it is investigated which potential 
causes there are of black specks. Literature is 
investigated and the expertise of technical 
experts is used to determine what can 
potentially cause black specks.   

3. Capturing the potential causal relations of 
the hypothesis into a mathematical model 

In this part a method is described that can 
check if process parameters that are potentially 
related to the in part 2 determined potential 
causes of back specks are relating to the 
creation of black specks. The process and 
quality data will be prepared such that different 
modeling methods can be used to determine 
the relationships. 

4. Modeling the variable importance 
measurements  

The strength of the relationships between the 
determined process parameters and the 
occurrence of black specks will be determined 
by creating different models and the 
importance of the input variables in this model. 
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5. Conclusions In part 4 the strength of the relationships 
between the in part 2 described input variables 
and black specks are determined. It is not sure if 
this relationship is causal. This means that it is 
not sure if the relationship is related to the 
cause of black specks. In part 5 the expertise of 
technical experts is used to determine if the 
found input variables of the models are related 
to the cause of black specks. A new 
maintenance policy will be suggested based on 
the findings of this project. Recommendations 
will be made and the discussion and conclusions 
of this project will be described.  

Table 1: Research approach 

Report outline 
In Table 2 an outline of the report is shown. The chapters and related research questions are shown. 

Chapter  Title  Related 
research 
question 

Part one : introduction and quality issue selection 
1 Introduction and motivation  
2 Installation description   
3 Degradation of the extruder  
4 Available data and sources   
5 Quality issue selection  1 
6 Current cleaning policy to control the volume of black specks 2 
7 Effects of the performed cleaning actions  

Part two: Determining the potential causes of black specks 
8 Defined potential causes 3 
9 Suspected installation parts  

10 Parameter selection/creation  
Part three:  Capturing the causal relations of the hypothesis into a mathematical model 
11 Data preparation methodology  
12 Method used to test the hypotheses   
13 Data exploring  
14 Selecting the data granularity of black specks  

   
Part four: Modeling 

15 Pearson correlation coefficients  4 
16 Remove multicollinearity  4 
17 Multiple linear regression model 4 
18 Random forest model 4 

Part five: Results 
19 Benchmarking study  
20 Input variables exploration 5 
21 Retrieve the causes of black specks  
22 Suggested maintenance policy 6 
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23 Advice to reduce the amount of black specks under normal production 
conditions 

6 

24 Current status of the Implementation of the suggested maintenance policy 7 
25 Conclusion, discussion and recommendations    

Definitions, acronyms and variables  
 References   

Appendices  
Table 2: Project outline 
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2. Installation description  
Filmlijn 12, the official name of the film production line that is investigated in this research, consists 
of 8 installation parts. These parts all have a different function in the filmmaking process.  An 
overview of the product stream through the installations is shown in Figure 1. 

Dryer Dosing unit Extruder street Die section

Streching unit Thickness 
measurement

1

1 Camera inspection 
system Winding section

Cold Hot

Cold

Polymer 
granule

Film roll

1

Text

Installation 
part

Section 
temperature

Connector

Material

Legenda

 

Figure 1: Process overview 

A more detailed picture of the installation and the specific installation parts are shown in Figure 2 
and Figure 3 and described in Table 3

1 2 3
 

Figure 2: Installation overview part 1(Tata Steel, 2016). 

The filmmaking process starts in the drying installation (point 1). The granules will be pumped out of 
the storage silo outside the factory. They will be transported to the drying installation where the 
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granules will be dried for several hours. The granules will be transported to the dosing units (point 2) 
when they have the temperature and humidity stated in the film specific recipe.  

 

Figure 3: Installation overview part 2(Tata Steel, 2016). 

In the dosing unit the different kind of polymer granules are mixed following the mixing of the 
different components for the film that will be produced. The in the film recipe stated granule mix 
needed to produce a type of film will be created and transported into the extruder (point 3). In the 
extruder the granules will be heated, transported and compressed after which they leave the 
extruder in melted form. There are three extruders producing different layers of film. These 
extruders are called the A, B and C extruder. The principle of an extruder is described in more detail 
in appendix 2.  

1 Drying installation 5 Stretching unit (Officially called 
MDO) 

2 Dosing units 6 Thickness measurement 
3 Extrusion equipment 7 Surface control system  
4 Die section 8 Winding installation 

Table 3: Description installation parts 

The melted polymer stream goes through the extruder and the extrusion equipment of the extruders 
to the die (point 4). In the die the polymer stream will be uniformly spread until the final width of the 
film. The stream is casted onto a cooling roll which cools the spread stream. On this roll the polymer 
solidifies and the film is created. The film will now be pulled into a stretching unit (point 5) where the 
film will be pulled through different rolls. These rolls turn at different speeds which leads to 
stretching of the film. The next part of the filmmaking installation is the thickness measurement 
control system. When the film leaves the stretching unit edges will be cut off, after which it goes 
though the thickness measurement system (point 6). This system checks if the film has the thickness 
stated in its recipe. After the thickness measurement the film goes to the Surface inspection visual 
inspection system (point 7) which registers visual quality failures. Three camera’s measure 
inequalities in the film from different angles. The Surface inspection system will detect the black 
specks and degraded gels inside the film. The quality issues will be detected by the camera and real 
time transferred to the Surface inspection database. After the visual inspection the film will be 
wound on a roll in the winder section (point 8).   

Extrusion equipment and die 

Technical experts expect that black specks and degraded gels are caused in parts of the installation 
where the polymers are in a liquid/melted state. This will be in the extruder or potentially also in the 
other parts of the extrusion equipment/die. The extrusion equipment consists out of multiple parts. 

4 5 6 7 8
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Due to confidentially issues the parts and the function of the parts cannot be described in detail. The 
extruder equipment will be described as. The 5 most important part of the extruder equipment will 
be mentioned in this research project. The codenames used for this parts are: 

• Part 1 
• Part 2 
• Part 3 
• Part 4 
• Part 5  
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3. Degradation of the extruder 
At the start of this project only the maintenance of the extruders was part of the scope. A predictive 
maintenance model should have been created for the extruders. In chapter 1 it was explained that 
this policy is currently not possible and potentially not the best policy to use. The reason for this is 
that an extruder does not need a lot of maintenance. Extruders are designed in a way that wearing 
caused by the friction created to heat up the granule (extruder principle) is very low. The steel used 
in an extruder has different levels of hardness. The metal used for the extruder cylinder is harder 
than the metal used in the screw and the metal used in the extruder wing walls. In this case the 
softest metal is a layer of Colmonoy at the extruder wing wall. Under normal conditions this layer 
degrades till the layer is completely gone. The degradation at the harder metal of the barrel and the 
screw will be negligible. 

The supplier of the screw mentioned that an extruder screw revision ones every 5 years should be 
enough to deal with the deterioration of the extruder.  They advise to renew the Colmonoy 
hardening layer if the throughput of the extruder is getting to low. When the layer is almost gone it 
will be removed and a new Colmonoy layer will be welded on the screw wing. The cost of repairing 
damages at the steel used in the core of the screw and especially the cylinder will be much higher 
than renewing the Colmonoy layer. This type of deterioration will not be the topic of this research. 
The rest of this project will be focusing on Extrusion equipment cleaning.  
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4. Available data and sources. 
The data used in this research is extracted from three database. The IBA database, the Surface 
inspection database and the SAP database.  

IBA  

The process data of FL12 is monitored in the IBA system. All signals extracted from the sensors of 
FL12 used to control the process are logged in the IBA database. In May 2018 945 parameters could 
be extracted from this database. Of these 945 parameters, 695 parameters contain values. 289 
parameters are constants and the remaining 406 parameters are variable. In this project not all these 
parameters are investigated.  Only a part of the parameters are extracted from the IBA system.  
Technical experts agreed that the investigated quality issues occur at the hot section. The speeds of 
the rolls are also included to be able to filter the prime material and to check if there is a one on one 
relationship between the produced meters at the Surface inspection and IBA system.  

In this project IBA data from 23-11-2017 till 01-09-2018 is used. This interval is chosen because there 
was no more data available at the start of this period. The IBA system logs the process data in a 
database for a period of 3 months, when this period is exceeded the data will be deleted. To be able 
to collect the data for a longer period of time the Protact department started to save the data on a 
different hard disk. This external data saving started at 23-02-2018. This meant that IBA data was 
available from 23-11-2017. The last IBA extraction included in this project is done on 01-09-2018 so 
that is why this was the last day included in this project. It is advised to safe IBA data for a longer 
period so that more data is available for further analyses.   

Surface inspection  

The Surface inspection inspection system monitors in real time the quality of the film that is 
produced. When the film leaves the MDO it goes through the Surface inspection system where the 
defects are detected by a camera. These defects and the corresponding picture are registered in a 
database. For every failure a picture will be saved which makes it possible to look at the failure at a 
later date. The Surface inspection system identifies and distinguishes the following failure types: 

 

• Gel 
• Dent 
• Hole 
• Black pit  
• Gel with tail 
• Double Gel 
• Dust/Filth 
• Drop 
• Sticky failure 

 

It determines the type and size of a failure and displays the location of it through that moment of 
time. In Figure 7 an overview is given of all types and amount of types in a certain roll. In Figure 8 a 
picture of a failure is given. In Figure 6 an overview of all failures and the location of the failures is 
shown. The green field represents the film. The y axis shows the length of the film and the x axis the 
width. The letters inside the green field are the failures detected by the system. Every letter 
represents one failure type and are shown in different colors. These colors represent the size of the 
failure. Red represents a large failure and yellow a medium size failure. 

 
 

Figure 4:Type overview 
Figure 5: Detected failure 
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of all failures 

The failure detection system improves itself by creating rules. The employee of the Protact 
department who is in charge of the Surface inspection system improves the system by inspecting 
failures and classifying them by hand. The Surface inspection system creates new rules based on this 
classifications and will classify future failures based on the new rules. The Surface inspection system 
learns by the input of the employee and creates new rules with their failure recognition software 
which recognizes the failures more precisely.  

The Surface inspection data of every produced roll is available for this research but the way of 
classifying the failures changed several times. The last time a change in the classification rules was 
made was in March 2018. The Surface inspection system is improved on a regular base which means 
that the rules have changed over time. This changes are most of the time small which makes it 
possible to use this data.  

SAP 

All maintenance performed at the extruders is logged in the SAP system. It is clear when 
maintenance is performed, what kind of maintenance is performed and who executed the 
maintenance.  

During the period that the IBA data was available the following screw revisions have been executed.  

• 1 cleaning of the B extrusion equipment was done correctively at the end of February.  
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5. Quality issue selection 
The first thing that is done is the specification of the trigger for extruder cleaning. During multiple 
interviews technical experts (process technologists and maintenance engineers) agreed that black 
specks should be the quality issues that triggers the maintenance actions. There are many potential 
causes of both black specks and degraded gels but they have in most cases the same cause. “Black 
specks and degraded gels are in most cases caused by small amounts of polymers being overheated. 
They are exposed either to high temperatures for a short time or to moderately high temperatures 
for a longer time”(Haste van, 2007). Small amounts of resin can get stuck during the process and 
degrade over time after which they break loose and end up as a degraded gel or black speck. First a 
degraded gel will be created but when it will degrade further and become a black speck when more 
energy is putted into it. Black specks and degraded gels are the quality issues that lead to the highest 
part of the scrap production. One third of the scrap production is caused by black specks and 
degraded gels which have cost in 2017 approximately €150.000,-  see appendix 1 for the cost 
calculation. 

Technical experts choose black specks above degraded gels because the volume of damage a black 
speck creates is much higher than the damage a degraded gel creates. 4 out of the 5 packagers that 
buy laminated steel do not accept any black specks in their material. If a black speck is sent off to a 
packager the machines of the packager will be damaged. The laminated steel will be stretched into 
the demanded form but the black speck will not stretch with the rest of the film. A hole is created 
around the black speck and the machine will be damaged because the Protact sheet is too thick. A 
degraded gel will cause a hole in the material but will not damage the installation. Secondly the 
classification of a degraded gel is very difficult. The Surface inspection system does not distinguish 
between a normal gel and a degraded gel. Normal gels have potentially different causes than 
degraded gels. 

Ideally zero black specks are produced during the film making process. It is questionable if this is 
possible. There are always some blind spots in the extrusion equipment where polymer can hang up 
and degrade. It is also possible that the quality of the incoming granule is bad and that black specks 
are created at the granule supplier. The quality norm of the amount of acceptable black speck in 
prime quality film is different per customer. Some accept zero black specks while others accept 
some. If a produced roll contains more black specks than the customer accepts it will be scrap 
material and has to be thrown away. The goal of the Protact department is to produce near zero 
black specks per day (1 or 2 are acceptable). In the days the black speck issues where the most 
problematic more than 1000 black specks were registered by the Surface inspection system and no 
prime quality material was produced.  

The original aim of this research was to only look at the extruder but this is not sufficient. Technical 
experts are unsure if black specks are created by the extruders.  It is unlikely likely that the extruders 
cause the quality problems. Haste states that “the screw and barrel rarely cause degradation. 
Degradation usually arises downstream from the extruder”(Haste van, 2007). The simultaneous 
cleaning of all parts within the extrusion equipment make it impossible to distinguish between parts. 
The cleanings resulted in less black specks but it is not known which component or components of 
the machine, once cleaned, resulted in the reduction of black specks.  
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6. Current policy to control the volume of black specks.  
Officially a time based (ones a year) preventive maintenance policy is applied regarding the extrusion 
equipment cleanings. The extruder will be disassembled and cleaned once a year preventively. This 
interval is based on the yearly shutdowns of the factory. This maintenance policy does not meet the 
requirements of the Protact department because is not followed. In the revision year 2017-2018 one 
unplanned extrusion equipment cleaning is done (February 2018). In this revision only the B 
extrusion equipment was cleaned.  The decision to do this unplanned maintenance was taken ad hoc 
because the volume of black specks was “too high”. It was not specified what “too high” was. It 
wasn’t possible to produce prime material for some days when management stepped in and decide 
to clean the extrusion equipment. The biggest problem was at that time that it was not sure if 
extrusion equipment cleaning would reduce the amount of black specks. There are several ways to 
clean the extrusion equipment and it is not sure yet which cleaning actions actually reduce the 
amount of black specks.  

Until now two different kind of cleaning actions are performed at FL12 to reduce the amount of black 
specks. These cleaning actions are: 

• Extrusion equipment cleaning by pyrolysis(in literature stated as a mechanical cleaning 
technique(Giles, Wagner, & Mount, 2005)) 

• Rinsing the installation with Pet-G (described as a purging technique in literature (Giles et al., 
2005))  

 

At this moment cleaning of the extrusion equipment is done in a pyrolysis oven. All the parts of the 
extrusion equipment will be dissembled and cleaned in a pyrolysis oven. In this process the parts of 
the extrusion equipment will be heated up to 440 degrees Celsius. At this temperatures all the 
polymers will burn of the extrusion equipment surface. Maintenance engineers doubt if pyrolysis is a 
good way to clean the parts of the extrusion equipment. There were for example some issues the 
extruder screw. Some pieces of Colmonoy were crumbling of the extruder screw wings (see appendix 
4). There are alternative mechanical ways to clean the extrusion equipment for example dry ice 
blasting (Bozzelli, 2013; Giles et al., 2005) . Selecting the best way of cleaning the extrusion 
equipment is not part of the scope of this projects. This is why the alternative cleaning methods will 
not be further investigated. The cleaning of all extrusion equipment, equipment of extruder A,B and 
C, by pyrolysis will costs around 3 to 4 days and €32.000,-  

The second cleaning action done is rinsing the installation with Pet-G. The black specks will stick to 
the rinsing agent, in this case Pet-G, and will be removed out of the system. This maintenance action 
is performed once during the lifetime of the installation (January 2018). Technical experts within Tata 
Steel say that the amount of black specks decreased significantly after this rising but the amount of 
degraded gels stayed the same. The decision to rinse the installation with Pet-G was made during the 
period that it was difficult to produce prime material. First a PET G purging was tried before the 
extruder street was cleaned by pyrolysis. It is and was not defined at which level of black specks per 
km the rinsing should be done. The decision to rinse was taken because it was becoming difficult to 
produce prime quality. The rising of the A, extrusion equipment at the same time takes 
approximately 3 hours and costs around €13.000,- (see appendix 5 for the approximation) 

Besides the cleaning actions there is another operation performed to ensure the quality of the 
produced film. The screen in part 2 is renewed to make sure that no pollution is pushed through the 
screen because it is constipated. A screen change happens around 1-3 times a day depending on the 
quality of the amount of quality issues that occur during the day. It can be the case that a new filter 
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reduces the amount of black specks but this will only be the case if the black specks are created 
before the screen.  
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7.Effects of the performed cleaning actions 
The Protact department was exploring the effects of the different cleaning actions during the last 
problematic black specks period. This period started in October 2017 and ended in March 2018. In 
this period is was getting hard to produce prime quality film. Before this project It was not possible to 
see what the effects of the cleaning actions where because there was no overview of the amount of 
black specks that occurred over a longer period of time (multiple rolls included). In this project plots 
are created that contain the black speck data of multiple rolls. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the 
occurrence of black speck per half hour. In these figures one dot represents the amount of black 
specks registered in half an hour of production. The Surface inspection system is off if there are no 
bleu dots. The green dotted line represents the moment of time the Pet-G purging was done and the 
red dotted line represents the moment in time the pyrolysis cleaning action was done.  

Two issues have to be taken into account when looking at Figure 8 and Figure 7. These issues are: 

• As described in chapter 4 the Surface inspection system improves the classification of a black 
speck when more black specks are detected in the system. This makes that the classification 
of a black speck is different over time.  

• Only the rolls that are produced in the period of which IBA data was available are classified 
as steady production. This means that in the other period also the startup rolls are included. 
This startup rolls give a wrong impression because in the Surface inspection system was only 
active in a small part of the startup rolls. Startup rolls contain more black specks than steady 
production rolls. Wrong interpretations can be made, some days will have a higher amount 
of black specks while the produced amount of black specks is similar in steady production   

 

Figure 7: Occurrence of black specks registered by the Surface inspection system over time (only steady state data included). 
Every dot represents 30 production minutes (the code used to create this figure is described in appendix 13. 
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In Figure 7 all the black specks registered in the steady production rolls are plotted. No startup rolls 
are included in the data used for this plot. The last big changes in the classification criteria took place 
at the beginning of January 2018 (this was before the Pet-G purging action). The person that is 
responsible for the Surface inspection system said that all classified black specks after that moment 
were comparable. Figure 7 shows a big decrease in the amount of black specks after the pyrolysis 
cleaning action. It can be concluded that the cleaning action helped and resulted in less black specks. 
There was a small delay between the moment the black specks decreased and the moment the 
cleaning was done. The process technologists think that this is caused because some pollution came 
into the extrusion equipment during the reassembling. The first produced rolls will still contain this 
pollution.  

The detected amount of black specks in the period before the Pet-G purging action was done should 
be known to see the effects of the purging action. Figure 8 shows all the black specks registered by 
the Surface inspection system since it is active. The data used in this plot contains startup rolls and 
different classification rules. The Yellow line represent the moment in time the black speck 
classification started to be reliable. There were changes in the classification rules after this moment 
but before this moment the classification was not made yet. Figure 8 gives an overview of the 
development of black specks in the problematic period. The amount of detected black specks starts 
to increase in November 2017 and decreases after the extrusion equipment mechanical cleaning 
action done in February 2018. It is impossible to say if the purging with Pet-G helped because of the 
change in the classification rule in January. The effect of the purging action seems to be not so big 
but it can be the case that the classification started to be stricter just before the purging action. In 
this case black specks that were not detected before the purging were detected after the purging 
which made it impossible to see the effect of the Pet-G purging. 

Figure 8: Amount of black specks registered by the Surface inspection system over time (also start up material included). 
Every dot represents 30 production minutes (the code used to create this figure is described in appendix 13 
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Part 2: Determining the potential causes of black specks 

The aim of the root cause analyses performed in this research is to find the cause/ causes of black 
specks. This is done by searching for relationships between process parameters and black specks. The 
problem is investigated from two different angles. In this, qualitative research, part hypothesis of 
potential causes are determined via interviews with technical experts, brainstorm sessions and 
literature reviews. A multi criteria analyses is done to determine which of potential causes are 
suspected the most by the Technical experts of TATA steel.   

The defined potential causes of black specks are described in chapter 8. The technical experts 
suspect some parts of the extruder street too cause black specks. This parts are described in chapter 
9. The process parameters that are potentially related to this causes are extracted for the databases.
The selection and extraction of these potential related process parameters are described in chapter
10.
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8. Defined potential causes
In this chapter the potential causes of black speck production are described. The hypotheses are 
created by interviewing different technical experts and using a combination of open brainstorm 
sessions and Delphi methods (Joshi, Banwet, & Shankar, 2011). All potential hypotheses are classified 
into potential topics included  hypotheses trees (Ashok Sarkar, Ranjan Mukhopadhyay, & Ghosh, 
2013). A more detailed describtion of the method used to determine the potential causes of black 
specks including the people involved in the interview and the delphi method  can be found in 
appendix 6.  

The potential causes of black specks are shown in Figure 9. The change that a potential cause causes 
a big part of the black specks is ordered from most likely (order 1) Till not very likely (order 15).  

Figure 9: Determined potential causes of black specks 

Description of the hypotheses 

The difficulty in this research is that there could be multiple causes that create black specks at the 
same time at different parts of the hot section. The hot section of FL 12 consists of 54 temperature 
sections.  At this sections the temperature at the wall of tube wall is measured. One goal of this 
research is to find out which section, with its relating installation part, causes the black specks. If this 
section is found a modification or specific maintenance policy can be created for this section. To be 
able to find this section the hypotheses within the shortlist should be tested for every related 
section. Hence why the related variables to include are also described in Figure 9. These variables will 
be described in more detail in chapter 10 

Potential causes derived from different articles(Cowan & Fairhall, 2015; Haste van, 2007; 
Pervadchuk, Yankov, & Trufanova, 1985) can be grouped under 4 different types of main causes. The 
first group of hypotheses test if black specks are caused by overheating due to high temperatures. 
Haste states “When an area of very high temperature occurs in the barrel, downstream plumbing, or 
die, it’s typically caused by a problem in the control system–a bad thermocouple, runaway heater 
band, or a relay stuck in the wrong position. Any material passing through the affected zone is 
potentially vulnerable to degradation”(Haste van, 2007). All available temperature sensors within the 

Activity/ Observation Hypothesis Variables included in the model Order
The temperature set point of one or more heaters is too high and causes 
overheating (recap is wrong)

Set points of all temperature sensors within the hot 
section of the extruder 14

The temperature of one or more section within the hot section is too high and 
causes overheating 

Act values of temperature sensors in hot section, 
temperature above setpoint, out values of sensors 1

The temperature differences between heaters is too big. The polymer is 
heated up too quickly and gets overheated Temperature difference between the sections 15
The melt pump lubricates itself with the polymer. The friction of this lubrication 
leads to overheating of the polymer Torque of the melt pump 4
If the screw gets crooked it will scratch the barrel this friction leads to 
overheating of the polymer Torque of the extruder screw 13
Friction on polymer to high because heating up procedure is to short, screw 
starts turning when the polymer is not hot enough Torque of the extruder screw and production time 12

Polymer gets hung up in the extruder and gets overheated
Pressure p1, extruder throughput, extruder speed and 
extruder feedrate 11

Polymer gets hung up in the holes of the extruder wing and get overheated
Pressure p1, extruder throughput, extruder speed and 
extruder feedrate 10

Polymer gets hung up in the part 1 and gets overheated
Pressure p1, extruder throughput, extruder speed and 
extruder feedrate 3

Polymer gets hung up in the part 3 and gets overheated
Pressure p2, part2 throughput, part 2 speed and melt 
pump feedrate 6

Polymer gets hung up in the melt pump and gets overheated
Pressure p2, part 2 throughput, part 2 speed and part 2  
feedrate 5

Emptying extruder equipment when production run is done leads to more 
black pits because oxygen reacts with polymer and polymer burns Idle time- since last production, time since start up line 8
Leakages in hot section leads to more black pits because oxygen reacts with 
polymer and polymer burns line in production 2
The line can not handle long periods of idleness, black specks are caused by 
oxidize inside the hot section Idle time since last production 9

Black specks are created by 
overheating due to problems 
in the control system

7

Black specks are caused by 
too long polymer residence 
time in the hot section 

Black specks are caused 
because of oxygen in hot 
section

Black specks are caused 
because of external factors Quality issues of the incoming granule leads to black specks --
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hot section of Fl 12 will be investigated. It will be checked if there are problems in the control system. 
It may be the case that one heater heats too much which causes the black specks. Another possibility 
is that the overheating is caused by friction. Friction leads to a rise in temperature(Rabinowicz, 1965) 
and can overheat the polymer. The amount of torque that is used to turn the rotating parts within 
the hot section will be investigated to be able to test the effects of friction on black specks.          

The second group of hypotheses test if black specks are caused by too long residence times of the 
polymer in the hot section. Haste states “small amounts of resin can hang up and be exposed to 
normal process temperatures for abnormally long periods in a worn or pitted screw, barrel, or die, or 
in cracks in chrome plating. This material degrades over time, breaks loose with thermal cycling and 
the drag of polymer flow, and can create many black specks. Another possible cause of black specks 
is abrupt changes in the polymer flow path or in components such as breaker plates and screen 
packs. These can have potential hang-up areas, like a too-abrupt taper into an adapter fitting”(Haste 
van, 2007). Bozzelli adds “Check for design flaws and abrupt changes in flow path. Look for sharp 
corners, restrictions, and dead spots that can lead to polymer hang-up and subsequent degradation” 
(Bozzelli, 2013). The concept of unwanted flow paths can also be caused by normal/ equal screw 
degradation (see chapter 3). When an extruder is turning the distance between the cylinder and the 
wall of the extruder wing is slowly getting bigger because of degradation caused by friction. This 
leads to a decrease in throughput out of the extruder because the polymer is circulating back into the 
previous chamber. More pressure is needed to let the same amount of output leave the extruder. 
The screw will start to turn faster and more torque will be created at the screw to get the same 
amount of output (represented as the throughput parameter). The experts of Tata Steel think that 
because of this backwards circulation the time that the polymer stays inside the extruder may be too 
long. It is possible that there is a relationship between the volume of gels and black specks in the film 
and the distance between the extruder wing wall and the cylinder.  To be able to test hypotheses 
within this group the flow of the polymer within the hot section should be investigated. It is not 
possible to look at the polymer stream inside the installation parts of the hot section. All available 
pressure and speed/ throughput variables will be investigated to test the hypotheses. It turned out to 
be very hard to test the effect of residence time on black specks. See chapter 14 for more details 

The third group of hypotheses tests if black specks are caused by oxygen in the hot section. Black 
specks can arise when the polymer is exposed to high temperatures for a long time while oxygen is 
present. Cowan states: “The solution to avoiding such issues lies in the control of equipment 
operating temperatures, the amount of oxygen that is present and the shut down and start-up 
procedures”(Cowan & Fairhall, 2015). One of the potential causes that came up during the 
brainstorm session was the shutdown procedure. In the current situation the extruders will be 
emptied completely. This is done for cost saving reasons, it costs €6000,-(Tata Steel, 2018c) to shut 
down the line filled with PET-G. The line cannot be shut down filled with regular recipes. The torque 
needed to start up an extruder filled with normal PET is so high that the screw and part 2 can get 
damaged. The supplier/builder of FL12 SML mentioned emptying the extruder before a shutdown as 
one option but it advises to fill the line with Pet-G or PP before shutdown (SML, 2016a). Cowan 
recommends to leave the extruder full of polymer when it is shut down(Cowan & Fairhall, 2015). This 
should be done to prevent oxygen coming in the hot section. The idle time before the production 
start and the time the line is in production is calculated to determine the effect that oxygen has on 
the amount of black specks. Until now there have been no filled shutdowns performed which means 
that it is not possible to compare filled and emptied shutdowns.    

The fourth group of hypotheses tests if black specks are caused by an external factor. One of the 
most stated cause of black specks is bad quality of the incoming material.(Bozzelli, 2013; Cowan & 
Fairhall, 2015; Haste van, 2007). During the production process of the granule different quality issues 
can occur, examples of these quality issues are cross linkage of the polymer or external pollution. 
These quality issues cause black specks if the granule is heated up in the hot section. Unfortunately 
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there were no quality tests performed on the incoming material before this project started. At the 
end of this project the process technologist within the Protact department started testing the 
incoming material. In some batches pollution is found. The technical experts think that a part of black 
specks can be caused by bad quality of incoming material but it is not the main cause. Heating up 
cross linked polymers will very likely results in degraded gels instead of black specks.  More 
overheating is necessary to create a black speck. In conclusion some of the black specks will be 
caused by bad quality of incoming material but this will be a small part of the black specks created.          

Causes that can theoretically occur but that are not investigated further because they were marked 
as ‘not the cause’ during the process from longlist to shortlist 
Black specks do not have to be necessarily burned polymers. It is also possible that black specks are 
non-polymeric pollution (Cowan & Fairhall, 2015; Haste van, 2007).Technical experts within Tata 
agreed that it is unlikely that external pollution that can create black specks in the raw material 
reaches the hot section. The magnet before the hot section makes this impossible and other non-
polymeric. One problem that occurred after the pyrolysis of the extruder screw was the loosening of 
the colmonoy layer (see appendix 4). Process technologist agreed that this Colmonoy layer couldn’t 
be a substantial part of the total amount of black specks.  

 

Figure 10: Photomicrographs of contaminants in film products: a) hard carbon speck caused by polymer overheating; b) 
polyester contaminant; c) Iron oxide particle; d) a fiber(Spalding et al., 2018) 

The shape of the black speck didn’t suggest that there was metal inside the black speck. The shape 
was not sharp enough. During the final phase of this research Spalding and coauthors published new 
research (Spalding et al., 2018) regarding black specks. With his research he confirmed a lot of the 
potential causes listed in the shortlist and did not add new ones. He made some detailed pictures of 
possible contaminants in the film see Figure 10. The technical experts agreed that the black specks 
produced at FL 12 consist are of type A. The process technologist, maintenance engineers, 
production managers and operators have not seen type C before.  

Black specks can also be created due to too long polymer residence time inside of the extruder 
caused by an insufficient transportation over the barrel(Bozzelli, 2013). The friction between the 
barrel and the polymer should be high enough to transport the granule trough the extruder (see 
appendix 2 section Transport of the granule, entry zone). This potential cause is not further 
investigated because the throughput of the extruders is too high for this type of overheating. Only 
too long residence time hypotheses created by hang up of polymer will be investigated. 
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9. Suspicious installation parts 
The potential causes determined in chapter 8 are not related to parts of FL12 yet. The part or parts of 
the installation that cause the black specks should be known to be able to remove the cause of black 
specks. In this chapter the parts of the installation that are suspicious on are described.  

There are 3 parts within the hot section of FL12 that are marked as suspicious by the technical 
experts that were involved in the brainstorm sessions. The code names of these parts: 

• Part 1  
• Part 2 
• Part 3 

The design of part 1 and part 3 contain potential hang up areas. Polymer can get hang up in the dead 
space and become a black speck due to the overheating with a too long residence time. 

The extruder tube has a smaller diameter than the tube behind the part 1. The edges in the tube that 
ensures the narrowing of the tube are potentially too sharp. The screen itself is also suspicious. The 
diameter of the screen is bigger than the tube which results in a lot of dead space. Also hear dead 
space in the flow path will cause black specks. A technical expert of Tata Steel Duffel advised to 
remove part 1 and change it to a more smoothened one. He had bad experiences with this model.  

Part 2 is suspicious because of the way the screws within part 2 are lubricated. The lubrication is 
done internally which means that polymer flows around the screws. A rotational flow is created due 
to this internal lubrication which can result in a residence time that is too long. It can also be the case 
that the screws are getting to hot, due to friction or the external heating, and the polymer that 
lubricates the screws overheats.  

Leakages are also very suspicious. The parts of the extrusion equipment are assembled together by 
screws and bolds. Over time amount of polymer started to leak through the gaskets between the 
different parts. The oxygen that comes from the outside environment into the polymer flow can 
causes black specks.   

The amount of produced black specks decreased significantly during the last extrusion equipment 
cleaning action (February 2018). In this cleaning action more things has been done than only cleaning 
the extrusion equipment by pyrolysis. The leakages, unfortunately it is not known how much, are 
removed during the reassembly of the installation parts. Part 2 was the only part of the installation 
that was replaced instead of cleaned. It could not be cleaned in the pyrolysis oven because it was 
impossible to disassemble its parts quickly. The polymer inside part 2 cooled down too quickly. It 
solidified and all the parts of part 2 stick together. There was one spare part 2 on stock. This part 2 
was assembled into the line to safe time.    

During the inspection of the parts degraded polymer is found in part 2 and part 3. It was expected 
that a lot of hanged up degraded polymer would be found at the extruder screw but this wasn’t the 
case. It does not have to be the case that black specks show up in the installation part where they are 
created. It can for example be the case that black specks are caused by overheating in part 3 but are 
transported to the wall of part 2. They will hit the wall and stick on it. Additionally it isn’t sure if the 
degraded hanged up polymer is created during production or during the heating up procedure that is 
necessary disabled the hot section. Unfortunately there are no pictures available of the hanged up 
degraded polymer on all the installation parts. This makes it hard to discuss the origin of this 
degraded material.   
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10. Parameter selection/creation 
The next step is to extract the data from the databases now the potential causes and the suspicious 
installation part are determined. In this research all parameters that are potentially related to the 
hypotheses described in chapter 8 are extracted. All the parameters that are potentially related to 
the hypotheses of chapter 8 are extracted from the databases. The results of chapter 9 will be used 
to draw conclusions but the research will not focus only on these parts. It is still possible that black 
specks are caused by other parts of the installation. This is all parts of the hot section are included in 
the data analyses. 
 
Process parameters related to the hypotheses are extracted from the IBA database and black speck 
data from the Surface inspection database. In addition synthetic parameters are created to be able 
to test the potential causal relationships within the hypotheses that could not be tested with the raw 
IBA data. Finally all these data is merged into a base file.  
 
Data extracting 

The values of all the available parameters related to the hypotheses described in chapter 8 are 
extracted from the databases. An overview of the parameters is given in appendix 7. The procedure 
used to extract these data and create the basefile (the basefile includes the measurement of the IBA, 
Surface inspection and synthetic variables) is described in appendix 8. The steps done needed to 
extract, clean and check the quality of the data are described. The IBA data is extracted 1 time per 
second because Surface inspection logs 1 measurement per second and is not possible to extract 
Surface inspection data on a smaller time interval.  IBA can be extracted on a smaller granularity (IBA 
measures the signal 50 times per second) but this is not done due to memory efficiency. Technical 
experts agreed that 1 extraction per second is accurate enough.  After cleaning the data and 
removing the parameters which measurements didn’t change over time the following parameters 
are used for further investigation: 

Extracted IBA parameters 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹

/𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 

𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹

/𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 
𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 
𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) =  𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝑤𝑤𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 

𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 1 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 
𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 °𝐶𝐶 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 

𝑇𝑇𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 °𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 
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A number is assigned to the extruder, die and pressure sensors in FL 12. The sensors numbers are 
ranked based on their location in FL12 for example extruder sensor 1 is at the inlet of the extruder 
and extruder sensor 18 is at the end of the extrusion equipment. The full names of the sensors can 
be found in appendix 8. Time t is the time that is displayed by the IBA system. 
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Created synthetic parameters   
The following synthetic parameters are created  
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𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠_𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 °𝐶𝐶 𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡 

 
Where 

𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟  (𝑡𝑡) = � 𝑆𝑆𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝑡𝑡)
𝑠𝑠= 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑠𝑠=𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

 

Equation 1: produced meters of the rolls measured in IBA 

𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) = � 1
𝑠𝑠= 𝑎𝑎

𝑠𝑠=𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

 

Equation 2: Line in production since installation start-up 

𝐼𝐼𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 (𝑡𝑡) = � 1
𝑠𝑠= 𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑠𝑠= 𝑝𝑝−1𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  

 

Equation 3: Time that the installation was idle before the start-up of the installation 

With  
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐹𝐹 
𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐹𝐹 

𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖  𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟 
𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖  𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟 

 
The process parameters related to the hypothesis and new created synthetic variables will be 
included as the input variables X of the prediction model. Black specks will be the output variable Y 
(the granularity of the variables is added in chapter 14). The variable importance analyses will be 
done for example in the following way. The input variable “the amount of seconds that the 
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installation was idle before the production started” related to the hypotheses “a long idle time will 
lead more volume of black specks” will be included as input variable in the model. The remaining 
input variables will be all other parameters related to the hypotheses. The Black specks Y will be 
predicted out of this input variables X by the modeling function 𝑘𝑘(𝑋𝑋).  If a valid prediction is found 
the related variable importance analyses will be done. In the case that x has a high importance score 
it is proven that x has influence on the amount of black specks and potentially (after discussion with 
experts) the hypotheses can be confirmed.  
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Part 3: Capturing the potential causal relations of the hypothesis into a 
mathematical model 

In the third part of this research the process parameters needed to capture the causal relationships 
are selected. The approach to test the hypothesis and the process of capturing data of the sensors in 
a way that the hypothesis can be tested are described. The steps needed to capture the potentially 
causal relationships within the defined hypotheses into input variables are described in chapter 11. 
The input variables should be prepared in a way that it contains the information needed to be able to 
find the causes of black specks. A one-to-one relationship between black specks and the 
measurements made at the locations of the installation should be determined to be able to locate 
the part or parts that cause(s) black specks. The first step done is to determine which method should 
be used to measure the relationships between black specks and the extracted parameters. This is 
done in chapter 12. Secondly the plots created to explore the data are explained. The data exploring 
approach is described in chapter 13. Based on this plots the right data granularity should be used to 
construct an approximate correspondence between the measurements of a variables and black 
specks. This is done in chapter 14.  
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11. Data preparation methodology 
The next step in this research is to prepare the data for the modelling. The parameters that are 
selected in chapter 10 should be extracted from the database and prepared for modeling. In this 
chapter the steps that should be done before the relationships between the process parameters and 
black specks can be determined are explained. 

Studies that are based on historical data, such as this study, are called retrospective studies.  
Historical data is used to confirm the hypotheses of part three. Retrospective studies have drawbacks 
that should be dealt with. (Montgomery & Runger, 2011) mention problems that occur in 
retrospective studies. Translated to this study the problems are: 

• It may not be possible to see the relationship between an input parameter and the black 
specks, because the input parameter did not change much over the historical period. This 
can for example be the case with the temperature of the melt. It is not possible to check if 
temperature leads too black specks if the temperature was always the same during the 
historical period. 

• The process data (which is recorded 50 times in a second) do not correspond perfectly to the 
black speck measurement (which are made 1 second). A time interval should be chosen were 
both measurements have the same amount of measurements. This can be done for example 
by taking the average of the 50 measurements for every second. In this case both data 
consists of the same amount of measurements. 

• It can be the case that there is multicollinearity within the process variables. The increase in 
temperature within one section can lead for example to the increase in temperature of the 
next section. It is in this case not clear which of two sections, or maybe both, caused the 
black specks. This and all the other multicollinearity within the data should be known before 
it is possible to determine which section/sections causes overheating. The variables can then 
be bundled together and include them in the model as one variable. In this case it can be said 
that one or multiple parts in the bundled variable causes black specks. 

• It can be the case that the measured data does not contain the information needed to 
determine the cause of black specks. In this case there no relationships could be found 
between the available process variables and black specks.  

 

(Montgomery & Runger, 2011) state that as a result of these types of issues, statistical analyses of 
historical data sometimes identifies interesting phenomena, but solid and reliable explanations of 
these phenomena are often difficult to obtain. An important part of this project is to capture the 
information of the process into variables. This should be done in a way that the points mentioned 
above are all included. The data preparation needed to capture the process is done following steps: 

1. The method that will be used to test the hypotheses should be determined. Different 
methods require different kind of data preparation measurements. This is why the first step 
that should be done is to determine the statistical measurements/models that will be used.  

2. The process parameters related to the hypotheses in chapter 8 should be extracted from the 
databases. It should be decided which parameters can be extracted and which should be 
created to be able to check if the hypotheses are causing black specks.  

3. The input process parameters are explored. Different plots of the specifics of the parameters 
will be made to create insight in the process. Needed information can be extracted from this 
plot.  

4.  A data granularity is chosen at which the process behavior is captured as best as possible.  A 
choice will be made between a granulation on time, meter and roll.  

5. The data will be prepared to be included in a mathematical model. The multicollinearity 
between the variables will be removed by bundling or deleting parameters. 
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12. Method used to test the hypotheses 
W. Edwards Deming stressed that it is important to understand the nature of variability in processes 
and systems over time. He pointed out that adjustments to a process based on random disturbance 
can actually increase the variation of the process(Montgomery & Runger, 2011). In this project the 
adjustments to the process should be found that causes the black specks. The variability in the values 
of process parameters related to the defined hypotheses is used to explain the variation in the level 
of black specks. Statistical methods are used that are able to test the influence of every single 
included variable on the amount of black specks. The methods that are used are Variable importance 
measures(Wei, Lu, & Song, 2015).   

Variable importance, also termed relative importance measurement and sensitivity analyses,  is an 
overall quantification of the relationship between the input variable and the output variable (Kuhn & 
Johnson, 2013). Variable importance analyses are built on the outcomes of a predictive model. It 
aims at quantifying the effect of each input variable on the uncertainty of model output.(Wei et al., 
2015) It determines the uncertainty characterization of the predicted model output Y and studies the 
effects of each input variable X on the uncertainty of Y. This leads to the mathematical model  𝑌𝑌 =
𝑘𝑘(𝑋𝑋) with input variables  𝑋𝑋 = 𝑋𝑋1,𝑋𝑋2, … ,𝑋𝑋𝑒𝑒 and modeling function 𝑘𝑘(𝑋𝑋) related to a prediction 
method.  

There are different kind of variable importance analyses, with different definitions, corresponding 
with different prediction methods. Wei, lu and Song describe the following groups of importance 
analyses, Difference-based VIMs, parametric regression techniques, nonparametric regression 
techniques, hypothesis test techniques, variance based VIMs, moment independent VIMs Graphic 
VIM(Wei et al., 2015).  They state that in studies where analyses are done on process data instead of 
computational data often parametric and nonparametric regression techniques are used. This 
research will be limited to these two groups of techniques.  

Not all variable Importance measures describe the direction of the investigated relationship. There is 
for example a negative direction in a relationship if an increase of the input variable results in a 
decrease of the outcome. This is only possible for models with precise parametric frames such as 
linear or logistic regression(Kuhn & Johnson, 2013).  The direction of the relationship between 
variables should be determined in other ways if a nonparametric technique is used.  

Multiple variable importance measures will be used to determine the relationships between the 
input variables and the black specks. Different modeling methods will be created to determine the 
importance of the variables within the created model in multiple ways. The input variables with the 
highest variable importance and so the strongest relationship with black specks will be further 
investigated. It can be said that the variable importance measurements are used to make a selection 
of input variables that should be further investigated. 

A process parameter is potentially related to the cause of black specks when it can be related to one 
of the hypotheses on the hypotheses shortlist Figure 9. Ideally also less relevant process parameters 
should be included in the model to see if there are relations where experts didn’t think off. Due to 
computation constrains regarding time and memory this less relevant process parameters are not 
included in the model. This means that it is possible that not some of the causal relations are not 
detected related variables are not included in the model although the change is very small due to the 
accurate parameter selection. 
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13. Data exploring  
The output variable, the amount of black specks, should be explored before it is possible to set a data 
granularity. There should be enough variability in the data to find the potential causes of black 
specks. In addition a one to one relationship between the moment a black specks is created and 
detected should be created. This is done in chapter 14. The plots used in chapter 14 are described in 
this chapter. 

The amount of variability in the measurements of the extracted parameters is discovered by 
different analyses. An overview of the created plots used to get insight in variability in the measured 
black specks are described in Figure 7. The code used too aggregate the data for the exploration code 
is described in appendix 12. The code used to create the plots is described in appendix 13. Plot P3, 
P4, P5 and P6 can be found in appendix 14. The other plots are used and displayed in chapter 7 of 
this report.  

 

Plot code 
in script  Purpose 

p0_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per 30 minutes 
in prime material 

p0_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per 30 minutes 
in scrap material 

p1_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per week in 
prime material 

p1_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per week in 
scrap material 

p2_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per month in 
prime material 

p2_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black specks per month in 
scrap material 

P3 Plot of detected black specks per second over production time per roll with actual 
time 

P4 Plot of detected black specks per second over production time per roll with 
normalized time 

P5 Plot of the total amount of black specks per roll over time(roll rank) 
P6 Plot of the total amount of black specks per roll over time with normalized distance 

Table 4: Plots created to get insight in the variability of the black speck measurement 
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14. Selecting the data granularity of black specks 
In this chapter the granularity at which the black specks are included as the Y variable in the model is 
determined. There are three options investigated. Including the black speck per time interval, meter 
interval or including the black specks per roll. In the case of the time and meter interval, the 
production time and produced meters within a roll will are investigated. These intervals are 
investigated to determine the joint probability that there is variance in black specks and in the input 
variable at the same time in these intervals. A one-to- one transformation between the values of Y 
and X should be created so that the Equation Y=h(x) can be uniquely solved (Douglas & Montgomery, 
2011). The investigated intervals are distinguished between rolls but the way the one-to-one 
transformation is done is different. The output variables that would be used in the model with the 
different transformations are: 

• The amount of black specks per time interval within a roll 
• The amount of black specks per meters interval within a roll 
• The amount of black specks within a roll are explored.   

 

Ideally the data granularity is used with the highest variability in the measurements of the y variable 
and the biggest related data sample.  

The time delays within the process data is crucial in this project. There are many parts of the 
installation producing with different speeds. To be able to detect which part of the installation 
creates a black speck a one on one transformation should be done in the data sample. The time date 
stamp on all observations of variables related to parts of the installation should be shifted to remove 
time delays between the time of recording a black speck and the time of relevance for the process 
variable. If for example a black speck is created at part 2 of the extruder it will take some time before 
it will be detected by the Surface inspection system. If this is 30 seconds the observations of the 
parameters measured at part 2 should be shifted 30 seconds to be able to link the process 
parameters with the detected black specks.  

First the distribution of the amount of black specks within and over the rolls was investigated. This 
was done to check if there was variability in the observations of the output variables related to the 
chosen interval. Data granularities with observations without variability in the amount of detected 
black specks would not have been investigated. There was variability in the output variables of all the 
investigated data granularities (see appendix 14) Secondly it was checked if it was possible to create 
the time delays, that are needed to create a one-to-one transformation, in the dataset. Every data 
point should be physically comparable (Campbell, McKay, & Williams, 2006). This means that every 
data point should contain the same amount of physical information (in this case produced film).  A 
data points contain different amount of physical information if for example the line was running at 
different speeds. A observation contain more information If the line is running faster than if the line 
is running slower.   

First the possibility to use “the amount of black specks per second within a roll” as output variable y 
was investigated. In this case all the extracted observation (values of the variables at every second) 
are included in the data sample. This results in a very large data sample (see Table 6 page 40) which 
makes it possible to investigate the variability within the measurements done in each recipes 
separately. It was not possible to use a second based data granularity because a second can contain 
different amount of physical information. The line is producing at different speeds which means that 
different amount of meters are produced per second. This means that all time based intervals cannot 
be used as data granularity.  
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Next, a meter based approach is explored. In this case every data point would contain the same 
amount of physical information (produced meters). In this case the meters produced are followed 
through the line. A 1 to 1 relationship would be created to see what happened an x amount of 
meters back in the process. In this case every data point will contain the same amount of physical 
information. Two problems showed up in this approach: 

1. The produced meters recorded by the IBA and Surface inspection system are not the same. 
The amount of produced meters at a moment in time should be the same for the IBA and 
Surface inspection to be able to create a 1-to-1 relationship. It is not possible to capture the 
same amount of physical information in observation if the total registries meters per roll in 
the 2 systems are different. 

2. The distribution of the time a black specks stays in the hot section of the installation (the 
polymer is liquid in this part) is not discrete. This means that the film cannot be followed 
through the extruder which makes it impossible to create a 1 to 1 relationship.     

 

Comparing the produced meter by the IBA and Surface inspection system 
The database structure of Surface inspection does not log the amount of meters that are produced in 
a second. It only shows the total length of a roll(Surface inspection, 2015). Surface inspection 
calculates the produced meters with a formula but does not provides this formula to its customers. 
This makes it very hard to create a 1 to 1 relationship and relating dataset where a row contained all 
values of a meter film that where measured by the sensors at the time the meter passed the sensor. 
The speed at which a meter of film passes the Surface inspection system can’t be extracted for the 
Surface inspection system. It is easier to extract this speed and the relating meters produced from 
the IBA data than trying to trace back the formula. The meters (logged in meters produced per 
minute) of film that pass the rolls close to Surface inspection are used to trace back the produced 
meters. The produced meters according to the IBA system is compared with the total amount of 
meters within a roll produced, logged in the Surface inspection system. A disadvantage of using the 
roll speed is the accuracy of the measurement. There is a small amount of slip between the rolls and 
the film. The speeds of the winder roll, the last roll of the MDO and the roll located just after the 
Surface inspection camera system (reference roll) are compared. They are plotted against each other 
and a maximum speed variation of 0.1 meter per minute is found. The technical experts within Tata 
Steel agreed that taking the speed of reference roll 01 is a reliable way to include the meters 
produced in the model. 

The total amount of meters of film within each roll are calculated by summing the produced meters 
per second (derived from IBA) between the end and start time of a roll logged by the Surface 
inspection system. Total amount of film on a roll according to the IBA system calculated with 
Equation 4 and Equation 5.   

𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) =
𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡)
60

 

Equation 4: Produced meters per second according to the IBA system 

𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟(𝑡𝑡) = � 𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡)
𝑠𝑠= 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟

𝑠𝑠= 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟

 

Equation 5: Total distanced of film on roll r  

Where  

𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 01 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡  
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Next the calculated length of the rolls based on the IBA data are compared with the roll lengths 
following the Surface inspection system.  This is done to be able to check if the Surface inspection roll 
have produced to same length and so have a 1 to 1 relationships with each other. The speed 
measured by the Surface inspection system and the reference roll should be the same to be able to 
do this. The plots used for this comparison are described in Table 5 the related code can be found in 
appendix 11. Plot p7 and p8 ate shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

Plot code 
in script  Purpose 

P7 Plot the comparison in absolute distance between the Surface inspection 
system and the IBA system 

P8 Plot the comparison in relative distance between the Surface inspection 
system and the IBA system 

Table 5: plots used to compare meters per roll following Surface inspection and IBA system 

 

Figure 11: Comparison between the produced meters according to the Surface inspection system and the IBA system (plot 
created with the data exploration script see appendix 13) 

Figure 11 shows a difference in length between the rolls logged by the two systems. The mean 
difference in produced meters is 1.66% (see appendix 13). The 20 rolls with the highest deviation are 
shown in Figure 12. The deviation this calculated with the following formula: 

 Deviation = �
Length of a roll according to Surface inspection − calculated length of the roll based on refference roll 1

Length of a roll according to Surface inspection � 

Equation 6: relative difference between the produced meters according to Surface inspection and IBA 
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The maximum deviation is 25,88%. This suggests that some included rolls are outliers. All the rolls are 
manually checked in the Surface inspection system and no disturbances in the production was found. 
The quality department of Protract found out that there was an error in the clock of the Surface 
inspection database. The internal clock used by the Surface inspection system deviated from the 
actual time. Sometimes the Surface inspection system logged a later and sometimes an earlier time 
than the actual time. This changing time can explain the difference in produced meters registered by 
the 2 systems. Besides the slip between the rolls and film and the stretching and shrinkage of the film 
a part of the deviance can be explained by the incorrect clock of Surface inspection.  

The issues with the Surface inspection clock have been solved during this project. At this moment the 
Surface inspection system used the same clock as the IBA system. Roll 7, 32, 38, 71, 113, 120, 124 
and 150 are classified as outliers and removed from the dataset.  Extra checks have been done and in 
a discussion with the technical experts (data scientist and process engineers) it was decided that the 
used data is reliable. A small amount of deviation between the two systems does not have to be 
problematic. Only steady state production was included which means that there is or a startup roll or 
a shutdown roll before or after the steady roll. This means that the in the case that the deviation is 
small the process was still stable because at the first part of a shutdown roll and the last parts of the 
start up roll the process is already/still stable. In addition the extruder temperatures and speed of 
the reference roll is checked of at the end of all included rolls in the data sample and the values 
indicated that at the start and end of every roll the IBA system was producing in steady state. 

 

Figure 12: Top 20 maximum deviation between produced meters in the IBA and Surface inspection data. 
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Residence time distribution 

The second problem is the residence time of the polymers in the extrusion equipment. The residence 
time of the polymer within the hot section is not constant. The residence time within the hot section 
of a polymer differs because the polymer is here in a liquid state. Different researchers investigated 
the residence time of material within extrusion processes (Pinto & Tadmor, 1970; Wolf & White, 
1976; Yeh & Jaw, 1998). Wolf and White determined a residence time distribution function for a 
process similar to the filmmaking process of Tata steel. Wolf and White used a single screw extruder 
that produced film in a similar way as FL12. They stated that the residence time of the conveying 
process and extrusion process is distributed as shown in Figure 13 (conveying) and Figure 14 
(extrusion).  

 

Figure 13: The distribution of the Residence time of a polymer within a solid conveying process (Wolf & White, 1976) 

 

Figure 14: A typical distribution of the Residence time of a polymer within a Polyethylene extrusion process (Wolf & White, 
1976) 

This residence time distribution function is caused by the flow behavior of the polymer inside the 
extrusion equipment. When the Polymer is in a liquid state, the flow through the extrusion 
equipment behaves like a laminar flow. In the middle of the tubes the stream flows faster than on 
the wall surface. In addition differences in pressure and speed and changings in the flow path result 
in a stochastic behavior of the residence time. 

A big part of the hypotheses described in chapter 8 states that black specks are caused by 
overheating due to polymer getting hang up somewhere in the extrusion equipment.  In this case a 
black speck would be caused because its residence time within the hot section is too long. If this 
hypothesis is true, black specks are outliers in Figure 14. They are present in the right tail of the 
distribution. It is impossible to determine the distribution of the residence time of polymer within 
the hot section of FL12. The speed of every polymer within the polymer should be known to be able 
to do this. This makes it impossible to create a one-to-one transformation between the process 
variables measured in the hot section and the registered black specks. This means that the second 
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group of Figure 9 cannot be tested with the data analyses. It is impossible to test if black specks are 
created by overheating caused due to a too long residence time of the polymer in the extrusion 
equipment. 

Data granularity per roll 

After discussions with technical experts it is decided to use a roll based approach. This is not ideal 
because this granularity results in a relatively small sample size (see Table 6). Data of 142 steady 
production rolls is available for the data analysis. This means that the data sample consist of 142 
samples instead of for example the 716431 samples related to black specks per second granularity. 
Many studies have been done regarding the minimal sample size for prediction models. Some 
methods can handle small data samples better than others. Logistic regression and Cox regression 
have for example, a suggested minimum EPV (events per variable) values of between 5 and 20 for 
reliable (Peduzzi, Concato, Feinstein, & Holford, 1995; Peduzzi, Concato, Kemper, Holford, & 
Feinstem, 1996; Reichert, 1985; Vittinghoff & McCulloch, 2007). Other methods perform better with 
small datasets for example random decision trees, a minimum of 100 samples is suggested for CART 
models (Steinberg, 2018), and random forest. In a discussion with different data scientists within 
Tata Steel, it was agreed that the data sample was big enough to continue the study. One important 
factor in this consideration was that at another Advanced Analytics project within Tata Steel (the 
DP800 project) a significant model was created with a smaller data set.  

Data granularity Sample size 
Black specks per 10 meter  272847 
Black specks per second 698736 
Black specks per roll  142 

Table 6: Comparison of sample sizes 

The residence time distribution of the polymer within the hot section is still a problem now rolls are 
used as granularity. It can be the case that black specks created during the production of a roll end 
up in the next roll. If polymer gets hanged up somewhere in the extrusion equipment it stays there 
for an unknown time. Technical experts agreed that it is possible that the black speck stay there for a 
time in which multiple rolls are created.  Technical experts agree that the purging actions done 
during a recipe changeover makes sure that there are no black specks from previous rolls with 
different recipes showing up in new rolls. However it is still possible that within the same recipe a 
black speck created in a previous roll shows up later in the next roll.  

Capturing of the process information 

A roll based granularity makes it necessary to aggregate all the second based extracted data of a roll 
and summarizes it in a way that it gives a value of a roll. In appendix 12 the code is described that 
aggregates and summarizes the data from a second to a roll based granularity. The problem that 
occurred was how to include the variance within the process in a dataset. If for example only the 
mean value of the input variables would be included, the short periods of a raised temperature 
would not been seen. This is why the maximum value, the minimum value, the mean value and the 
standard deviation of the process parameters are calculated for every roll.  The variance within 
process parameters is better captured in this way. This resulted in a total of 578 input variables that 
can be included in the mathematical models. The decision regarding which input variables can be 
included in the model is model specific.  
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Part 4: Modeling the variable importance measurements 

In this part the mathematical models that are used to create the variable importance measurements 
are described. Three methods with three different variable importance measures are used to trying 
to explain the relationships between the input variables and the output variable of the model.  The 
used methods, all described by Wei(Wei et al., 2015), are: 

• Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient  
• Multiple linear regression  
• Random forest  

 

Pearson correlation coefficients(Douglas & Montgomery, 2011) are used to explain the linear 
dependencies between output variable 𝑌𝑌 and input variables 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗.  Correlation expresses the 
relationship between variables in a numerical value. This makes it possible to compare the strength 
of relationships between the input and output variable. Pearson correlation is a statistic method that 
is based on historical data it can’t be used to predict new data. The Multiple linear regression 
method is used to predict the appearance of black specks in future. The amount that a variable 
contributes to this prediction will be the variable importance of this variable. A multiple linear 
regression estimates the change in the output variable 𝑌𝑌 due to changes in input 
variables 𝐹𝐹1,𝐹𝐹2,, … , 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘,. It assumes that the relationships between the output variable and the input 
variables are linear. It is a predictive model that can be used to create a predictive maintenance 
policy. The Random Forest model is used because it can include besides linear also non-linear 
relationships between output variable Y and all input variables 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 .The random forest model is a 
predictive model and the contribution of a variable to the prediction will also be used as the variable 
importance of the variable.  

First the Pearson correlation coefficients are described. Secondly the principle of the multiple linear 
regression model is described. Before it is possible to make a prediction with a multiple linear 
regression model the multicollinearity within the dataset should be removed. Multicollinearity exists 
if there are strong dependencies among the input variables xj (Douglas & Montgomery, 2011). The 
multicollinearity in the dataset should be removed to be able to investigate the linear relationship 
between 𝑌𝑌 and 𝐹𝐹1,𝐹𝐹2,, … , 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘,. In addition the multicollinearity should be known before it is possible to 
draw conclusions out of the Pearson correlation coefficients.  

The results of the Pearson correlation coefficients are described in chapter 15. The multicollinearity 
within the dataset and the actions done to remove the multicollinearity are described in chapter 16. 
The results of the multiple linear regression model are described in chapter 17. The results of the 
random forest model are described in chapter 18.  
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15. Pearson correlation coefficients 
Correlation coefficients are estimated to see if there are linear relationships between input variables 
𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 and output variable 𝑌𝑌. The correlation between the input variables and the amount of black 
specks per roll is estimated for every input variable (total 578) created with the aggregation code 
(see appendix 12) separately. The benefits of Pearson correlation are: 

• Pearson correlation coefficients don’t require data preparation 
• Pearson correlation coefficients includes the values of the measurements of the variables in 

the correlation measures. It includes the distribution of the variables in the measurements 
(Wilcox, 2016). This is why Pearson correlation is chosen over other correlation measures 
such as Spearman rank correlation or Kendall’s tau.  

• It is advised to use the coefficient of determination resulting from the Pearson correlation 
coefficients as a variable importance measurement if there are many continuous variables 
investigated (Strobl, Boulesteix, Zeileis, & Hothorn, 2007). This is why Pearson is chosen over 
the other correlation measurements, almost all input variables are continuous variables. 

• A big benefit of using a correlation method is that besides the importance of a variable also 
the direction of the relation between the process parameters and the black specks is 
determined. 

 

The Pearson correlation coefficients have the following drawbacks: 

• Pearson correlation cannot handle categorical variables such as recipe types and colors. This 
is why these variables are excluded from the analyses. They are included in the random 
forest model. This is one of the reasons why the random forest model is used. 

• The correlation coefficients only looks at the relationship between 1 input and 1 output 
variable. It does not say anything about how much influence the input variable has on the 
output variable and it is not possible to predict the output variable with a correlation 
coefficient. This is why the multiple linear regression and the random forest model are used.  

 

A description of theoretical background of the Pearson correlation coefficients can be found in 
appendix 15  
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Results of the variable importance measurements by Pearson correlation coefficients 

The 15 input variables with the strongest linear relationship with black speck are shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Top 15 most important variables according to the Pearson correlation method. This table is created with the data 
exploration wrapper (see appendix 13 for the code) 

Based on Figure 15 the top 5 most important input variables are: 

1. Roll_num: Represents the effects of time. The roll numbers are increasing over time. 
2. Control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min: This is the minimum values of 

the measured  % of the power capacity used by the heater of part 3 
3. Control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_mean: This is the mean values of the 

measured  % of the power capacity used by the heater of part 3 
4. Ext_B_feedrate_sd: This is the standard deviation of measured feedrate values of extruder B 
5. Control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_min: This is the minimum values of 

the measured % of the power capacity used by the heater at the zone behind part 1.  
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16. Remove multicollinearity  
The next model that will be fitted on the data is a multiple linear regression model. Before it is 
possible to do this the multicollinearity should be removed (see appendix 16 for an explanation 
about why this needs to be done). Not only multiple linear regression models but also other models, 
for example the random forest model, will give an incorrect variable importance measurement when 
the multicollinearity becomes too high (Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). It is not sure which input variable 
contribute to the model if multicollinearity is present in a data sample. The input variables with a 
high multicollinearity have similar influences on black specks. For this reason it is needed to know the 
multicollinearity in the dataset to be able to draw conclusion out of the Pearson correlation 
coefficients.  

A lot of effort was needed to remove the multicollinearity out of the dataset. Montgomery(Douglas 
& Montgomery, 2011) suggests 2 possible methods to solve the problem of multicollinearity. 

• Adding new observations to the dataset specifically designed to break up the approximate 
linear dependencies.  

• Delete variables from the dataset 
 

Both methods are used to remove the multicollinearity out of the dataset and make it possible to 
create multiple regression and random forest models. New observations are added to the dataset by 
creating variables that represent a process parameter in a different way (this are the temperature 
difference between sections and the above set point variables),variables have been deleted and 
variables have been grouped together by taking the mean of the observations of multiple variables. 
The process of deciding which measurement to use when multicollinearity occurred was difficult.  

It was difficult to create new variables which did not include the naturally occurring linear relations. 
The input variables for the models are created out of data that contain a lot of physical processes 
which lead to multicollinearity. If for example the temperature of one section of the extruder is rising 
the temperature of the section behind this section will also rise. The heat created in one section will 
be transferred to the next one. It is not possible to just remove all data that is highly correlating 
because in this case a lot of information will get lost. In the case of overheating it can be the case 
that 4 or more consecutive sections are too hot which resulted in black specks. If the input variables 
relating to these sections would all be removed from the dataset the data that could confirm the 
cause would also be removed. The knowledge of technical experts is used to decide if a new variable 
could be created and if variables with multicollinearity could be removed or should be grouped with 
other variables.  

There are discussions about which measures should be used to detect multicollinearity. Scientist are 
arguing about how multicollinearity should be removed and amount of correlation is acceptable. In 
this research 2 analyses are done to get insight in the amount of multicollinearity between variables 
and be able to decide which method should be used to remove the multicollinearity 
These analyses are: 

• Dendrograms are created to get insight in the pairwise correlation between variables. The 
dendrograms are used to be able to decide how the correlation between two input variables 
should be removed without losing valuable information. With the results of the dendrograms 
decisions are made about which measurement should be used to remove the pairwise 
correlations.  

• Variance inflation factors (VIF) are used to be able to remove multicollinearity that exists due 
the correlation between multiple input variables and another input variable. In this case not 
a pair of impute variables is correlating but a combination of input variables is correlating 
with one or more other input variables.   
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A more extensive explanation of these 2 analyses can be found in appendix 16 
 
Removing highly correlating variables. 

First the too high (higher than 0.7) correlation between 2 input variables are removed. Dendrograms 
are created of the input variables of the mean, max, min and std variables separately. This separation 
is made because the amount of input variables that are investigated. The correlation between in 
total 578 input variables are investigated. If   There would not be an overview of the relations 
between all these variables if they would all be putted into one dendrogram. The dendrogram would 
be to full which makes it impossible to read the relations. Technical experts (in this case the process 
technologist) decided in multiple steps which variables should be removed, grouped together or 
added to remove the correlation between the variables. A new dendrogram was created every time 
new/bundled variables are included in the dataset or correlating variables are removed. With this 
dendrogram the technical experts made new recommendations about how to remove the 
correlations that showed up in the new dendrogram.  This process repeated itself till all correlations 
within the data set dropped under a 𝑅𝑅2 of 0.7. The decision about which threshold to use for the 𝑅𝑅2 
was difficult. There is not a clear rule of thumb for the maximum amount of correlation that may be 
present between input variables. There are studies that allow to include input variables with pairwise 
correlations with a 𝑅𝑅2 up to 0.9 (Díaz-Uriarte & Alvarez de Andrés, 2006) but others suggest 0.7 
(Hapfelmeier & Ulm, 2013; Wei et al., 2015). The more strict 0.7 value is chosen in this research. Only 
lower amount of correlation between input variables was accepted in the dataset. 
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Figure 16: Dendrogram of the input variables based on the mean process parameters of the final random forest model. The 
red line represents a Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 of 0.7. The vertical line represents the pairwise correlation between 2 variables (in the case 
that only 2 variables are attached to the line). The horizontal line represents the relations between variables. This relations 
are determined with the linkages algorithm.  

 
The dendrograms of the original input variables and the dendrograms of the input variables that 
remained after the correlation was removed can be found in appendix 17. An overview of the results 
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of the input variables that are used in the further modeling can be found in appendix 18. The 
following conclusions are made after the removal of the pairwise correlations within the dataset: 
 

1. It is not possible to use variables that contain set point values to detect the causes of black 
specks. The amount of variance within the set point variables is not large enough. This means 
that it is impossible to check if the recipe settings are correct. It is not possible to compare 
rolls with the same recipe and different parameter settings. This means that the hypotheses: 
‘Black specks are created because the recipe settings are wrong’ cannot be tested. Only the 
influence of all set point values in relating to a recipe can be investigated. This can be done 
by the polymer type that is used in the recipes. It is not possible to check if for example 1 
temperature setting is too high or low.  

 
2. It is not possible to assign the cause of overheating to one specific section of the extrusion 

equipment by looking at the actual temperature measurement of the different sections. The 
correlation between the measured temperatures at the different sections is in many cases 
higher than 𝑅𝑅2 0.7. The temperature measured in the different sections are too similar to be 
able to distinguish between zones. Sections with highly correlating (𝑅𝑅2 above 0.7) actual 
temperature of sections are grouped together. The mean of the actual temperatures of this 
sections is calculated and this value would be included as a new variable. This makes it still 
possible to check if the actual temperature of the combined sections is causing black specks.  
  

3. The measured values of the % of the power capacity actually used by a heater or ventilator 
(the out temperature values) have way less correlation than the actual temperatures. If the 
out temperature value is positive, the zone is heating, if the value is negative the zone is 
cooled. It is possible to find a cause of black specks if there are more black specks in the 
period that an out temperature was higher. Only out temperature variables that are not 
highly correlating are included in the dataset. Highly correlating out temperature values are 
removed. They didn’t differ from other sections and the effects of the combination of 
sections are already investigated by including the bundled actual temperature values.     
 

4. New above set temperature values are created to try to remove the linear dependencies 
between the temperatures of the sections out of the data.  In these variables only the 
measurements degrees in Celsius a sensor was overheating are included. Overheating means 
that the actual temperature was above the set point. The above set values contain the sum 
of the measurements where the degrees in Celsius were above the set point and 0 values. If 
the temperature was below the set point the included value was 0.  These variables contain 
still a lot of correlation which makes individual assessing impossible but the correlations 
were in some cases different than te correlations between the actual temperature values. 
For this reason the above set values are not all removed. The variables that were correlating 
differently than the actual temperature values were also bundled together. This resulted in 
different bundles than the above set values.  

 
5. In addition also the delta_temp_between variables are created to try to remove the linear 

dependencies out of the data. This variables contain the differences in actual measured 
temperature between the different sections. It is checked if temperature differences 
between two consecutive sections has influence on the amount of black specks in a roll. The 
cause of overheating could be traced back to 2 included sections if the increase of the 
temperature between two consecutive sections is higher than normal. The 
delta_temp_between variables were highly correlating with the actual temperature 
measurements. No bundling is used for the correlating delta_temp_between variables 
because the bundles would be similar to the created actual temperature bundles.  
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6. The temperatures measured within the DIE are highly correlating with each other. This 
makes it hard to distinguish between sections because the actual measured temperatures 
are highly correlating with each other and no set or out values are logged. The die sections 
are all bundled together for the mean, max and min values of the temperatures at a roll. 
There were some sections of which the standard deviations values were not correlating with 
the rest of the standard variation values. This looks promising because it can be the case that 
differences in temperature in this section can be related to a potential cause. With these 
standard deviation values some separations between die sections can be made and the 
cause of black specks could be potentially traced back to this section. 
 

7. The speed, throughput and feed rate of part 2 and extruder are heavily correlating with each 
other and pressure P2. This makes sense because the speed of part 2 and the extruder are 
controlled by pressure P2.  The speed of part 2 is included because part 2 is a suspected 
installation part. The other variables are removed.   
  

VIF analyses 
The multiple linear regression model cannot yet be made now the pairwise correlation is removed. 
Additional multicollinearity removing actions are needed before this is possible. The multiple linear 
regression model includes the effects of combinations of multiple input variables on the output 
variable. It is possible still there are linear dependences among combinations of more than one input 
variables with other input variables that are causing multicollinearity (Myers 1994). VIF analyses are 
created to detect these linear dependences and see what the effects of the input variables are on 
combinations of other input variables.  
 
There is much discussion about the level of variance inflation factors that is acceptable within the 
datasets used in multiple linear regression models. Some out say that the VIF of a variable may not 
be higher than 10 (Lin, 2008) while others are more conservative and suggest a VIF of 5(Sheather, 
2009). In this research a VIF of 10 is used due to the collinearity that is present in the data caused by 
the physics of the process. The variables that were removed due to the VIF analyses are shown in 
Table 7. 
 
Model  Input variables removed in because of to high VIF 
Aggregation max "delta_temp_betweenz1_actz2_act_max" 
Aggregation max "Die_zone_1_act_max" 
Aggregation 
mean "roll_num_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_out_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_out_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_out_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "delta_temp_betweenz3_actz4_act_mean" 

Aggregation 
mean "delta_temp_betweenad3_actad4_act_mean" 

Aggregation min "extr_b_meltpump_torque_min" 
Aggregation min "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min" 
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Aggregation min "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_out_min" 
Aggregation min "control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_min" 
Aggregation min "delta_temp_betweenad2_actad3_act_min" 
Aggregation std "roll_num_std" 
Aggregation std "delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_std" 
Aggregation std "Ext_temp_sep_std1_std" 
Aggregation std "Ext_temp_sep_std5_std" 
Aggregation std "delta_temp_betweenfo_actz1_act_std" 
Aggregation std "Ext_temp_sep_std6_std" 

Table 7:Input variables removed from the multiple linear regression analysis due to too high VIF scores 
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17. Multiple linear regression  
A multiple linear regression model is created to check if is possible to predict the occurrence of black 
specks and how a variable contributes to the prediction Separate multiple linear regression models 
are created for: 

• The input variables created with the mean aggregation of the process parameters which 
resulted from the multicollinearity removal measurements 

• The input variables with based on the max aggregation of the process parameters which 
resulted from the multicollinearity removal measurements 

• The input variables with based on the min aggregation of the process parameters which 
resulted from the multicollinearity removal measurements 

• The input variables with based on the standard deviation aggregation of the process 
parameters with resulted from the multicollinearity removal measurements 

 

The input and output variables that are used in these multiple linear regression models are described 
in appendix 19. The coefficient of multiple determination resulting from the different models are 
shown in Table 7. 

Modelled group 
of input variables 

𝑹𝑹𝟐𝟐 

Max 0.4144 
Min 0.467 
Mean 0.403 
Std 0.4151 

Table 8: coefficient of multiple determination resulting for the different multiple linear regression models 

The guideline of including not too many input variables to prevent the model for overfitting is 
ignored. More than 11 input variables are included in the models. In this case the values of the R2 
are not significantly higher than the highest scores obtained with the Pearson correlation 
coefficients. If the guideline is not ignored the values of the R2 are even lower. The model with the 
max aggregation of the process parameters is split to check if the model was overfitting.  Three 
models with less than 11 max input variables are created. The coefficients of determination related 
to these models are shown in Table 9. It is concluded that overfitting occurred.   

Modelled group 
of input variables 

𝑹𝑹𝟐𝟐 

Max_first_10 0.2521 

Max_10_20 0.1897 

Max_20_27 0.1173 

Table 9: Coefficient of multiple determination of linear regression on splitted max input variables 

In a discussion with data scientist at Tata steel it was decided that the R2 values were too low to 
continue the search for the causes of black specks with a multiple linear regression model. The 
variable importance measurements and/or using the model for predictions are not possible. The 
values of R2 needed for an appropriate model fit differs per investigated phenomena. After a 
discussion with the technical experts (advanced analytics team) it was decided that the R2 values 
should have been higher to be able to explain the creation of black specks.  The standardized 
regression coefficients could not be calculated. 

Scatterplots of the every input variable are created to see if the assumptions required for fitting a 
(multiple) linear regression model were violated. The scatter plots are created with the exploration 
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wrapper of which the code is described in appendix 13. Scatterplots of the mean temperature one of 
the die zones (Figure) and the temperature measured by the senor that measures inside the melt 
stream (Figure ) are created.  

 

Figure 22: Scatter plot of measured temperatures inside the 
die and the counted black specks per roll with a fitted single 
linear regression. The values of the roll_bd_per_km of every 
roll are plotted on the y axis the temperature of die at the 
same rolls are plotted on the x axis (created with exploration 
wrapper) 

The scatterplots show that error terms are not normally distributed and that there is 
heteroscedasticity. The amount of error cannot be consistent divided across the full range of the 
observed data because there is a gap in the temperatures measured. There is a gab between 280 and 
295 degrees of Celsius in Figure  and a gab between 260 and 265 degrees of Celsius in Figure. These 
gaps make it impossible to get high R2 scores.  

The scatterplots show that there are clusters of data around some temperatures. This is caused by 
the different produced recipes. There are 20 different recipes within the dataset. Some of the 
parameter settings are influenced by the different recipes. The set points of the temperatures for 
example are depending on the recipe while the idle time before production is for every recipe the 
same. 

Only investigating one specific recipe is not possible. None of the recipes are produced for a long 
consecutive period. This makes it impossible to capture the process correctly by taking only one 
recipe because it can be the case that black specks that show up in a roll are caused several rolls 
before. If for example part 2 got damaged in November which resulted in drop in the throughput per 
rotation but only a recipe that is produced in December is investigated. It won’t be recognized that 
the speed of part 2 (amount of rotations) increased because only the increased value is present in 
the data. This level can be the same in all the investigated rolls. A more complex model is needed to 
calculate the importance of the variables. This model should be able to fit a model on data containing 
multiple recipes.  

 

 

  

 Figure 23 : Scatter plot of measured temperatures in the melt and 
the counted black specks per roll with a fitted single linear 
regression. The values of the roll_bd_per_km of every roll are 
plotted on the y axis the temperature of die at the same rolls are 
plotted on the x axis (created with exploration wrapper) 
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18. Random forest model 
A machine learning method called Random forest is used to deal with the different recipes and input 
variables. “Machine learning is the science of getting computers to act without being explicitly 
programmed.”(Stanford University, 2018).This method is used within different advanced analytics 
projects of Tata Steel. The Random forest method creates a predictive model that can potentially be 
used to predict black specks. Random forests(Breiman, 2001) is a substantial modification of 
bootstraps that builds a large collection of de-correlated trees, and then averages them (Hastie, 
Tibshirani, & Jerome, 2017). Decision trees, bootstraps methods and the random forest methodology 
are explained in appendix 22. First the reason why random forest is chosen over other methods 
should be explained. There are several reasons why to choose for a random forest method. Wei (Wei 
et al., 2015) suggest to use random forest based variable importance measures when the available 
data involves multiple types of input variables. It can be the case that the amount of black specks are 
caused by certain recipes or in certain colors. The Random forest method makes it possible insert 
these categorical variables. He also states that Random forest based variable importance measures 
are currently the best variable importance strategies for high-dimensional problem especially when 
amount of input variables are higher than the sample size.(Díaz-Uriarte & Alvarez de Andrés, 2006) 
also state several characteristics that make random forest based variable importance measures ideal 
for this data sets: 

1. Random forest are not sensitive for overfitting. This is why random forest is chosen 
over the more interpretable but also sensitive decision trees (Hastie et al., 2017) 

2. Random forest incorporates interactions among input variables. This makes it 
possible to add the variables that were deleted due to the VIF multicollinearity 
removal. The algorithm doesn’t sum the exploration power of all the input variables 
like regression does. 

3. Random forest has a model specific variable importance measure(Wei et al., 
2015).This makes it possible to compare multiple types of the variable importance 
measures. The random forest based variable importance measures can be compared 
with the  

4. Random forest is relatively easy to use. The most important parameter to choose is 
mtry, the number of input variables tried at each split, but it has been reported that 
the default value is often a good choice (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). 

 

The random forest algorithm is compared to other machine learning algorithms relatively easy to 
understand. Machine learning algorithms like support vector machines(Ribeiro, 2005) and stochastic 
gradient boosting(Lawrence, Bunn, Powell, & Zambon, 2004) could have also been used but they are 
more complex.  

Reformulating the mathematical model 

The output variable is changed for the random forest method. During the exploration of the process 
a lot of variance was found in the amount of produced black specks (see Figure 7 on page 20). The 
graph shows a high variability within the amount of black specks logged by the Surface inspection 
system. This high variability is difficult to explain by a method. There is a drop in the amount of 
registered black specks after cleaning the extrusion equipment. It was found that the model 
performances were much higher if this amount of variance was reduced.  It was impossible to 
remove the rolls which had a very high amount of black specks (see appendix 14 for the distribution 
of black specks over the rolls). If this would have been done a lot of valuable information would have 
gone lost because the rolls were the black speck problem was the biggest would have been removed. 
In a discussion with the data scientist of Tata Steel it was decided to reformulate the mathematical 
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model as a classification problem(Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 2006). In this case the variability in the 
output variable is reduced. Two classes were created which should be predicted by the random 
forest model. The classes are shown in Table 10 

Class  Name of classes in script  Threshold  
1 True  Amount of black speck per 10 km within the roll is ≥ 3 
2  False  Amount of black specks per 10 km within a roll is < 3 

Table 10: Classes of the classification problem 

Three black specks per 10 km within a roll used as a threshold for the classes because this is the 
quality norm at this moment.  Under the current performances of the line three black specks per 10 
km are accepted. The goal is to reduce the amount of black specks to 0 but at this moment this is not 
realistic (this will be further discussed in part 5 of this research).  

Creating the random forest model 
The random forest models require no assumptions to be able to have a good model fit. It can handle 
all types of variables and is not sensitive for overfitting. But still some assumptions should be made 
to be able to draw conclusions out of the input variables that showed up in the variable importance 
measurements. The correlation between the input variables should still be removed from the dataset 
because it is not clear which section is causing the black specks if this is not been done. This Is why 
the input variables created in the correlation removal actions done for the multiple linear regression 
model are also used as input variables of the Random Forest model. The variables that were dropped 
due to too high VIF scores are still included. The input variables and the output variable used in the 
random forest models can found in appendix 19.  
 
The data set on which the random forest model is build is separated into 2 sets. This sets are called 
the train and the test set. The random forest algorithm is used to train a model on the train set. A 
learn function f is determined during the training of the model. This trained model is tested to check 
if the created random forest model was reliable. The performance of the model are determined by 
testing the created learn function f on the test set and demine in how much occasions the made 
predictions were correct. More details about the creation of the random forest model can be found 
in appendix 23. 
 
A separate random forest model is created for the input variables within each group of variables (see 
appendix 23. This is done to be able to check which aggregation group has the best fit and if this fit is 
high enough to include the input variables in the random forest model. It could for example be the 
case that the max related input variables are producing a very good prediction (high AUC) but the 
min related input variables are producing a bad prediction. If this would be the case only the max 
related input variables would be further investigated.  The 5 variables with the highest variable 
importance are selected for each model and are used as input data for a final model. A dendrogram 
(see appendix 16) is created to be able to decide which variables should be remove to remove the 
last correlation. A final random forest model is created on this final data set. In this chapter only the 
results of the final model will be described. The code used to create the final model is shown in 
appendix 23. The results of all the random forest variable importance analyses are shown in 
appendix 24.  
 
Results of the random forest analyses 
 
The AUC of the final model is 0.84 (see Figure 17). The technical experts (data scientists) agreed that 
this was sufficient to be able to test the remaining potential causes of black specks. 
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Figure 17: ROC curve and AUC measure of the random forest model created on the final model. In this model the true 
positive rate is the specificity of the outcomes of the prediction, the false positive rate is the same as 1 – sensitivity. The line 
represents the values of the true positive rate and the false positive rate at different thresholds.   

The dendrogram of the input variables of the final model is shown in Figure 18. The following 
variables are removed from the final dataset due to too high correlation:  

• control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min, 
• control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_min, 
• extr_b_meltpump_torque_max 

 
These variables could be removed without a problem because all these variables are correlating with 
mean values of the variables. The mean values are chosen over the max and min values because 
these values have a higher predictive power (see AUC values in appendix 24). The accuracy, precision 
and recall of the final random forest model are described in Table 11. 
 

 Accuracy  Precision  Recall 
Train set 1 1 1 
Test set  0.8148 0.8 0.8571 

Table 11: Predictive performances of the final Random forest model. The accuracy represents the percentage of correctly 
made classifications, the precision is equal to the positive predictive value and the recall is equal to the sensitivity of a model 
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Figure 18:Dendrogram of the input variables of the final random forest model. The red line represents a Pearson R2 of 0.7. 
the vertical line represents the pairwise correlation between 2 variables (in the case that only 2 variables are attached to the 
line). The horizontal line represents the relations between variables. This relations are determined with the clustering 
algorithm.  
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The results of the variable importance measures resulting from the random forest model are shown 
in Figure 19.

 

Figure 19: Variable importance measurements of the final random forest model 

The three input variables that have a significantly higher variable importance score are: 

1. Roll_num- represents time in the model 
2. Control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_mean- measured at part 3 
3. Control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_mean- measured at the zone behind 

part 1.  
 

The other input variables have also some influence on black specks but technical experts (the process 
technologists) judged that the scores were not high enough to find a potential cause. The above 
input variables were also important variables in the Pearson correlation coefficient statistics. 
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Part 5: Conclusion 

The next step is to draw the conclusions of this project. The variables that showed up as important in 
part 4 should be further investigated to find the cause of black specks. The variable importance 
measures show that there is a relation between black specks and the input variable but they do not 
yet proof that the potential cause related to the input variable is the or one of the cause(s) of black 
specks. The next step is to check if the relationship found in the variable importance analyses is a 
causal relationship. In part 2 it was defined if an input variable could potentially describe a causal 
relationship, in part 4 it was checked if there is a relationship and in part 5 it is concluded if this 
relationships are causal. The causes are black specks in the investigated period are determined and 
an advice about how to control the amount of black specks that are created in the production is 
given. At last the recommendations, conclusion and discussion of this research project are made.  

 

The Benchmarking study done at a plastic recycling company is described in chapter 19, The plots of 
the input variables created to help the technical expert to find the causes of black specks are 
described in chapter 20, the retrieved causes of black specks are described in chapter 21, the 
suggested maintenance policy is described in chapter 22, the advice given to reduce the amount of 
black specks in non-problematic production is described in chapter 23, the current status of the 
implementation of the suggested maintenance policy is described in chapter 24 and the conclusion 
discussion and recommendations are described in chapter 25. 
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19. Benchmarking study 
The protract department of Tata Steel is a relatively young department,FL12 is a new line and a big 
part of the employees have limited experiences with film production. There are external technical 
experts with much experiences in film production attracted but a big part of the employees have 
mainly experiences in steel production. Especially in the maintenance group of the Protact 
department the employees have worked a big part of their working life in steel making. This makes it 
possible that assumptions that sometimes decisions are made based on experience gained in the 
steelmaking processes. Steel production and film production is something different and not always 
the same assumptions can be made. Because of the limited amount of data it was hard to make 
conclusions in this project. The effects of the recommendations made in this project could not be 
verified. They are mostly based on options of Technical experts. Due to the limited amount 
experience in plastic film production it was decided to make a benchmark study. The results of this 
study could be used to substantiate the conclusions of this project.  

A benchmarking study is done to be able to make better conclusions in this research. A plastic 
recycling company was found that was willing to share their expertise regarding black specks. 
Producing recycled film is slightly different than producing film out of non-recycled polymer but the 
causes of black specks are comparable and their expertise can be useful. The benchmarking is done 
in the form of an interview with a maintenance technician. The experiences the company has 
regarding the cause of black specks and the way they deal with it is discussed.  

The cause of black specks 

First the potential causes of black specks were discussed. The maintenance technician agreed that 
black specks can have multiple causes. In the plastic recycling company the black specks are mostly 
caused by: 

• Overheating somewhere in extruder street caused by friction. Friction is mostly the cause of 
an increase in the amount of produced black specks. The friction caused by the extruder 
screw or other rotating parts in the extrusion equipment will cause the black specks. The 
temperature of a section in the extrusion equipment will be higher if friction occurs this is 
always detected.  

• Degradation of part 2. The maintenance technician confirms that part 2 is a suspicious part 
of the installation. He says that the throughput generated by part 2 at a certain speed should 
always be the same. If the amount of throughput per rotation of part 2 is decreasing more 
black specks will be created. A decreased amount of throughput per rotation indicates that 
part 2 is damaged and should be replaced.  

• The quality of the incoming material. This can also be the case at Tata but it cannot be tested 
because no quality test were performed. 

Also part 1 was discussed. They use the same part 1 as the part 1 used at FL12. Normally they don’t 
have problems with this installation part but it is important that the diameter of the tubes before 
and after the screen are the same. This is not the case at part 1 of FL12. The maintenance technician 
of the plastic recycling company confirms the idea of the technical experts of Tata steel. Unfortunate 
it was not possible to test the residence time related hypothesis so this couldn’t be tested. 

Maintenance 

The plastic recycling company uses a Condition based maintenance policy to maintain the extruder 
and extrusion equipment. They continuously measure the performances of the line and only perform 
maintenance when it is needed. A maintenance action is needed when there are too much black 
specks produced over a period of time (for example 1 day) 
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Other findings 

The maintenance engineer confirmed that it is not likely that the black specks are pieces of 
Colmonoy. The pieces would be filtered out by the screen. It was also set that the crumbling of the 
Colmonoy layer was not acceptable. They use the same process (pyrolysis) without problems. It looks 
like something went wrong at the external screw cleaner. The Colmonoy layer should have been 
repaired before it was possible to use the screw again. Black specks will be created in the holes of the 
Colmonoy layer.    

The results of these benchmarking study are handed over to the technical experts of Tata Steel 
before they made their conclusions. The finding of the benchmark study are considered when 
making the conclusion of this research project.  
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20. Input variable exploration 
The next step in this project is to determine if the found relationships are causing black specks. It 
should be checked if the input variables are causing black specks now the strength of the relationship 
between the input variables and the black specks per roll are determined. A strong relationship does 
not immediately mean that the measured relationship is causing black specks. This is for example the 
case with the input variable related to time. The input variable roll_num (related to time) is the most 
important input variable in the Pearson correlation coefficients and the random forest model. This 
means that the relationship between time and black specks is the strongest measured relationship in 
the variable importance measurement. Time itself is not causing black specks. In this case the effect 
that maintenance has on the amount of created black specks is measured instead of the cause of 
black specks.   

The expertise of the process technologists is used to check if a found relationship is casual and can be 
related to a part of the installation that causes black specks. The process technologist need to get 
insight in the important input parameters before they can relate them to potential causes of black 
specks. Plots are created to create this insight This plots are created with an exploration wrapper. 
The code in this exploration wrapper is created by data scientists working on other advanced 
analytics projects at Tata Steel. This wrapper creates for every input variable 4 plots. This plots are : 
 
1. Scatterplot for each input variable. In this scatterplot the measurements of the input variable are 
displayed against the values of black specks. This plots are used to check if there were more black 
specks at a certain value of the input value. If a higher of lower value of the input parameter leads to 
more registered black specks.  
 
2. Histogram of each input variable. The scatterplot does not always give a clear representation of 
the measurements of an input variable. It can be the case that there are multiple measurements that 
have the same value. In this case it cannot be seen how much measurements have the same value. If 
many measurements have the same value this will be represented in one dot. The histogram counts 
the amount of measurements within a range of values. This makes it possible to see how the 
measurements are distributed. 
 
3. Distribution of the values of each input variable over the rolls (time). In this plots the development 
of the input variable over time can be seen. This plots are mainly used to see what the effects of 
maintenance actions were.  
 
4. Cusum analyse(Page, 1954) of each input variable. The cusum analyses can be used to detect 
changes in an input variable. It is used to check if the changes in the values of the input variables 
happened at the same time as changes in the values of the output variable.   
 
The mean values of the actual throughput of the B extruder is used as an example for the generated 
plots. The plots can be found in Figure 20. This plots are created for all the input varibles and used to 
determine the causes of black specks in chapter 20. 
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Figure 20: examples of the plots created by the exploration wrapper.  
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21. Retrieve the causes of the black specks in the investigated period 
The important variables determined with the Pearson correlation coefficients and the Random forest 
model are further investigated to determine if the cause/causes of black specks could be found. The 
results of the variable importance measurements and the multi criteria analyses done in chapter 8 
are used to find the causes of the black specks produced at FL12. The variable importance score 
alone does not say anything. It should be checked if the relations between the black specks and the 
important input variables are casual. The expertise of technical experts should be used to do this. 
Indebt knowledge of the theory behind plastic film production is needed to be able to find the causes 
of black specks. This is why the process technologist of the Protact department are the technical 
experts that have made these conclusions. They used the plots of the input variables created with 
the exploration wrapper to do this. A difference should be made in black specks created in the 
“normal” situation and in black specks created in the problem period. The black specks in the normal 
period are the black specks that are produced in the period after maintenance. It is concluded that 
part 3 was one of the two mean causes of black specks in the problem period. The technical experts 
do not think that the other important variables were causing big amounts of black specks and could 
be the cause of the big increase in the produced amount of black specks. The discussion of these 
variables can be found in appendix 25 

 

Figure 21: plots of the mean values of the % of power that is send out to part 3 per roll 

The left scatterplot of Figure 21 shows that there are more black specks if the % of power that is send 
out to part 3 is higher. This suggest that a higher % of power used by part 3 leads to more black 
specks. The next step done is to find the causes of this higher % of power used. The technical experts 
determined multiple potential causes for a higher % of power the most important causes are: 

• More heating is needed because a recipe requires a higher temperature 
• More heating is needed because of a lower outside temperate (seasonality) 
• Something is wrong with the temperature sensor 

 

The right plot of Figure 21 is used to determine the cause of the higher % of power used. This plot 
shows the distribution of the % of power of part 3 over the rolls (time). The technical experts 
concluded, based on this plots, that the used % of power dropped after the extrusion equipment 
cleaning action done in February (around roll 40). It was checked if the same drop was happening at 
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other parts of the extrusion equipment. The plots of the out values of all the other parts of the 
extrusion equipment were investigated. An example of the plots relating to another part is given in 
Figure 22. In this figure the % of power used by the zone just behind part 1 is shown. This variable 
had the third highest variable important score in the random forest model and the Pearson 
correlation coefficients so this input variable is after the black specks the most likely to be also 
related to a cause of black specks. The technical experts decided that the effect of the cleaning action 
on the zone just behind part 1 is different than the effect of the cleaning on part 3. Around roll 60 a 
new peak started which means that the cleaning actions did not resulted in a consequent drop of the 
% of power used. The technical experts think that the changes in % of power are in this case only 
caused by recipes or outside temperature. The maintenance had no effect in this case. The same 
count for all the other % of power used input variables. 

  

Figure 22: plots of the mean values of the % of power that is send out to the s per roll 

Next it was investigated what could cause the overheating that took place in the problem period 
(before roll number 40). The technical experts think that during the problem period the sensor inside 
the heater that measures the temperature at the heater was dislocated. They think that the sensor 
that measures the temperature at the heater got crooked during the problem period. The heater was 
overheating because a too low temperature measurement was send to the heater.  The too low 
temperature was measured because the sensor was not directly located on the metal surface of the 
tube anymore. This resulted in the higher % of power consumption that was used by the heater. The 
technical experts think that the dislocation of the sensor was caused by the leakage above part 3. 
Polymer dropped on the sensor and the sensor got dislocated because of the weight of the polymer 
that dropped from the leakage on top of the sensor.  Pictures made during the last maintenance 
action show that the outside of part 3 is polluted and polymer is visible around the sensor. The inlet 
of the sensor is covered with leaked polymer. This proofs that the ideas of the technical experts 
could be possible. This type of causes of black specks is also described in literature. Frank Haste 
states that a senor (he calls it more specifically a relay) stuck in a wrong position will cause black 
specks.(Haste van, 2007)   

The technical experts do not think that all black specks are caused by overheating in part 3. They 
concluded, with the results of this research, that there are different types of black specks which are 
related to different causes. They now distinguish between chip shaped (Figure 24) and round shaped 
black specks (Figure 30). They believe that chip shaped black specks are caused by too much external 
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overheating and round shaped black specks are caused by the remaining potential causes stated in 
chapter 8. Unfortunately it is not known which percentage of the black specks were caused by each 
of the cause. The Surface inspection system only detect black specks based on the color of the defect 
not on the edges in the shape of the object. 

Figure 23: Chip shaped black speck 

The technical experts think that a thin layer of degraded polymer will be created on the wall surface 
of the tube if a section is overheating.  They believe that the laminar stream will create a thin layer of 
degraded polymer on the wall surface which will become thicker when more overheating occurs. 
Different layers of film will “grow” over each other and create a thick black layer of burned polymer.  
Sharp edges will be created around the black speck if the layer breaks loose for the wall surface. This 
result in a chip shaped black speck. The burned polymer layer can for example break because of a 
change in the internal polymer flow. The pressure of the flow on the wall surface increases when the 
polymer flow streams faster and the pressure will break the burned polymer film. The pollution 
found at part 3 during the extruder cleaning action was further investigated to confirm this idea. The 
maintenance technicians searched for pollution on the different extrusion equipment parts but they 
didn’t check the tube wall around part 3. They expected pollution inside the part 3 and did not 
expect pollution on the wall of part 3. This is why they only searched for pollution inside part 3. This 
makes it impossible to determine if there was burned polymer on the wall of part 3 but the technical 
experts think there was.  

The results of the multi criteria analyses described in chapter 8 (Figure 9 on page 24) and the 
suspected installation parts of chapter 9 describe that leakages are also very suspicious. Technical 
experts expect that this was, beside part 3, the other big cause of the black specks. The technical 
experts believe that a big parts of the round black specks are caused in a reaction with oxygen. They 
conclude that leakages caused a big part of the black specks in the problem period because during 
the last maintenance action only 2 actions have been done that could remove the cause of black 
specks. This were the removed leakages between the sections in the extrusion equipment and the 
renewal of part 2. The pyrolysis cleaning cleaned the extrusion equipment but it didn’t remove the 

Figure 24: Round shaped black speck 
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cause of the produced black specks.

 

Figure 23: Mean feedrate per rotation in pet18W (plot created with script described in appendix 13) 

One of the results of the benchmarking study (see chapter 19) was that it is possible to determine 
the degradation/ damage of part 2 by checking if the feedrate per rotation decreased since the 
moment the pump was installed. A decreased feedrate per rotation indicates that the black specks 
were created in part 2. The feedrate per rotation before and after the maintenance action were 
compared. Only one recipe (Pet18W) was used for the comparison because the feedrate per rotation 
is recipe specific. The “normal” performance could not be determined if multiple recipes would be 
included. Figure 25 shows that the feedrate per rotation did not increase after the last maintenance 
action. This makes it very unlikely that the increased amount of detected black specks in the 
problematic period was caused by a degraded/damaged part 2. The feedrate per rotation levels are 
similar for the old (part 2 used before the maintenance action) and the new part 2. It is concluded 
that the old part 2 can still be used and does not have to be thrown away.   

The removal of the leakages is the only other action done that could remove the cause of the round 
shaped black speck. This is why it is concluded that a big part of the round black specks were caused 
by the leakages. It is not likely that one of the other hypotheses described in chapter 8 created a big 
amount of black specks. No friction was detected in the measurements. The dendrograms used to 
remove the multicollinearity show that the actual measured temperature (_act in the variables) were 
correlating with each other. All the actual temperature values were behaving like expected and the 
temperature of none of the section was completely different than the other sections. None of the 
input variables with the bundled actual temperatures showed up as important in the variable 
importance analyses. This is also the case with the above set point values. One of the conclusions of 
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the benchmarking study was that an increase in temperature should have been detected if friction 
would have been the cause of the higher amount of black specks.  

During the research (chapter 14) it turned out that it was not possible to include the group of 
hypothesis that stated that black specks were created because of too long residence times inside the 
extrusion equipment in the variable importance analyses. The technical experts expected that this 
hypotheses caused a part created black specks (see chapter 8). It is still very likely that this group is 
still a cause of the detected black specks. During the last maintenance action hanged up polymer was 
found in part 1 and part 2. The technical experts believe that a small part of the black specks is 
created due to polymer getting hanged up inside the extrusion equipment. At this moment there are 
still some black specks detected during production. The technical experts think that a big part of this 
black specks created after the problematic period are created due to too long residence times inside 
the extrusion equipment.  

The leakages are not the only to oxygen related potential causes of black specks that is further 
investigated. In chapter 8 is was described that the emptying of the extrusion equipment during the 
shutdown of the installation was also a potential cause of black specks. In chapter 14 it is described 
that the idle time of the line before production and the line in production parameters were created 
to determine the effects of the start stop system on black specks. It is hard to conclude if the start 
stop system is causing a substantial part of the produced amount of black specks. The problem is that 
the line has never been shut down full with Pet-G. Figure 26 suggests that the amount of black 
specks reduces while the line is producing for a longer time but a remark should be included.  There 
is a peak in the right plot around roll number 80 that has a big effect on direction of the regression 
line in the left plot. This peak was created because of a run that was done over multiple days which 
was done in the period after the extrusion equipment cleaning. In this period the amount of black 
specks was already substantial lower because of the cleaning action. So the reduction of the amount 
of black specks does not have necessarily to do with the longer operation time of the installation. The 
technical experts still conclude (with this remarks in mind) that the amount of produced black specks 
reduced while the line was operating for a longer time. The technical experts think that the produced 
amount of black specks was higher at the start of the long production run that at the end of this run. 
The right plot of Figure 26 support this conclusion. The amount of produced black specks reduced in 
the production run. The gap between 3.5*104 seconds and 7*104seconds is caused by a special 
recipe that was not included in the data that was produced at this time.  

 

Figure 24: The effect of the time that the line was running till the start of a roll on black specks 
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22. Suggested maintenance policy  
Next it is investigated how maintenance should be done and how the amount of produced black 
specks can be reduced. Two advices are given: 

• Which extrusion equipment maintenance/cleaning policy should be used to deal with 
problematic amounts of black specks? 

• Which actions can be done to reduce the amount of black specks that are produced in a not 
problematic period? 

 

Which policy should be used to make sure that the prime quality material can be produced? 

First a maintenance policy will be proposed that can be used to control the amount of black specks. 
At this moment (November 2018) there are still some black specks produced but the amount is not 
problematic. It is possible to produce prime material with this amount of black specks. The 
maintenance policy should make sure that no problematic periods will occur again and that it will 
remain possible to produce prime film.  

In chapter 6 it is described that at this moment officially a time based (ones a year) preventive 
maintenance policy is applied. This is not the best maintenance policy for the extrusion equipment 
cleaning actions. The advice found in this research is to apply a condition based maintenance policy. 
Condition based maintenance is a maintenance program that recommends maintenance actions 
(decisions) based on the information collected through condition monitoring process(Ahmad & 
Kamaruddin, 2012). A description of all the different maintenance policies can be found in appendix 
26. 

Time and usage based maintenance policies are not suggested as maintenance policy for the 
extrusion equipment because the deterioration of the extrusion equipment is not time nor usage 
dependent. The deterioration of the extrusion equipment is in this research expressed as amount of 
detected black specks that are produced. The extrusion equipment is deteriorating if the amount of 
detected black specks is increasing. The increasing amount of black specks is directly relating to the 
amount of pollution inside of the extrusion equipment.  In chapter 3 it was described that it is, under 
the normal circumstances, not necessary to perform yearly preventive maintenance at the extrusion 
equipment. The extruder screw can function for around 5 years if the screw does not too heavily 
polluted. This pollution does not have to be necessarily related to the amount of produced film. The 
chance that the installation is getting polluted is becoming bigger when more film is produced but 
more production does not automatically results in more pollution. It can be the case that no 
pollution is created during the production of for example 100 rolls but that in roll 101 the incoming 
granule was polluted which led to pollution of the parts of the extrusion equipment. It does not make 
sense to clean all the parts of the extrusion equipment preventively while the amount of pollution 
inside the extrusion equipment is not problematic. There is a risk that mistakes are made during the 
maintenance actions and that the extrusion equipment gets damaged (an example of this is the 
crumbling Colmonoy layer). This is why time based preventive maintenance is not the best 
maintenance policy for the extrusion equipment.  

In addition it doesn’t make sense to clean all the parts of the extrusion equipment while only one 
part of the extrusion equipment is polluted. In the current maintenance policy all parts of the 
extrusion equipment are cleaned during an extrusion equipment cleaning action while this is not 
always necessary. It was for example probably not necessary to clean the extruder screw during the 
last extrusion equipment cleaning. It is very likely that the black specks would be reduced to a normal 
level if the leakages were removed and the sensor of part 3 was correctly positioned. This makes it 
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important to distinguish between the parts of the extrusion equipment when the conditions of the 
extrusion equipment are discussed.  

There are much potential causes of black specks (see chapter 8). Black specks with different causes 
can be present in the same roll. Different maintenance actions are needed to remove this causes and 
some of the causes cannot be removed at all. It is for example very likely that some black specks are 
created due to the blind spots in the design of part 1 but the technical experts accept the amount of 
black specks that are currently created by this parts. Cleaning of this parts does not make sense, as 
long as the pollution does not reduce the performances of this parts, the part will be quickly polluted 
after cleaning again because the cause of the pollution (blind spots) is not removed.   

It is advised to inspect the conditions of all the parts of the extrusion equipment separately instead 
of looking at them as one big part but the general conditions of the whole installation should also be 
inspected. It can be the case that pollution in general is the cause of too much black specks. In this 
case potentially all parts of the extrusion equipment are polluted and all parts should be cleaned. It 
can for example happen that a new incorrect designed recipe was produced which polluted all parts 
of the extrusion equipment. In this case it is suggested to use either a Pet-G purging action (It should 
first be investigated if this helps) or clean all parts of the extrusion equipment with pyrolysis.  

The difficulty in the maintenance of the extrusion equipment is that there is no norm of the amount 
of black specks that are acceptable defined yet. The extrusion equipment do not break down, the 
film keeps being produced but at inferior quality. Ideally the moment the norm of the acceptable 
amount of black specks will be exceeded is known a couple of weeks before the quality of the 
produced film is unacceptable. In this way the maintenance actions can be scheduled in advanced. 
Unfortunately it was impossible to predict the trend in the appearances of black specks in the 
multiple linear regression model and the random forest model. This makes it impossible to predict 
the time till the quality of the film becomes unacceptable. This is why a current condition evaluation 
based (CCEB) maintenance policy (Ahmad & Kamaruddin, 2012) is suggested for the extrusion 
equipment. 

The suggested maintenance policy 

A CCEB policy is a condition based maintenance policy. In this policy the decision to do maintenance 
is made based on the actual measured data of the conditions of the system. In the policy the actual 
equipment conditions will be compared to a predefined failure norm. Maintenance will be 
performed if the norm is exceeded. Nothing will be done if the failure norm is not exceeded. The 
typical decision framework described in Figure 27 is used as basis for the suggested maintenance 
policy for the extrusion equipment.  
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Figure 25:Typical decision framework of the CCEB method(figure copied from (Ahmad & Kamaruddin, 2012)) 

The decision framework related to the proposed condition based maintenance policy is described in 
Figure 28. The IBA system is used to continuously monitor the conditions of all the extrusion 
equipment of FL12 and the Surface inspection system is used to monitor the amount of black specks. 
In this research only the parameters of the B extruder are investigated but it is also possible that 
black specks are created in the A or C extruder. This is why the A and C extrusion equipment should 
also be included in the maintenance policy. This policy can also be used to find and remove the 
causes by the other in Surface inspection detected quality issues.  
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Figure 26: Proposed decision framework of the condition based maintenance policy 

In the proposed policy a norm needs to be specified for every found input variable that can lead to 
deterioration of the produced quality. The maintenance actions that should be done if process 
parameter exceeds its norm are described next to the evaluation processes. It is unlikely that the 
next time the quality norm of the amount of black specks exceeds also part 3 will cause the black 
speck. This is why the maintenance policy should be able to improve itself and add new norms to the 
IBA parameters. In this way the quality system is continuously improving itself. This improvement 
step should be done with the created variable importance measurement tool. If the cause of black 
specks and the related maintenance action is not found the tool should be run over the process data 
of the new problematic period and a non-problematic period. The moment the cause is created is 
present in the measured process parameters in this way.  
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The following process variables can on this moment already be monitored in the IBA and Surface 
inspection system, a norm is suggested if this could be done. All norms should be exceeded for 
multiple rolls to make sure that the maintenance actions are not done based on an outlier: 

• Amount of produced black speck: First it should be define when the quality of the film 
becomes unacceptable. A norm should be included in the Surface inspection system. The 
technical experts should determine the level of produced black specks that are acceptable. It 
is advised to use at this moment the current norm of 3 black specks per 10 km. It should be 
tried to lower this level by reducing the amount of black specks that are produced in the not 
problematic periods.    

• Feedrate per rotation of the extruder: The deterioration of the extruders can be monitored 
with the reduced feedrate per rotation of the extruder screw (see chapter 3). The expertise 
of the technical experts should be used to set the norm. It is impossible to set a norm already 
due to the long lifetime of the extruder screw.  

• Feedrate per rotation of part 2: The deterioration of part 2 can also be monitored with the 
reduced feedrate per rotation (see chapter 21). In the benchmarking study (chapter 19) it 
was stated that feedrate per rotation should not reduce. Part 2 is deteriorated and black 
specks will be created if this happens. The problem is that the feedrate per rotation is 
different per recipe. The norm should be based on the most produced recipe or multiple 
norms should be included for multiple recipes. The norm should be set on for on a small (for 
example 5%) decrease in throughput. This small decrease can already be problematic.   

• Temperature out values: In this research it is showed that a too high out temperature values 
is indicating that a section is overheating. This overheating is a causes of black specks. It is 
advised to determine a norm for every out parameter. The level of this norm should be 
depending on the sensor for example a norm of 30% above the mean value of the measured 
parameter.   

• Temperature act values: Until now none of the extrusion equipment parts had a too high 
measured actual temperature. In the benchmarking study it is described that it is necessary 
to monitor this parameter. It is hard to set a norm already because no overheating has took 
place. It is suggested to set an initial norm of 5% above the mean temperature per recipe and 
adapt this norm if it turns out to be too low or too high. 
  

It is advised to not always clean all the parts of extrusion equipment. Depending on if it is possible to 
locate the cause of black specks focused maintenance should be performed only on the extrusion 
equipment part/parts that cause black specks. The described maintenance actions are: 

• Renew granule: if the black specks are created because of bad quality of the incoming 
material this granule should be renewed or it should be decide to accept the quality and the 
relating extra amount of black specks. 

• Renew the extruder screw: The extruder screw should be renewed if the Colmonoy layer is 
deterioration. A new Colmonoy layer should be welded on the extruder wing (see chapter 3)  

• Renew part 2:  Part 2 should be renewed if it is deteriorated.  
• Check the sensors of the heaters: The sensors should be checked if the out values are too 

high. The position of the sensor in the heater and the general performance should be 
checked. A new sensor should be placed if the sensor is not functioning anymore.  

• Disassemble and clean/repair the extruder screw: The cause of the friction that causes the 
higher measured actual temperature should be removed. This friction can be caused by a 
heavily polluted screw or a crooked screw. The screw should be pulled out and the barrel and 
screw should be cleaned/ repaired to remove the source of the friction.     
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• Clean a specific part of the extrusion equipment: It can be the case that the black specks are 
caused by pollution in one or a pair of extrusion equipment parts. In the case that this 
happens only the polluted parts should be cleaned.  

• Clean all parts of the extrusion equipment: It can be the case that the pollution of the 
extrusion equipment in general is too high. The cause of black specks would be in this case 
the pollution in all parts of the extrusion equipment. All parts of the extrusion equipment 
should be cleaned with Pet-G purging or pyrolysis (see chapter 6 for a description of this 
maintenance actions) 

• Remove leakages: During this research it turned out that it was impossible to determine the 
effects of leakages on the amount of produced black specks with the variable importance 
measures. A different approach should be used to determine if leakages are causing black 
specks. The shape of the black specks should be inspected. In chapter 21 it is described that 
round shaped black specks are very likely caused by leakages. It is less likely that chip shaped 
black specks are caused by leakages. This is why microscopic pictures of the detected black 
specks should be made to check if leakages are causing the black specks. A small leakage 
does not necessarily have to cause a significant amount of black specks. The variable 
importance measurements should always be used to determine if something else is (also) 
causing black specks. 

 

Benefits and drawbacks of the proposed maintenance policy.  

At this moment it is hard to express the benefits of implementing the proposed maintenance policy 
in saved money. It is not sure how often maintenance will be performed and how quick the 
degradation of the produced film will go. This degradation is depending on different conditions (see 
chapter 9).  This is why the benefits and drawbacks of the proposed maintenance policy are 
described in a general way. Compared to the maintenance policy that is currently applied the 
suggested condition based policy has the following advantages:  

• It is always necessary anymore to clean all parts of the extrusion equipment.  The location of 
the polluted/ damaged parts is determined in the suggested maintenance policy. This makes 
it possible to only clean/maintain this part.  This saves maintenance costs and time.   

• It is less likely that unneeded maintenance actions will be done. The conditions of the 
extrusion equipment will be measured. This makes it possible to only clean or remove parts 
or all parts of the extrusion equipment if it is necessary.  

• There will be insight in development of the process parameters over a longer period. The 
root cause analyses tool generates insight in the values of all process parameters over a 
longer period (multiple rolls). This was not possible before, IBA analyzer cannot handle the 
data of much rolls. 

• There will be a lower probability that there will be a problematic period because too much 
black specks are produced. The last problematic black speck period had a duration of 3 
months.  It is not likely that this will happen again now the quality issues can be monitored. 
The quality norm will be exceeded way earlier.  

 

A remark that should be made about the proposed maintenance policy is that potentially not all 
causes of black specks are included in the policy yet. There are many potential causes of black specks 
and they are not all now yet. This makes it possible that there will be black specks produced of which 
the cause cannot be found by the proposed maintenance policy. If this happens a new project should 
be started to find the cause of this type of black specks. The results of this project should be included 
in the maintenance policy. The action done to find this type of cause and the maintenance action 
done to remove this cause should be included in the maintenance policy 
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One of the arguments of the maintenance engineers against stopping with the preventive 
maintenance was that there are not enough resources available to clean the extrusion equipment 
outside the scheduled yearly maintenance moment. Maintenance actions can only be scheduled if 
the required resources, such as spares or tools, are available (Olde Keizer, Flapper, & Teunter, 2017). 
This is not argument to not work condition based because the preventive cleaning does not help if 
the extrusion equipment is not dirty (see chapter 21). But it should be investigated if there can be 
problems regarding resources availability. It is checked how much time was needed for an extrusion 
equipment cleaning and it was investigated what the risk of not getting resources was (see appendix 
5). The maintenance engineers concluded that all extrusion equipment could be cleaned or renewed 
within 2 days. Technical experts only expect problems by arranging the crane that is needed to lift 
the extruder screw. There is a risk that there will be a waiting time for a crane of 2 weeks. 

A drawback of applying a condition based maintenance policy is that more effort is needed to 
maintain the maintenance policy. Norms and rules should be adapted and parameters should be 
monitored. This costs more time and money than the current policy.  
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23. Advice to reduce the amount of black specks under normal production conditions 
During this project the following options to reduce the amount of produced black specks in a not 
problematic period were found: 

• Shut down filled with Pet G 
• Redesign parts of the extrusion equipment to reduce the amount of blind spots. 

 

The effects of this options are not known yet.  The effects of this options can be further investigated 
if it is decided that the amount of black specks produced in a non-problematic period is too high  

Shutdown with Pet-G  

At this moment the extrusion equipment and die are emptied when a production run stops. This way 
of shutting down the extrusion equipment is not suggested by SML and literature (see chapter 9). 
During this research it was found that the amount of produced black specks reduce when the line is 
producing for a longer time (see chapter 22). This suggest that a part of the black specks produced 
under normal production conditions (non-problematic) are created by the oxygen that is present in 
the hot section due to the emptying before shutdown. This can mean that shutting down the 
extrusion equipment filled with Pet-G would reduce the amount of produced black specks. 

Under the current production policy it is not advised to shut down with Pet-G. It is advised to 
investigate the effects of shutting down the extrusion equipment filled with Pet-G when the film 
demand increases and less shutdowns should be made. The decision to shut down the hot section 
emptied is well grounded. It takes 3 hours to change between recipes and the used granule cost 
€6000,-(the calculations of this costs can be found in (Doppen, 2018). Due to the low demand for film 
the line is currently producing very small batches of products. In a typical production day (2 shifts) 
the production starts at 6 in the morning by starting the heating up procedure. At most day’s prime 
production starts around 11:00 in the morning. If there is enough demand for products the last prime 
roll will be finished at 20:00 at this moment the shutdown procedure starts. At 22:00 the production 
day is over.  This means that there are 7 hours of starting up/cooling down procedure necessary to 
produce potential prime material for 9 hours. It is advised to investigate options to produce bigger 
batches of film. Investigate the possibility to produce on stock. In this situation the forecasted 
demand for a longer period can be produced in one batch. In this case the startup and shut down 
costs will reduce significantly and shutting down with Pet-G is becoming inserting. The shutdown 
periods will have a longer duration and are less often.  

Redesign parts 

It is advice is to investigate if it is possible to redesign the filter changer and part 2. In chapter 8 it is 
described that the designs of these extrusion equipment parts are suspicious. Polymer will get 
hanged up in the blind spots of the parts and become black specks. It is likely that the black specks 
produced under normal production conditions (non-problematic) will decrease when the blind spots 
will be removed out of the parts. It is advised to first investigate the options to redesign part 1. This 
part was also marked as suspicious in the benchmarking study (chapter 19). Secondly the design of 
part 2 can be investigated this part is less likely to cause black specks than part 1.  
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24. Current status of the Implementation of the suggested maintenance policy 
The suggested maintenance policy is at this moment partly implemented. The root cause analyses is 
operational already but the norms should still be implemented. The codes used in the root cause 
analyses are implemented and can be used via azure (cloud computing platform used by Tata Steel). 
The code and an explanation of the steps made in root cause analyses are described in chapter 8-18. 
The database used in the root cause analyses is currently filled with the available IBA and Surface 
inspection data that is collected till now. The data in this database should be extended with new 
data.  

The implementation of the condition based maintenance policy in IBA is currently not done yet. This 
can be done relatively easy. The suggested norms can be added as functions in IBA Analyzer and the 
relating IBA parameters can be added in the IBA system. The cost of this implementation are not 
calculated in this research but they are negligible. Some time is needed to set the norms in the IBA 
system, maintain the tool and fill the azure databases. The IBA system and azure system are already 
bought so no big investments are needed. No external companies need to be hired to implement the 
policy.  

No big investments are needed to implement the maintenance actions of the proposed policy within 
the maintenance procedures of the Protact department. The maintenance actions done to 
clean/renew the extrusion equipment described in the proposed maintenance actions are similar to 
the current defined maintenance actions. The difference is that the maintenance will now be done 
more focused. Instead of cleaning all parts of the extrusion equipment only the polluted/damaged 
part will be cleaned. 
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25. Conclusion, discussion and recommendations 
Conclusion 

In the first part of this research project the goal and the related research questions were defined.  
The main research question of this project is: 

How can the amount of scrap material caused by quality issues be eliminated or decreased? 
 
This question is answered with the finding of a in this project developed root cause analyses and a 
created maintenance policy based on this findings. The goal of this research project is: 

“Develop and implement a methodology to find the causes of the most costly quality issue at 
Filmlijn 12. Create, if possible, a maintenance policy that reduces the amount of quality 
issues" 

 
In conclusion it can be said that this goal is achieved. The biggest quality issue at FIlmlijn 12 are black 
specks. A root cause analyses is done and technical experts agree that the causes of the black specks 
in the problematic period are found. A tool is created that can check which of the potential causes 
(not all potential causes can be checked) is causing the detected black specks. A condition based 
maintenance policy is created that monitors the determination of the produced quality continuously 
and checks if sections of the installation are causing black specks. This maintenance policy suggest 
which maintenance action should be done to remove the detected cause/causes.  
This project consist of 5 parts the following conclusions are made in each part: 
 

Part 1:  
It was concluded that the maintenance actions that are currently done is not necessarily removing 
the cause of black specks. In this maintenance action not only the extruder is cleaned but also other 
parts of the extrusion equipment. This is why all these parts are included in this research. The 
cleaning actions are removing pollution but this pollution does not necessarily have to be the cause 
of black specks. The trigger for maintenance should be the amount of produced Black specks. The 
cause of this black specks should be removed to improve the quality of the produced film. It is 
determined that the mechanical extrusion equipment cleaning reduced the amount of produced 
black specks. It was impossible to check the effects of the Pet-G purging action on black speck 
because there was no data available of the period before this action was done.   
 
Producing film is a relatively new process and Filmlijn 12 is a new line within Tata Steel. Combined 
with a lack of demand (In 2017 Filmlijn 12 was producing at 18% of its capacity) means that this 
project faced limitations regarding data availability. The following limitations/knowledge gaps have 
been encountered during this project: 
 

• There is no continuous production (24/7) yet which means that the amount of steady 
production is limited. Film casting lines are normally producing for long periods in a row.  
Continuous production (24hours) with or without weekends are common within the 
industry. 

• The quality of the incoming raw material is not measured. This makes it impossible to check 
if the quality issues are produced at the suppliers   

• Different kind of films are produced at Filmlijn 12. Around 20 different films are produced 
each following its own recipe. The film recipes contain all the parameter settings at which a 
film is produced. It contains for example temperature settings and granule types. The 
amount of available data makes it impossible to study the effects of quality issues within 
each recipe separately. The line is in a startup face and many new recipes are introduced. 
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Some of the recipes are made ones and 1 or 2 prime rolls of this recipe are available for 
analyses. The effects that these rolls have on black specks are not investigated due to too 
small sample sizes.  

 

Part 2: 
It was concluded that there are multiple potential causes of the black specks produced at FL12.  
There are multiple types of black specks that can be caused by different causes in different parts of 
the installation. 4 groups of in total 15 hypothesis are determined. The black specks in these groups 
are caused by: 

• Overheating due to high temperatures.  
• Too long residence times of the polymer in the hot section.  
• Oxygen in the hot section.  
• External factors.  

 
During interviews the technical experts marked 3 parts of the extrusion equipment of FL12 as 
suspicious. These parts are part 1, part 2 and part 3. In the multi-criteria analyses it was concluded 
that technical experts expected that the biggest part of the black specks created at FL 12 are caused 
by overheating due to too high temperatures in one or more sections.  

 
Part3: 
In total there were 120 process parameters that could potentially proof if a potential cause was the 
cause of black specks. Variable importance measures are done to detect the causes of black specks. It 
wasn’t possible to create a one-to- one transformation between the input variables and the output 
variable. There was a difference detected in the amount of meters produced measured by the IBA 
and a Surface inspection system. In addition the residence time distribution of the polymer in the hot 
section was not constant. This makes it impossible to create a one-to-one relationship and test the 
too long residence time related hypotheses with the variable importance measurement. This is why a 
roll based data granularity is used in the base file.  
 

Part 4: 
There was a lot of multicollinearity within the data. This leads to the following conclusions: 
 

• It is not possible to use variables that contain set point values to detect the causes of black 
specks. The amount of variance within the set point variables is not large enough. This makes 
it is not possible to compare rolls with the same recipe and different parameter settings. 

 
• It is not possible to assign the cause of overheating to one specific section of the extrusion 

equipment by looking at the actual temperature measurement of the different sections.  The 
temperatures in all the sections are too similar.  
 

• The measured values of the % of the power capacity of a heater or ventilator used by the 
heater or ventilator (the out temperature values) are distinguishing much better between 
extrusion equipment sections than the actual measured temperature. 

 
• The temperatures measured within the Die are highly correlating with each other. This 

makes it hard to distinguish between sections because the actual measured temperatures 
are almost the same and no set or out values are logged. 
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• The speed, throughput and feed rate of part 2 and extruder are heavily correlating with each 
other and pressure P2. 

 

It was impossible to create a significant multiple linear regression model. For this reason only the 
results of the Pearson correlation and the Random Forest are used to determine the causes of the 
registered black specks. The percentage of power used by part 3 was the most important process 
variable in both variable importance measures.  

Part 5: 
The maintenance engineers, process technologist and employees of the production department 
agreed that it can be concluded that part 3 and the leakages were causing black specks.A separation 
is made between the black specks created in the problematic period and in the not problematic 
period. There will always be some black specks present in the created but maintenance helps to 
make sure that this amount is not getting problematic. The amount of produced black specks is 
problematic if no prime material can be produced anymore.  
It is concluded that the current maintenance policy can be improved. A current condition evaluation 
based maintenance policy is suggested for maintenance at the extrusion equipment. 

The proposed maintenance policy has the following benefits and advantages compared with the 
current time based maintenance policy: 

• It is not necessary anymore to clean all parts of the extrusion equipment 
• No unneeded maintenance actions will be done anymore 
• There will be insight in development of the process parameters over a longer period 
• There will be a lower change that there will be a problematic period because too much black 

specks are produced 
 

The drawback of applying the condition based maintenance policy is that the system should be 
maintained. Norms and rules should be adapted and parameters should be monitored. This costs 
more time and money than the current policy. It is expected that this money will be earned back 
relatively easy. A remark that should be made about the proposed maintenance policy is that 
potentially not all causes of black specks are included in the policy yet. There are many potential 
causes of black specks and they are not all now yet. This makes it possible that there will be black 
specks produced of which the cause cannot be found by the proposed maintenance policy. If this 
happens a new project should be started to find the cause of this type of black specks. The results of 
this project should be included in the maintenance policy. The action done to find this type of cause 
and the maintenance action done to remove this cause should be included in the maintenance policy 

During this project the following options to reduce the amount of produced black specks in a not 
problematic period were found: 

• Shut down filled with Pet G 
• Redesign parts of the extrusion equipment to reduce the amount of blind spots. 

 
The effects of this options are not known yet.  The effects of this options can be further investigated 
if it is decided that the amount of black specks produced in a non-problematic period is too high. 
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Discussion 

This research project is for a big part based on the expertise of technical experts. The knowledge of 
technical experts is used to draw conclusions in this project. The chemical processes related to the 
production of film are very complex. Many chemical reaction are happing and much, sometimes 
unknown, factors are involved. This makes it impossible to know what is exactly happening with a 
piece of polymer. In addition it was not possible to include all the potential causes of black specks in 
the variable importance measurements. It was impossible to include the effects of a too long 
residence time and oxygen in the analyses. This results in assumptions made by the technical 
experts. These assumptions are sometimes based on personal experience which are sometimes 
based on feelings. It can be the case that the opinions of the technical experts are wrong and that 
wrong conclusions are made.  

In this project it is concluded that black specks can have multiple causes. This makes it possible that a 
roll contains black specks which have different caused. It is tried to track down the percentage of 
black specks that are created by each cause. The expertise of the technical experts was used but they 
could only make a guess. It impossible to see how a black speck is created because it is not possible 
to look inside the extrusion equipment during production. It is tried to trace back the cause of a black 
speck by looking at the effects of the cleaning action and check which causes were removed in this 
period. In this cleaning action multiple potential causes were removed. It can be the case that the by 
the technical experts defined main causes were not the only causes and that something else caused a 
big part of the black specks.   

The reliability of the classification done by the Surface inspection system is another major point for 
discussion. The Surface inspection data of every produced roll is available for this research but the 
way of classifying the failures changed several times. The Surface inspection system adapts its 
classification rules over time which results in different classification norms for black specks. The last 
time a change in the classification rules was made was in March 2018. This means that there are 
different classifications of black specks present in the data used in the variable importance 
measurements. This changes in this rules were small but it can give a slightly different rendering of 
the amount of produced black specks. 

During this project it turned out that it was impossible to create a one to one relationship between 
the moment a black speck was created and the moment it showed up. Slip between the roll and the 
film, shrinkage and stretching of the film and the incorrect clock of the Surface inspection system 
resulted in a deviance between the produced meters following the Surface inspection system and the 
IBA system. In addition the distribution of the residence time inside the extrusion equipment made it 
possible that that if multiple rolls of a recipe were made after each other a black speck created in a 
previous roll shows up later in the next roll. This means that a black speck could have been created 
earlier than it was detected. This makes that the results of the variable importance analyses could be 
slightly misleading because it is possible the cause of a black speck happened a roll ago. This is one of 
the reasons why the plots are used while determining the causes of black specks. In this plot the 
development of the black specks over time is visible and potential delays can be found.  

It is doubtable if the random forest method can be used to detect the amount of black specks. 
Different researches present the random forest method as method which can deal with every kind of 
input variables, does not over fit and create good performing predictions (Breiman, 2001; Díaz-
Uriarte & Alvarez de Andrés, 2006; Hapfelmeier & Ulm, 2013; Kuhn & Johnson, 2013) . While other 
researchers say that it is possible that a random forest model over fits(Hastie et al., 2017)  and other 
research say that variable importance measures can be unreliable and may even be misleading 
(Strobl et al., 2007). The biggest problem is that it is hard to check if a random forest model is 
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reliable. It is not possible to see the decision nodes and paths that are used in the decision trees. The 
bootstrapping and assembling of the trees makes it impossible to extract the decisions that are made 
to create the predictions.  No literature was found were random forest models were used in 
comparable projects. The literature was or only theoretical or the studies were done in different 
fields (for example gene selection or picture recognition studies). This is why it is decided to not use 
the predictions made by the random forest model to create a predictive maintenance policy. Only 
the variable importance scores are used. The out value of part 3 showed up as important in both the 
Pearson correlation coefficients and the random forest based variable importance analyses. This 
suggests that the random forest based variable importance analyses are reliable but this cannot be 
checked. 
 

Recommendations 
The following recommendations are suggested in this research project:  

• It is recommended to investigate the option to integrate the Surface inspection signals in IBA. 
The code used to create the base file needs a lot of computational power and is slow 
(running the code takes around 1 hour). The root cause analysis tool could be run much 
quicker if the Surface inspection data did not have to be added to the IBA data in R. 
 

• It is also advised to add the synthetic variables created in this research project in IBA. The 
Startup signal of the extruders can be used to integrate the following variables:  

𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝐹𝐹  
𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 

This gives an easier overview of the effects of the effects of producing for a longer time  
 

• The selection of steady production rolls was very time consuming. It is advised to improve 
the classification of the rolls done by the Surface inspection system so that this classification 
can be used to extract the steady production rolls.    
 

• During this research project it was impossible to extract the produced black specks per meter 
out of the Surface inspection system. It is advised to investigate the options to extract this 
meter based data. This can also help with other quality project because the IBA data can in 
this way better be related to the quality data. It will still not be possible to create a 1 to 1 
relationship between the IBA and Surface inspection data because the distribution of the 
residence time of the polymer inside the extrusion equipment but it will be possible to trace 
back all quality problems caused in the MDO.  
 

• Hiring the crane needed to perform the maintenance is currently the most uncertain 
maintenance resource. It is advised to investigate the options to place a permanent crane at 
FL12.  
 

• In this project it was impossible to check the effects of a Pet-G purging action. It is advice to 
investigate this in further research.  

 

Further research 
In this research project a framework of maintenance decision in a Condition based Maintenance 
policy is suggested. The evaluation norms of this decisions are not known or suggested yet. In further 
research the optimal norms within the suggested maintenance policy should be determined.  
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Definitions, acronyms and variables  
Term Definition 
Condition based 
maintenance 

Is a type of predictive maintenance that recommends maintenance 
actions (decisions) based on the information collected through the 
condition monitoring process. (A. K. S. Jardine, 2006)  Tata Steel 
defines all maintenance strategies that monitor the degradation of a 
component as condition based maintenance. 

Correlation coefficient 
(r2) 

A dimensionless measure of the linear association between two 
variables, usually lying in the interval from -1 to 1, with zero indicating 
the absence of correlation 

Coefficient of multiple 
correlation 

The square of the coefficient of multiple correlation in the interval. 
The square of the coefficient of multiple correlation can be computed 
using the vector c=(rx1y,rx2y,…,rxNy) 

Data driven Condition 
based maintenance  

A kind of condition based maintenance which monitors the time to 
failure distribution continuously by using Process data. 

Data dictionary A centralized repository of information about data such as meaning, 
relationships to other data, origin, usage, and format (IBM, 1993) 

Data Sample  A set of data in this case measurements. The measurements of all 
input variables and output variable that are used in the models. 

Descriptive analytical 
methods 

Descriptive analytical methods describe what happened in the past. 
They are brief descriptive coefficients that summarize a given data 
set, which can be either a representation of the entire or a sample of 
a population. (Investopedia, 2018) 

Effect size An effect size is a quantitative measure of the magnitude of a 
phenomenon.(Keiley & Preacher, 2012) 

Extruder A machine that melts mixes and delivers material (Giles, 2004) 
Extrusion equipment The section of the installation starting at the extruder and ending at 

the dye. This contains of all the parts which get in touch with the melt 
and will be cleaned in a extrusion equipment cleaning  

Failure mode A failure mode is any event which causes a functional failure 
(Moubray, 1997). If a failure mode occurs the installation is not 
performing well. A failure mode is a cause of failure or one possible 
way a system can fail  

Failure predictors A parameter that can be used to predict how long equipment can run 
until failure occurs (Lubbers, 2016). A failure predictor is related to a 
failure mode and predicts when a failure mode occurs. 

Failure rate The frequency with which an installation component fails in failures 
per unit of time.  

Gel A degraded piece of polymer. It is shown in the film as a small soft 
dot. A small dot is not problematic for the quality. Because of the 
softness the change is small that a hole will be caused by the gel. 

Granule In this project a polymer granule is the raw material that feeds the 
extruders. The polymer is delivered in the form of solid granules.  

Granularity The level of detail considered in a model. The greater the granularity, 
the deeper the level of detail. Granularity is usually used to 
characterize the scale or level of detail in a set of data. In this case the 
dimension (time or space) is part of a Granularity.   

Hypotheses tree A tree shaped representation of all the potential causes of black 
specks. The causes are all belonging to different groups. The 
hypothesis tree shows the hypothesis and to which group this 
hypothesis belong and how this group relate to the quality issue.   
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Installation component A component of an installation part which performs an activity. For 
example a heater of the extruder which heats the polymer granule.   

Installation part Within the Protact department of TATA steel an installation part is 
defined as a part of the machine that performs a step. For example 
the extruder is an installation part that performs the extrusion step of 
the product. 

Joint probability Joint probability is the probability of two events happening together 
Laminar flow At low speeds a liquid flows at different speeds. Fluids tends to flow 

without lateral mixing. This creates side by side layers within a stream. 
This leads to a slower flow at the outside sides of the liquid flow and a 
faster flow in the middle of the flow. 

Maintenance action Actions necessary for retaining or restoring a piece of equipment, 
machine, or system to the specified operable condition to achieve its 
maximum useful life.  

Maintenance concept In dutch: “Onderhoudsconcept”. Within Tata Steel a maintenance 
concept is a file which gives an overview of how a part should be 
maintained. The maintenance interval, the kind of maintenance and 
the reasons why maintenance is done in a certain way is described. 

Maintenance Engineering Maintenance Engineering is a field within engineering where concepts 
for the optimization of equipment and procedures are used to achieve 
better maintainability, reliability, and availability of equipment. 

Maintenance policy A set of rules that describe when a maintenance activity should be 
executed. (Avontuur, 2017) 

Maintenance policy  A policy to maintain a part of an installation. Examples of 
maintenance strategies are. Examples of maintenance strategies are 
run to failure maintenance, time based maintenance, age based 
maintenance and condition based maintenance. 

Mean time till failure MTTF is the length of time a device or other product is expected to 
last in operation. 

Mean remaining lifetime   The mean expected residual lifetime of a component 
Mean Square error The expected squared deviation of an estimator from the true value 

of the parameter it estimates. The mean square error can be 
decomposed into the variance of estimator plus the square of the 
bias, that is 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸=E(ô-o)2=V(ô)+[E(ô-o)2 (Douglas C. Montgomery, 
2011) 

Monitoring Activity performed either manually or automatically intended to 
observe the actual state of an item. (Swedisch Standards Institute , 
2001) 

Overfitting  Adding more parameters to a model than is necessary (Douglas C. 
Montgomery, 2011) 

Parameter A variable representing a significant measureable production process 
characteristic. (Institution, 2012) 

Predictive maintenance  Condition based maintenance carried out following a forecast derived 
from the analysis and evaluation of significant parameters of the 
condition of the item (Bengtsson, 2004) 

Predictive modeling The problem of developing a model using historical data to make a 
prediction on new data where we do not have the answer. Predictive 
modeling can be described as the mathematical problem of 
approximating a mapping function (f) from input variables (X) to 
output variables (y). This is called the problem of function 
approximation. (Brownlee, 2017) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maintainability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability_engineering
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Prime-quality film Prime quality film can be sold to customers. It is produced following 
the norms of Tata Steel and the customer. 

Process data  Process data is data related to a business process that accumulates 
during the life of the process (IBM, 2018).  In this case process data 
can gained from different sources for example sensors, inspections, 
camera systems or failure data databases. Process data reflects the 
performance of the extruder process.    

Procedure  A description about how processes within a company must be 
performed (9001 Council, 2018). It identifies which steps when should 
be performed and who is responsible for it. 

Randomness Nondeterministic, occurring purely by change, or independent of the 
occurrence of other events(Montgomery & Runger, 2011) 

Regression The statistical methods used to investigate the relationship between a 
dependent or response variable y and one or more independent 
variables x. The independent variables are usually called regressor 
variables or predictor variables.(Montgomery & Runger, 2011) 

Retrospective study A retrospective study uses historical data and examines a relation to 
an outcome that is established at the start of the study(Montgomery 
& Runger, 2011) 

Root cause analyses A targeted explication use case which aims at the data mining-based 
analysis of selected process characteristics defined by the user to 
provide comprehensible and interpretable explication models, e. g., 
decision trees. (Christoph Gröger, 2012) 

Scrap TATA steel defines end product produced at the Filmlijn 12 that does 
not meet the quality requirements set by the customer and/or Tata 
Steel as scrap. 

Set point  The set point of the process parameters it the setting of the 
parameters were the installations steers on. If for example the 
temperature set point of part 3 is 180 degrees Celsius the installation 
will try to reach this temperature. It will heat up the section is the 
temperature is lower and do nothing if it is at the set point. 

Sensitivity Sensitivity 

=
# samples with the event and predicted to have the event

# 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
  

 
 
 

Specificity Specificity

=
# samples without the event and predicted as nonevents

# 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡
  

 
Steady state rolls Steady state rolls are defined as the rolls that are produced when the 

line produces in steady conditions. This means that the starting up 
procedure is completed and the intention is to produce prime 
production. The line produced at one continuous speed over a long 
time. Steady production is something different than prime production 
because rolls with a level of black specks that is too high are also 
included.  

Synthetic variables Any variables applicable to a given situation that are not obtained by 
direct measurement 
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Variable importance No unified definition can be carried out for variable importance 
because variable importance may be assessed in distinctly different 
ways. Wei and lu (Wei et al., 2015) summarize the different 
definitions in the following way: variable importance is “  

1. An quantitative indicator that quantifies the change of model 
output value w.r.t. the change or permutation of one or a set 
of input variables  

2. An indicator that quantifies the contribution of the 
uncertainties of one or a set of input variables to the 
uncertainty of model output variable.  

An indicator that quantifies the strength of dependence between the 
model output variable and one or a set of input variables. “ 

Table 12: Definitions of words 

 

 

Acronym Definition 
AA Advanced Analytics  
CBM Condition based maintenance  
HTD  Hoogoven Technische Dienst 

IKM Interne kwaliteits memo 
RPM Rounds per minute 
TSP Tata Steel Packaging  

Table 13: Definitions of Acronyms 
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Appendix 1: Calculation of the costs of black specks 
In this appendix the calculation used to approximate the costs of black specks is described. It is 
difficult to calculate the costs of black specks. At this moment there is no good data available 
regarding the costs of production at FL12. The financial department obligates to use costs in 
improvement projects that are too low.  The financial department calculates with €300, - per hour. 
This is definitely too low the fixed costs per hour in continuous are already higher. A new 
approximation of the performances of FL 12 is made based on its performances over 2017.  

First the costs realized in 2017 are approximated. The fixed costs are extracted from the film line 
‘kostprijs film’ calculations(Tata Steel, 2018c) that are calculated by the Protact production 
department. These calculations are created with the costs stated in the budgets stated in the yellow 
map(Tata Steel, 2018b). It includes costs of personal, maintenance, holding storage and energy. It 
doesn’t distinguish between fixed and flexible production/energy costs. On this moment production 
personal for 2 shifts is hired. The personal and energy is budgeted for FL12 although there is not 
enough demand to produce all the available shifts. When there is no production at FL12 this personal 
is doing other work they help for example at the lamination section.     

 

Figure 27: Cost of FL12 

The costs that are used in this cost approximation are shown in Figure 29. The fixed cost mentioned 
in the ‘kostprijs film’ calculation are used as fixed costs per year. The other costs that are included in 
the cost price approximation are the costs of granule. The granule price is different per recipe. This 
difference is not included in the approximation. It is very hard to check which rolls are thrown away 
because the scrap material classification is not performed correctly yet. The approximated average 
price of a Kg granule that is based on the kostprijs film calculations. The kg granule per hour 
throughput differs also per recipe. An approximation is made that on average 900kg granule is used 
per hour. The side trimmers and recipe changes result in a lot of granule lost during production. 
Approximately 25% of the used granule does not end up in the end product(Tata Steel, 2018c). The 
granule costs are calculated with Equation 7. The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 30. 

  

𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 =
𝑟𝑟 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟

ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒

 

Equation 7: Granule costs per hour 

With  

𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 = 𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹  
𝑟𝑟 = 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹  
𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠

ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠
= ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑏𝑏 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝  

𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 % 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑟𝑟  
 

Approximate total fixed costs 2017 3.581.613,00€         
Price for a kg granule 1,50€                         

Included costs in calculation
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Figure 28: Granule costs 

The costs of an available production hour are used in this calculation. Due to the 2 shift production 
policy the available production hours are limited. This will change when the line is producing at full 
speed but the amount of quality issues will also be higher if that happens. In 2017 there were 1790 
hours available for production (see Figure 31). 432 hours of these hours are used.   

 

Figure 29: Available and used production hours 

The total costs related to quality issues are calculated with Equation 8. The total costs of quality 
issues are calculated with Equation 9. The results of this calculation are shown in    

𝐴𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 = �
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑

ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠
+ 𝐴𝐴𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠� ∗ ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝  

Equation 8: formula to calculate costs of quality issues 

  

𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 = 𝐴𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 

Equation 9: Formula of black speck calculations  

Where  
𝐴𝐴𝑞𝑞𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑞𝑞 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝  
𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 = 𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝   
ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠 = ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖   
ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 = ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟  
𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠 = % 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝  
 

These calculations results in total costs of black speck production of €152056,89 in 2017 because it is 
an approximation this outcome is rounded at €150000,-.  

 

Figure 30: Cost of black specks and degraded gels in 2017 

Total granule troughput per hour 1350
Granule losses during start-up and side cuts 450

Granule costs

Hours available for production Percentage of total Hours
Available production hours per year 100% 8760
Available production hours after losses due to two shifts 48% 4171
Planned maintenance 44% 3875
Unplanned maintenance 41% 3579
Available production hours after losses due to start ups 20% 1790

Used production hours in 2017
Line was producing film in 2017 5% 432

realized prime production 2017(realized production - quality issues) 4% 312

Production hours lost due to quality issues in 2017 120
Total costs due to quality issues 456.175,22€            
Percentage of quallity issues related to black specks or degraded gels 33%
Costs of black specks and degraded gells 152.056,89€            

Costs of black specks and degraded gels in 2017 if all demand could be fullfilled
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Appendix 2: Extruder description 
An extruder is an installation that heats up in this case granule (solid) till a melted polymer stream via 
some sub processes. Some of these processes are performed in a serial sequence while others are 
performed parallel. Distinguishes can be made between: 

• Transport of granule or powder; 
• Melting of the solid state 
• Pumping, Homogenizing and heating of the melt 

 
Parallel to this the extruder can be divided into 3 zones: 

• Transport the raw material in solid state trough the entry zone 
• Melting and plasticizer zone (compression zone) 
• Pump and homogenizing zone  

 

Figure 31: Extruder view (Tata Steel, 2018) 

1 Cooling case cylinder zone 8 Gear cooling 
2 Cooling blower cylinder zone 9 Strip heaters feeding zone 
3 Terminal box 10 Barrel base with feeding zone and material inlet 
4 Motor cooling 11 Inlet zone cooling 
5 Extruder drive 12 Carrying wheels 
6 Protective cover extruder main drive 13 Extruder drive frame 
7 Extruder gear 14 Extruder frame 

Table 14: Part description of figure 6 

Transport of the granule (entry zone) 

The extruders of Filmlijn 12 are fed with a polymer granule as raw material. If the input material has 
a high quality it will fall smoothly into the feeding zone (point 10 see Figure 33). In the first part of 
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the feeding zone the granule is still relatively cold and hard. When the temperature of the granule 
raises the frictional resistance is going up. If this happens more force is needed to move the granule 
trough the extruder. This extra force leads to more friction which leads to more heat. There is an 
interplay between these parameters.  

Normally there is no movement between the granules themselves within the entry zone. The 
granules stay at the same distance from their neighbors when they enter the extruder. The mass of 
the granule is pressed a little bit together but the shape and size of the granule will stay the same. 
The transport of the granule is caused by the turning of the screw. There are 2 extremes regarding 
the transportation efficiency of the extruder. In the first case the friction at the cylinder is very big 
and the friction at the screw is very small. This can happen when there is for example a very hot 
cylinder and a very smooth screw. In this case the granules don’t turn around on the screw surface 
and stick at the screw. This means that in one round the granule is transported over its maximum 
distance. This is the desired situation and results in a 100% efficient transportation. In the other case 
there is a lot friction at the wall off the screw and a very small friction at the cylinder. In this case all 
granules rotate backwards at the same speed as the screw turns. If this happens the granule is not 
moving through the extruder at all. This situation is not desired and will lead to no transportation at 
all. In the normal situation the transportation efficiency is 80%.      

 

Figure 32: Detailed view extruder (Tata Steel, 2018) 

1 Extuder cylinder 4 Temperature sensor cylinder zone 
2 Melt pressure sensor 5 Cylinder support 
3 Strip heaters   

Table 15: explanation of figure 7 

Melting and plasticizer zone 
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In this zone the pressure at the granule is getting bigger which results in the melting of the polymer. 
The melting of the granule is caused by the friction between the cylinder (see point 1 Figure 34) and 
the solid granule and the friction between the granules themselves. In this zone the transportation 
principle as described in the entry zone is partly present. Another phenomena that is present 
increasingly during the transportation of the melt is the transition of the melt volume. When the 
pressure at the solid and melted polymer mix is getting higher the volume is getting smaller. More 
granule melts which leads to less volume. The right amount of pressure should be used to control the 
volume created in the melting process and get all chambers equally filled. This equally filling is 
required to create a constant melt output.  

Pumping zone 

In the pumping zone the granule-melt mix is completely melted. Now the melt should be heated and 
mixed till the melt has the right viscosity and homogeneity. The end of the screw consists of different 
shapes and obstacles which create the right currents to mix the melt to the right specifications. 
When the right viscosity and homogeneity is created the melt will leave the extruder and will be 
pumped to the part 4. 
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Appendix 3: Polymeric black specks  
In this appendix the quality problems black specks and degraded gels are further explained. The 
theories about what black specks and degraded gels can be and some hypotheses regarding the 
causes of black specks and degraded gels are explained.  

Definition of black specks and degraded gels 

During studies in literature and interviews with different experts within Tata Steel potential ideas 
about types of black speck are given. A black speck is or a heavily degraded (burnt) piece of polymer 
(Haste, 2007) or a piece of non-polymer material that shouldn’t be in the process. This pollution can 
be formed by metal that is pulled off from the extruder screw or some pollution that is already in the 
raw material (stones, wood, etc.). In general the technical experts within Tata Steel agree that there 
can be a mix of burned and polluted black specks. The biggest part of the black specks will be burned 
polymers.  

In the case of overheating of the polymers there is a relation with degraded gels. The cause is the 
same but the amount of overheating is larger for a black speck. A black speck is hard while a 
degraded gel can still be pushed in. The difference between a degraded gels and a black speck is very 
small and hard to recognize but critical for the process. If a black speck comes into the process of a 
packager it will get stuck and damage the machines. A degraded gel will cause a hole in the film of 
the laminated steel if it is stretched but will not damage the machines. A black speck is harder, more 
edgy and blacker than a degraded gel.  In Figure 35 a gel under a microscope is showed. In Figure 36 
a black pit under a microscope is showed. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Determining the cause of degraded gel is more complicated than determining the cause of black 
specks. The change that the degradation is created externally is bigger and the definition of a 
degraded gel is harder to form. A degraded gel can be formed by exposure to high temperatures 
inside the extrusion equipment, same principle as black specks, or because is already created at the 
supplier. It is difficult to trace the cause of the degraded gels but experts think that the big gels can 
only be caused by degradation inside the extrusion equipment. The change that the amount of 
degradation needed to form a big gel starts is created at the supplier is very small. Big gels will be 
detected in the quality test of the supplier and will be thrown out. 
 

  

Figure 36: Black speck Figure 35: Degraded gel 
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Appendix 4: Non-polymeric black specks: colmonoy  
Technical experts within Tata Steel think that crumbling of the top layer (Colmonoy) at the extruder 
wing wall (see Figure 37 for the extruder screw parts) can potentially cause black specks inside the 
film. It will not result in a degraded gel because the metal will be hard and black which will result in a 
black speck classification. The technical experts think that there is a chance that the metal that 
comes off the extruder screw caused by damages at the screw can be pushed through the filters and 
ends up in the film. Currently there are no colmonoy based black specks detected but they when the 
extruder screw is degraded further.  

 

Figure 33: Parts of the extruder screw (photo made by an employee of Tata Steel during the annual revision in July 2017) 

At this moment cleaning of the extruder screw is done in a pyrolysis oven. The screw will be pulled 
out of the cylinder and is sent to a pyrolysis oven. When the screw returned from the company that 
performed the pyrolysis a big amount of the colmonoy layer was crumbled off (see Figure 38). The 
experts of Tata Steel suspect that there is a relation between the pyrolysis and the crumbling 
Colmonoy layer. They expect that the big temperature differences created in the oven plus the 
transportation from the pyrolysis oven back to Tata Steel makes the hardening layer brittle and 
causes the crumbling.  

The screw with the broken colmonoy layer has been repaired by welding new pieces of colmonoy in 
the holes at the damaged layer. Till this moment (25-09-2018) no repaired screws are used. There are 
always two screws on stock and during the last screw change a new (non repaired) screw has been 
placed back. The extruder throughput performance and product quality caused by the crumbling of 
the hardening surface are not known yet.  If a high volume of black specks is created after the 
repaired screw is placed in the extruders the release of colmonoy can be the cause of it.   
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Figure 34: Damages at the Colmonoy layer (photo made by an employee of Tata Steel during the annual revision in July 
2017) 

Technical experts think that the crumbled metal is not good for the product quality nor the 
throughput of the extruder. The metal could slip through the filter and ends up into the film. It is not 
known where the metal stays and if the metal will also crumble inside the extruder. The pressure 
inside an active extruder is high (around 100 bar before the filter) and the crumbled metal is easy to 
grind. During the inspection of the filter that is located right after the extruder no metal is found. It is 
not clear if the metal remains in the extruder, sticks into the filter or leaves the extruder and ends in 
the film.  
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Appendix 5: Costs related to and time needed for the extrusion equipment cleaning 
measures 
In this appendix the time used, the related costs and the activities of the two performed cleaning 
actions are described. 

Mechanical cleaning 

The costs of maintenance are depending on the amount activities that are bundled in one 
maintenance action. The A, B and C extrusion equipment can be cleaned all in the same maintenance 
action or into two or three separate actions. Depending on the amount of bundling the cleaning costs 
are approximately between €10.600 and €19.800,- per extruder cleaning. These cost are calculated 
based on the prices that had to be paid the last extruder street cleaning in February (only the B 
extruder was cleaned). The prices of cleaning the A and C extrusion equipment are approximated 
based on the prices of the activities done during the cleaning of the B extrusion equipment. The B 
extruder is bigger and longer than the A and C extruders. This make that the cleaning costs of the A 
en C are lower than the B extruder. If all extruders are cleaned in the same cleaning action, assuming 
that no parts have to be replaced, the average cost per extrusion equipment cleaning will be 
approximately €10,600,- (see Table 16). If they will be cleaned separately this will cost €14.100 or 
€19.800 depending on which extrusion equipment is cleaned (see Table 17). 

 

Table 16: Approximate cost of cleaning the extruder, the calculations can be found in (Doppen, 2018) 

 

Table 17: Costs of cleaning all extruders bundled 

The duration of cleaning the B extrusion equipment is in the current situation 2 days. A general 
overview of the activities done can be found in Table 18. 

 

Table 18: General overview of the actions done in a extrusion equipment cleaning action(Tata Steel, 2018a) 

The cleaning of the most parts of the extrusion equipment is done internally in the pyrolysis of Tata 
Steel. The oven is operated 24hours a day and was running from the second half of day one till the 
end of the first half day of day two. The pyrolysis oven was operated 25 hours to be able to clean all 
the parts of only the B extruder. This will be the bottleneck of maintenance if the A and C extrusion 
equipment needs to be cleaned in the same cleaning action. A time efficient way of pyrolysis should 
be found if it is necessary to clean all the extrusion equipment in one cleaning action. This can be 
done for example by hiring extra pyrolysis capacity at an external party or buying an additional 
pyrolysis oven. 

Extruder Building Scaffold labor cost, external Screw rivision Crane rent Mammoet Storage cost spare screw Additional parts Total
A -€                         8.000,00€                   1.000,00€           3.000,00€                        1.600,00€                             500,00€                  14.100,00€          
B 3.500,00€               8.000,00€                   1.000,00€           3.000,00€                        3.800,00€                             500,00€                  19.800,00€          
C -€                         8.000,00€                   1.000,00€           3.000,00€                        1.600,00€                             500,00€                  14.100,00€          

48.000,00€          

 
Extruder Building Scaffold labor cost, external Screw rivision Crane rent Mammoet Storage cost spare screw Additional parts Total
A,B,C at the same 
time (planned) 3.500,00€               12.800,00€                 3.000,00€           4.000,00€                        7.000,00€                             1.500,00€               31.800,00€          

31.800,00€          
Preventive maintenance for 3 extruders combined will cost 4 days in total but no production loss 

             

Time Activities 
First half of day one Disassembly of the extruder equipment
Second half of day one Clean the extruder barrel and replace the extruder screw 
First half of day two Assemble the cleaned extruder equipment
Second half of day two Start-up the installation and check if everything is working 
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Initially the bottleneck was the cleaning of the extruder screws. Tata Steel has its own pyrolysis ovens 
were the parts can be cleaned in. All the extrusion equipment that needs to be cleaned by pyrolysis 
can be cleaned in this oven except the extruder screws. The extruder screws are too big for the oven 
and need to be cleaned at a third party. This third party is located around 6 hour driving from 
Ijmuiden. It costs 2 days before the screws are cleaned and back in Ijmuiden. Tata steel took spare 
screws on storage which make it not necessary to wait till the extruder screws return form the third 
party.  

It is important to make sure that the external parties that are hired to help with the extrusion 
equipment have enough capacity. External parties deliver: 

• Mechanics which assist the production and maintenance employees of Protact with the 
disassembling and assembling of the extrusion equipment. 

• The scaffold need to be able to pull the Extruder screw out of the B extruder. 
• The crane needed to disassemble the extrusion equipment.  

  

The maintenance engineers of the Protact department involved in the organization of the extrusion 
equipment cleaning do not foresee problems with the companies which build the scaffold and deliver 
the mechanics. It never happened that there were no extra mechanics available and until now it was 
also always possible to arrange the scaffold builders. The problem is the crane that needs to be hired. 
It can be possible that there are no cranes available and if this happens the waiting time can be 
around 2 weeks. It should be investigated how high this risk is and if it is interesting to build a 
permanent crane above the extrusion equipment.   

Purging action 

If the extrusion equipment is cleaned with a Pet-G purging action. The following activities/recipe 
changes are done: 

• The empty line is filled with a 100% Pet-G recipe and the pollution will be purged out by the 
Pet-G 

• A film recipe that should be produced will push out the Pet-G before prime rolls can be 
created. 

 

This leads to 2 changes in recipes. The change from no recipe to the Pet G recipe and from the Pet-G 
recipe to the production (prime) recipe. The specifications described in Table 19 and the granule 
prices described in Table 20 are used for the approximation of the cost of Pet-G purging. The granule 
costs and the throughput are different per recipe. The throughput per recipe is an approximated 
average of all the recipes and created with the Kostprijs v5 (Tata Steel, 2018c) file which is 
maintained by the production department of Protract.  

 

Table 19: Specifications of a recipe change 

Time needed per change 3
Throughput per recipe in kg/h 900

Specifications of a recipe change for 3 extruders
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Table 20: granule prices (These prices are approximated) 

The total approximated costs of a Pet-G rinsing action are shown in Table 21. The calculation of the 
costs of purging are only 1 extruder done very roughly. The granule throughput is different per 
extruder. The A and C extruders are smaller than the B extruder and using less granule. The B 
extruder uses approximately 60% of the granule while the A and C extruders are using approximately 
20% each.  

 

Table 21: The approximated costs of the Pet-G purging action 

  

Price of PetG in €/kg 3,4
Price average recipe in €/kg 1,5

Granule prices

Costs of a PetG purging action 3 extruders B A, C
Time needed 6 6 6
Granule 13.230,00€         7.938,00€  2.646,00€  
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Appendix 6: Used hypotheses selection methodology 
In this appendix the methodology used to determine the potential causes of black specks is 
described. 

Longlist  

First a longlist is created. Interviews with different technical experts have been done and potential 
causes are studied in literature. First the process operators are interviewed. Their expertise 
combined with observations at the line and potential causes found in literature resulted in a lot of 
hypotheses. Secondly a brainstorm session with 3 process technologists, 2 production managers and 
4 maintenance engineers has been done. The experts wrote down all the possible causes of which 
they thought could cause black specks. All the hypotheses were notated and included in the longlist 
(see appendix 6).   

Shortlist  

Secondly the longlist is checked and all the hypothesis that could not be related to the causes of 
black specks where removed. After this the hypotheses where ranked based on likelihood which 
resulted in a shortlist of hypotheses that are investigated. The selection of the hypotheses in the 
longlist that should be further investigated is done in a meeting with one process technologist. Who 
has a lot of experience in filmmaking and is capable of filtering the hypotheses.  

There are multiple types of black specks that can be caused by different causes in different parts of 
the installation. Not all of the selected hypotheses have the same likeliness of causing the black 
specks. Some parts of the installation and the related hypotheses are suspicious while others are less 
likely to cause black specks. The hypotheses are ranked to get an overview of the likeliness that a 
hypotheses is causing the black specks. The ranking is done with the same group of technical experts 
that where involved in the brainstorm session. The technical experts filled in a small multi-criteria 
analyses which ranked the hypotheses based on the volume of black specks they caused. In a multi 
criteria analyses first a description of the decision problem should be made(Dubois & Prade, 1980; 
Huang & Tzeng, 2011; Roy & Vincke, 1981) The decision problem of this project is: which hypothesis 
is most likely to be the cause of the black specks produced at FL12.  

The second step is to define the criteria of the multi criteria analyses. Gorisse states “Criteria are 
correct if five conditions are met”(Gorisse, 2016) see Table 22. 

Condition Description 
1. Completeness All criteria contributing to the overall objective should be incorporated 
2. Operationally Selected criteria should be easy to use and understand 
3. Decomposability  Selected criteria should be able to be separated into components or variables  
4. Non-redundancy  Dependency or overlap between criteria should be avoided as much as possible  
5. Minimum size The number of selected criteria should be kept as low as possible 

Table 22: conditions for selection of criteria   

The decision problem in this multiple criteria analyses is relatively easy. In a discussion with technical 
experts it was decided that the 2 criteria in Table 23 fulfill the five conditions.  

Criteria Variable 
The chance that the hypothesis is a cause of black specks g1 
The amount of black specks that can be created due to this cause g2 

Table 23: Used criteria's 
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The experts had to assign a number on a scale from 0 to 5 to the hypotheses per criteria. The 
effectsizes of the numbers are showed in Table 24.  

Number Meaning 

0 No change that the hypothesis consist the causes of black specks / no black specks created 
1 A negligible change that the hypothesis consist the causes of black specks / a negligible percentage of 

the total black specks 
2 A small change that the hypothesis consist the causes of black specks / a small percentage of the total 

black specks 
3 A medium change/ a medium percentage of the total black specks 
4 A high change/ a high percentage of the total black specks 
5 A very high change/ A big percentage of the total black specks 

Table 24: Effect sizes used for the evaluation of the criteria's 

The importance of the 2 criteria are both equal. Therefore the criteria weight used in this multi 
criteria analyses is 0.5 based on the following equation: 

𝑊𝑊(𝐺𝐺𝑒𝑒) =
1
𝑖𝑖

 

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹′𝑝𝑝 𝑖𝑖 = 2 

The last step of this multi criteria analyses is the evaluation of the answers of the technical experts. 
This is done by ranking the input of the experts by magnitude (Wilcoxon, 1945). The magnitude of 
hypotheses ℎ𝑗𝑗 is calculated with equation Equation 10.  

 ℎ𝑗𝑗 = 𝑘𝑘1(ℎ𝑗𝑗) ∗ 𝑤𝑤(𝑘𝑘1) + 𝑘𝑘2(ℎ𝑗𝑗) ∗ 𝑤𝑤(𝑘𝑘2) 

Equation 10:hypothese magnitude  

For 
ℎ𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝐽 = {1, … ,15} 

 

At last the hypotheses are ranked based on their magnitude from big too small.   
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Appendix 7: The Long list of the hypotheses 

    

Hypothese tree

Field Activity / Observation Cause of black specks 
Production Cleaning of die during production start not proper enough Soldified polymer inside die from previous production run not fully removed 

Production starts the extruders before they are on the right temperature Friction on polymer inside extruder to high. High amount of power needed to start 
Filling the extruders incorect by manually operating the dosing valve Wrong polymer instream into extruder
Screen change is performed wrong External polution in extruder goes around filter
Speeding up procedure extruder speed not followed correctly Friction between screw and barrel too high
Die setting wrong Overheating or clotting of polymer inside die
Settings vacuumbox wrong External pollution blown into film
"" Vacuumbox settings make black specks more visable (not a cause)

Installation Design of part 1 Polymer get hung up in installation part and has a too long Residence time
Design of tubes dosing units Granule get hung up in tubes and will become wet
Design of part 2 Polymer get hung up in installation part and has a too long Residence time
Design of Die Polymer get hung up in installation part and has a too long Residence time
Desing of Screw Pressure locally too high, wriction locally too high or residence time too long
Design of temperature sensor inside the melt Polymer gets hung up in installation part/ Residence time too long
Desing of part 3 Polymer get hung up in installation part and has a too long Residence time
Parameter settings can not be reached by installation Temperature settings of recipy are not reached, too hot, too cold/ streaming speed to low
Leakages in hot section Oxigen reacts with melt and creates black specks
Water in melt Water explosions in hot section create black specks
Sensors are not reliable Overheating or clotting because temperature/ pressure is too high or low
Leakages inside die (between melting pipes) Leakages inside die (between melting pipes)

Tubes inside the die have connections that aren't used that are not 
closed Oxigen reacts with melt and creates black specks
Fans are defect Polymer gets overheated because extruder is not cooled anymore
Bad grounding of dosinghoses Static electrisity in dosinghoses create black specks 
Heaters are damaged Overheating because temperature differences are too big between sections

What causes black pits
Process Starting up procedure to short (sett times) Soldified polymer inside hot section from previous production run not fully removed 

Changing between thicknesses Polymer gets hung up in Die/ Residence time too long
Changing between film wides Polymer gets hung up in Die/ Residence time too long
Cooling down procedure is too short Metal of intstallation is getting damaged
Speeding up procedure extruder speed to short Friction between screw and barrel too high

Oxigen in extruder street because of emptying extruder street after 
production Melt reacts with oxigen and becomes a black speck
Turning speed of extruder is too low Residence time inside hot section is too long 

Maintenance Colmonoy layer is coming into the film Colmonoy layer comes loose from screw because of pyroleses
Damages at the screw Polymer will get hung up in holes that are created by removed colmonoy layer
Die damaged during cleaning Polymer will get hung up in scratches created by colmonoy layer
Extruder street damaged during cleaning by pyroleses Polymer will get hung up in damages inside extruder street
Screw is crooked Friction between screw and barrel too high because screw touches barrel

Recipe Recipe changes lead to chemical reaction A chemical reaction causes black specks when two recipies mix
Recipe settings are not correct Recipe is desigined incorrectly and always contains black specks
Temperature settings casting roll too high polymer will get overheated when it should be soldified

External factors Outside temperatuur Outside temperature leads to more/less black specks
Cooling Cooling capicity is too low and granule is overheated
Humidity Granule gets wet after drying unit
Quality of the raw material Black specks created at supplier
Duration of stay inside the silo of raw material too long Granule too old
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Appendix 8: Extracted parameters   
In total 120 parameters were extracted and used to create the input variables of the model.  In Table 
25 an overview is given off all extended parameters. The database where they are extracted from, 
the name in this database, the description of the signal, the related part of the installation, the 
quantity, the type of measurement (actual measured value, set point, % of power or calculated 
value) and the period when the signal is logged are described.   

 

Database CNAME DESCR_TEKST Part_desc Quantity

Act-
Set-
Out-
Calc When measured

IBA Time time - - - Parameter always measured
IBA [113:10] Extr_B.meltpump_speed.act Extruder_street Speed Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [113:7] Extr_B.extruder_speed.act Extruder_street Speed Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [113:11] Extr_B.meltpump_speed.set Extruder_street Speed Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [113:8] Extr_B.extruder_speed.set Extruder_street Speed Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [110:13] Ext_B.feedrate_meltpump Extruder_street Troughput Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [110:14] Ext_B.throughput_meltpump Extruder_street Troughput Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [110:12] Ext_B.feedrate Extruder_street Troughput Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [110:10] Ext_B.throughput.act Extruder_street Troughput Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [110:11] Ext_B.throughput.set Extruder_street Troughput Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:11] Ext_B.pressure_p1_Act Extruder_street Pressure Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:12] Ext_B.pressure_p2_Act Extruder_street Pressure Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:14] extr_B.pressure_control_p2.x_act Extruder_street Pressure Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:20] Ext_B.pressure_p3_Act Extruder_street Pressure Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:16] extr_B.pressure_control_p2.y_calc Extruder_street Pressure Calc Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:13] Ext_B.pressure_p2_Set Extruder_street Pressure Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:15] extr_B.pressure_control_p2.x_set Extruder_street Pressure Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [114:19] extr_B.pressure_control_p2.y_set Extruder_street Pressure Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [113:12] Extr_B.meltpump_torque Extruder_street Torque Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [113:9] Extr_B.extruder_torque Extruder_street Torque Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:0] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FO.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:10] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z4.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:12] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z5.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:14] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z6.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:16] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z7.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:18] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z8.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:2] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FZ.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:20] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD1.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:22] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FI1.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:24] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD2.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:26] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD3.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:28] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD4.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:30] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MP.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:32] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD5.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:34] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD6.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:36] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD7.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:38] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MT.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:4] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z1.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:6] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z2.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:8] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z3.act Extruder_street Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:41] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FO.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:42] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FZ.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:43] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z1.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:44] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z2.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:45] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z3.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:46] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z4.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:47] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z5.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:48] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z6.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:49] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z7.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:50] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z8.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:51] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD1.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:52] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FI1.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:53] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD2.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:54] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD3.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:55] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD4.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:56] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MP.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:57] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD5.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:58] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD6.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production

Extracted  
Parameters
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Table 25:Extracted parameters 

  

IBA [106:59] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD7.outExtruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:60] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MT.out Extruder_street Temperature Out Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:1] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FO.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:11] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z4.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:13] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z5.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:15] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z6.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:17] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z7.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:19] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z8.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:21] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD1.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:23] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FI1.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:25] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD2.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:27] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD3.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:29] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD4.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:3] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.FZ.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:31] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MP.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:33] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD5.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:35] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD6.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:37] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.AD7.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:39] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.MT.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:5] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z1.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:7] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z2.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [106:9] control_st.line_1.extruder_B_temperature.Z3.set Extruder_street Temperature Set Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:0] .gTool_temp.D01.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:1] .gTool_temp.D02.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:10] .gTool_temp.D11.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:11] .gTool_temp.D12.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:12] .gTool_temp.D13.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:13] .gTool_temp.D14.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:14] .gTool_temp.D15.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:15] .gTool_temp.D16.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:16] .gTool_temp.D17.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:17] .gTool_temp.D18.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:18] .gTool_temp.D19.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:19] .gTool_temp.D20.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:2] .gTool_temp.D03.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:20] .gTool_temp.D21.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:21] .gTool_temp.D22.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:22] .gTool_temp.D23.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:23] .gTool_temp.D24.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:24] .gTool_temp.D25.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:25] .gTool_temp.D26.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:26] .gTool_temp.DL1.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:27] .gTool_temp.DL2.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:28] .gTool_temp.FB1.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:29] .gTool_temp.FB2.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:3] .gTool_temp.D04.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:30] .gTool_temp.FB3.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:31] .gTool_temp.FB4.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:32] .gTool_temp.SP1.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:33] .gTool_temp.SP2.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:4] .gTool_temp.D05.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:5] .gTool_temp.D06.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:6] .gTool_temp.D07.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:7] .gTool_temp.D08.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:8] .gTool_temp.D09.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production
IBA [115:9] .gTool_temp.D10.temp DIE Temperature Act Parameter only measured in production

IBA [330:34]
.winder_1.winder.entrance_part.reference_roller_
1.speed.act Dr. schenk system Speed Act Parameter only measured in production

Quality - time - Time Act Parameter only measured in production
Quality - rolls_recepttype - Receptype Act Parameter logged after roll is completed
Quality - rolls_starttime - Time Act Parameter logged after roll is completed
Quality - rolls_endtime - Time Act Parameter logged after roll is completed
Quality - Distance_in_Dm - Distance Act Parameter logged after roll is completed
Quality - BD_sec - Distance Act Parameter logged if a black speck occurs
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Appendix 9: Data extraction 
In this appendix the approach to extract the used data is determined. In this project the needed 
information is extracted form 2 different databases. This databases are the Surface inspection 
database which saves the data generated by the Surface inspection inspection system and the IBA 
database which saves the data generated by the IBA system. In Table 26 an overview is given of the 
databases where the data is extracted from.  The files that are used to filter the desired data are 
shown in Table 27. 

 
Table 26:Used databases 

 
Table 27: Used files to filter wanted data 

Extracting Data from the IBA Database by using IBA analyzer.  

Depending on the IBA system IBA data can be extracted in multiple ways. In this project IBA analyzer 
is used to extract the data. Other options are a DB-connector or a .DLL data file converter. In this case 
the IBA data is extracted by using IBA analyzer. The absolute values one a second (not averaged) are 
used in this study.  

Steps done to extract and IBA data. 

1. Extract the .dat files from the IBA database. This is currently done manually at the IBA server 
by employees Protact.   

2. Convert the speed of reference roll v1 over the complete time interval in IBA analyzer to a 
CSV file. Also hours without production should be included. This data file will be used as the 
timeline of the project. In this project a second based interval is used. 

3. Copy the reference roll v1 csv file to the MDO map and copy the file path to the script. 
4. Convert all process parameters that need to be analyzed in IBA analyzer to a CSV file. In this 

case only production hours are converted. In this research all parameters of the hot section 
and some of the rolls are converted.   

5. Copy the process parameter csv file to the IBA_data_HOT_SECTION_SECONDS_BASED map 
and copy the file path to the script. 

 
Cleaning IBA data 
The next step is to remove the pollution within the IBA data. This is done by the read function of the r 
script described in (appendix 7). The IBA data contained 1,#QNAN' values that should be removed 
before analyses can be performed. The following causes of 1,#QNAN values are found during this 
study: 

• Not all .dat files within the analyzed time period are loaded into IBA analyzer. If this is the 
case and the absolute time is extracted IBA analyzer will still convert the time of the data 
that was not loaded into IBA and writes 1,#QNAN as signal values.  
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• The IBA system was in an error or changes have been made in the IBA signals (add or delete 
signals) 

• IBA analyzer sometimes writes a full row of 1,#QNAN values (including time) every time a 
new .dat files is analyzed. 

The following manual checks should be done in future to analyses to make sure that the data 
extraction is performed correctly.  

a) Check if all rows have the same size if not fill data and/or skip the rows that caused the 
inequalities 

b) Check if the IBA data uses commas instead of dots as decimal sign.  Use dec “,” to change 
commas to dots if commas are used 

c) Check if the IBA data contains rows with 1,#QNAN values. IBA analyzer will write 1,#QNAN 
values if data is missing.   

 
Extracting data from the Surface inspection database by using SQL shell 

Surface inspection has a SQL shell in its production history software program which provides read 
only access to the Surface inspection database. The database layout is described in the database 
layout manual(Surface inspection, 2010). The procedure to access the SQL shell is explained in the 
Smartcam software manual(Surface inspection, 2016). In the SQL shell the PostgreSQL langue is used.  
 

1. Run the Defect extraction script in the SQL shell of Surface inspection. This code can be 
found in step 3 of the SQL code described underneath. 

2. Copy defect information in a text file and save it under the defined file path under the name: 
Surface inspection_Quality_failure_data.txt  

3. Add/select the  quality issue that needs to be investigated in the following csv file: 
Selected_qualityissues.csv 

4. Run the Roll data extraction script in the SQL shell of Surface inspection. This code can be 
found in step 4 of the SQL code described underneath. 

5.  Copy/add the new rolls  in the file named: Rol_Data_Surface inspection.csv 
6. Manually add all the rolls that need to be investigated in the steady_state_roll_ids.csv file. 

Manually add the total distance of the rolls in the data from Surface inspection (it is not 
possible yet to extract it from the databases). Be aware that sees commas as dots. For this 
reason all the rolls that contain commas are separated into 2 parts (manually by using text to 
column in excel) and the comma is replaced for a dot.  

 

SQL code 
The data can be extracted by executing the following code the actions should be filled in in the 
yellow marked text. 

 
-- Step 1: Transfer time interval to epoch time zone  
-- Action: Fill in date in field 
 
SELECT EXTRACT(EPOCH FROM TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE  
'2018-01-01 00:00:00+02') AS begintime,  
EXTRACT (EPOCH FROM TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE  
'2018-01-19 15:00:00+02') AS endtime;  
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-- step 2: Limit the searching area by calculating the rectnumbers related to the time interval defined 
in step 1 
--Action: Fill in the calculated numbers of the begin time and endtime in the begin and endtime field  
 
SELECT min(rectid) AS minrectid, max(rectid) AS maxrectid  
FROM rects  
WHERE starttimesec BETWEEN (minrectid) AND (maxrectid); 
 
-- step 3: Extract wanted information from defect table 
--Action: Fill in the calculated minrectid and maxrectid in the minrectid and maxrectid fields  
 
SELECT d.defectid, d.defectindex, c.name as classname, s.name as severityname,  
TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE 'epoch' + r.starttimesec *  
INTERVAL '1 second' AS time  
FROM defects d INNER JOIN  
rects r USING (rectid) inner join  
classes c USING (classid) INNER JOIN  
severities s USING (severityid)  
WHERE d.rectid BETWEEN (minrectid) AND (maxrectid) AND  
r.rectid BETWEEN (minrectid) AND (maxrectid) AND  
d.severityid >= 4 

-- step 4: Extract wanted information from pieces table 
--Action: Fill in the calculated minrectid and maxrectid in the minrectid and maxrectid fields 

SELECT p.name as recepttype, TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE 'epoch' + r.starttimesec * INTERVAL '1 
second' AS Starttime, TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE 'epoch' + r.stoptimesec * INTERVAL '1 second' 
AS stopttime 
FROM pieces p INNER JOIN  
rects r USING (rectid)  
WHERE d.rectid BETWEEN (minrectid) AND (maxrectid) AND  
r.rectid BETWEEN (minrectid) AND (maxrectid)  
 

Input numbers used in the yellow marked text  

The input numbers displayed in Table 28 are used to extract the defects and roll data that is created 
between 2018-01-01 and 2018-01-19. These input numbers should be filled in the yellow marked 
text in the procedure above.  

Variable Input numbers 
Begindate 2017-11-20 00:00:00+02 
Enddate 2018-09-02 15:00:00+02 
Begintime 1514757600 
Endtime 1516366800 
Minrectid 3179418512487091 
Maxrectid 3202729693119040 

Table 28: Example of input numbers 
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Table 29 gives an overview of which data is extracted from which database table.   

Code c.name s.name TIMESTAMP WITH 
TIME ZONE 'epoch' 
+ r.starttimesec * 

p.name 

Data Defect class Defect severity  Time Piece 
Extracted from  
main table 

Defects Defects Defects Pieces 

Extracted from 
related table 

Class Severtities Rects Pieces 

Table 29: Used data tables 
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Appendix 10: Create basefile 
In this appendix the steps taken to bundle the data extracted from the IBA and Surface inspection 
data are described. The r script that create the basefile and the most important selecting steps within 
this script are described. In this research only a selection of the extracted data is investigated. Only 
rolls that are made under steady production are investigated. In these rolls only the process 
parameters related to the hypotheses and black specks are bundled to a basefile. The rest of the data 
is removed. This is done by:  

• Removing all data of rolls that are not steady  
• Removing defect data that is not investigated by filter on “zwarte pitten”and “zwarte pitten 

met staart” with severity medium or large. 
• Removing parameters that are not investigated. 

The selection of steady rolls was very time consuming.  Technical experts agreed that only rolls with 
more than 5km of length are steady and should be included. In addition gold recipes should be 
removed because there Surface inspection classification was not steady yet. During checks on the 
data this assumption was invalid. This was not the case some of the rolls that where longer as 5 km 
where startup and broken rolls which should be excluded out of the data. In the end all rolls are 
checked in the dr. system. This should be done as long as the scrap/ prime classification in Surface 
inspection is not working. 
 
R code 

In the extracting data script the data is extracted from different databases and merged into one 
database. In this stage the data is cleaned and unnecessary data is removed. A so called basefile 
which contains all the non-aggregated data that will be used in the model. 

The first step done with the code is to load all packages that are necessary to execute the script into 
R. 

# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "dplyr", 
  "ggplot2", 
  "lubridate", 
  "tidyverse", 
  "xlsx", 
  "magrittr", 
  "data.table", 
  "stringr", 
  "fuzzyjoin", 
  "reshape2", 
  "sqldf", 
  "knitr", 
  "RcppRoll", 
  "zoo") 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
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# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
#setwd 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\3_Data_Extracting") 

Surface inspection  

The second step in the script is to extract all defect information of the Surface inspection database. 
After loading data the data still contains quality issues with severities and types that are not included 
in the model. In this model only quality issues black specks and black specks with tail are included 
with severity medium to large. 

#### Extract surface inspection Black dot data from text file formed by sql
 query inside surface inspection#### 
#quality data per second 
#loading Surface inspection data 
BD_Sec <- fread('file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_Extra
cting/20_Surface inspection_DATA/Surface inspection_data_complete.txt',head
er = TRUE  ,drop = c( 'defectindex', 'defectid')) 
 
#loading Selection criteria 
Selected_qualityissues<-fread('file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL1
2/3_Data_Extracting/20_Surface inspection_DATA/Selected_qualityissues.csv') 
 
#filtering out quality issues that are not investigated 
BD_Sec <-BD_Sec %>% filter(failure_type %in% Selected_qualityissues$Class,s
everity %in% Selected_qualityissues$Severity) 
 
#work around T sign in the middel of time extracted from database 
BD_Sec$time<-paste(substring(BD_Sec$time,1,10),substring(BD_Sec$time,12,19)
,sep = " ") 
 
#time issues extraction done corretly manually checked 
 
# merge with , seperation and wihtout and define time 
BD_Sec = BD_Sec %>% 
  mutate(Time_char=as.character(time), time = ymd_hms(as.character(time)))%
>% 
  rename(Time= time) 
#conversion done correctly but still keep time also as character 
 
#  Create data table with the amount of BD counted at an certain second, de
fine time and count BD per second  
BD_count = table(BD_Sec$Time) %>% as.data.frame() %>% 
  rename(Time = Var1, 
         BD_count = Freq) %>% 
  mutate(Time = ymd_hms(as.character(Time),tz ="UTC"))%>% 
  data.table() 
 
#create time character to be able to join data, not able to join on postxct
 time  
BD_count=BD_count %>% mutate(time_char= as.character(Time)) 
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#check if merging has been done correctly by comparing BD in R data with BD
 in raw surface inspection data. Conclusion: Merging is performed correctly
  

The created parameter, BD_count (black specks count), represents the amount of black pits per 
second and has the following characteristics: 

##       Time                        BD_count       time_char         
##  Min.   :2017-11-17 12:16:47   Min.   : 1.000   Length:17872       
##  1st Qu.:2018-01-23 18:32:46   1st Qu.: 1.000   Class :character   
##  Median :2018-02-01 17:56:52   Median : 1.000   Mode  :character   
##  Mean   :2018-02-06 07:11:14   Mean   : 1.198                      
##  3rd Qu.:2018-02-20 11:27:20   3rd Qu.: 1.000                      
##  Max.   :2018-09-11 18:20:26   Max.   :28.000 

The third step is to extract the roll data out of the surface inspection database. To be able to filter 
out the non-steady rolls. 

#loading the roll data, rolls are extracted with a differnt query as the qu
ality failures  
rolls<-fread("file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_Extracti
ng/20_Surface inspection_DATA/Rol_Data_Surface inspection.csv",stringsAsFac
tors = FALSE)%>% 
  mutate(starttime = str_sub(recepttype,start = -20), endtime = paste(subst
ring(stopttime,1,10),substring(stopttime,12,19),sep = " ") )%>% 
  select(recepttype,starttime,endtime)%>% data.frame() 
 
#problem with , in name of recipetype, worked around it loading data 2 time
s/ 1 time with seperation by , one without 
# load all rolls above 5km, all rolls that are loaded from steady_state_rol
l_ids are steady roll so more rolls can be investigated by adding them in t
he file 
 

steady_rolls = fread("file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_
Extracting/20_Surface inspection_DATA/steady_state_roll_ids.csv") %>% 
  mutate(steady_roll_id = paste(roll_id,part_2, sep = '')) %>% select(stead
y_roll_id,Distance_in_Dm) 
 
steady_rolls2 = fread("file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data
_Extracting/20_Surface inspection_DATA/steady_state_roll_ids.csv") %>% 
  mutate(steady_roll_id = paste(roll_id,part_2, sep = ',')) %>% select(stea
dy_roll_id,Distance_in_Dm) 
 
#filter data 
all_steady_rolls = rolls %>% filter(recepttype %in% steady_rolls$steady_rol
l_id) 
all_steady_rolls2 = rolls %>% filter(recepttype %in% steady_rolls2$steady_r
oll_id) 
# merge with , seperation and wihtout and define time 
total_steady_rolls = rbind(merge(all_steady_rolls,steady_rolls, by.x = 'rec
epttype',by.y = 'steady_roll_id'), 
                           merge(all_steady_rolls2,steady_rolls2, by.x = 'r
ecepttype',by.y = 'steady_roll_id'))%>% 
  mutate(starttime = ymd_hms(as.character(starttime),tz ="UTC"), 
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         endtime = ymd_hms(as.character(endtime),tz ="UTC")) 
 
#remove steady_rolls and Steady_rolls2 
rm(steady_rolls,steady_rolls2) 
 
#summerize roll characteristics 
total_steady_rolls %>% select(-recepttype) %>% summary 
 
# Remove dots out of names total steady_rolls  
total_steady_rolls %<>%  rename(rolls_recepttype = recepttype, 
                                rolls_starttime = starttime, 
                                rolls_endtime = endtime) 
 
total_steady_rolls_DT = data.table(total_steady_rolls) 
setkey(total_steady_rolls_DT,rolls_starttime,rolls_endtime) 
total_steady_rolls_DT=total_steady_rolls_DT[,c(2,3,1,4)] 
#Total steady rolls checked and all times and rolls are correct. 

The steady rolls have the following characteristics: 

##  rolls_starttime               rolls_endtime                Distance_in_Dm 
##  Min.   :2017-11-23 15:30:57   Min.   :2017-11-23 16:20:19  Min.   : 50037   
##  1st Qu.:2018-02-20 13:13:35   1st Qu.:2018-02-20 14:59:05  1st Qu.: 74376   
##  Median :2018-04-04 16:24:29   Median :2018-04-04 18:14:36  Median :100234   
##  Mean   :2018-04-04 04:04:01   Mean   :2018-04-04 05:24:13  Mean   :186626   
##  3rd Qu.:2018-05-04 14:27:06   3rd Qu.:2018-05-04 14:58:36  3rd Qu.:181016   
##  Max.   :2018-08-28 17:57:15   Max.   :2018-08-28 18:27:18  Max.   :812454 

IBA data  

The IBA data is extracted in two steps. In the first step all the seconds that are logged in the 
investigated period with the production speed and the synthetic variables: 
idle_time_production_before_start and line_in_production are extracted. These synthetic variables 
needed to be calculated over the complete timespan. The other synthetic parameters are created in 
data aggagration code which uses the steady rolls data. A merging is done in multiple steps (looped 
per month) to make sure that there is enough memory available.  After this the IBA and Surface 
inspection data are joined together. In the second step the roll data is added and all data that is not 
prime production is removed to save memory. The joining will be done on time. This can be 
problemetic because of different timezones’ within the sytems. This is why the joining is done on 
synthetic variabe time_char which are the characters of the systemtimes. To save memory the 
extraction is made only for the time the line was producing. All error IBA data is translated to na 
while it was loaded into the R. This errors are also removed in the code underneath:   

#read iba data in different list to make sure enough memory stays available
 to be able to read files  
location = 'file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_Extracting
/10_IBA_DATA/MDO/' 
list_of_IBA_FILES <- c(paste0(location,'201711.csv'),paste0(location,'20171
2.csv'),paste0(location, '201801.csv'), 
                       paste0(location,'201802.csv'),paste0(location,'20180
3.csv'), paste0(location,'201804.csv'), 
                       paste0(location,'201805.csv'),paste0(location,'20180
6.csv'), paste0(location,'201807.csv'), 
                       paste0(location,'201808.csv')) 
 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls= data.table() 
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for(i in list_of_IBA_FILES){ 
  print(paste0("Starting with file: ", i)) 
  elementToAdd=lapply(i,fread, sep = "\t",skip = 1,  
                      na.strings=c("NA","N/A","null",'1,#QNAN'),dec = ",",f
ill = TRUE,header = TRUE,drop = 'V3') %>%  
    rbindlist() %>% 
    rename(Time  = time,Speed_Meters_Second_IBA = .winder_1.winder.entrance
_part.reference_roller_1.speed.act)%>% 
    na.omit()%>%  
    mutate(Time = dmy_hms(as.character(Time),tz ="UTC"),time_char=as.charac
ter(Time),Speed_Meters_Second_IBA = Speed_Meters_Second_IBA/60, 
            produced_meters = cumsum(Speed_Meters_Second_IBA), Sum5hours = 
roll_suml(Speed_Meters_Second_IBA,18000),Sum5minutes = roll_suml(Speed_Mete
rs_Second_IBA,300), 
              Speed_Meters_Second_IBA_1 = lead(Speed_Meters_Second_IBA, 1),
line_in_production_sub=ifelse(Sum5minutes > 0,1,0), 
                line_in_production=ave(line_in_production_sub, rleid(line_i
n_production_sub), FUN = cumsum), 
                  idle_time_sub=ifelse(Sum5hours == 0 & Speed_Meters_Second
_IBA_1 >0,0,ifelse(Speed_Meters_Second_IBA==0,1,0)), 
                    Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month=ave(idle
_time_sub, rleid(idle_time_sub), FUN = cumsum), 
                      Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month=na_if(
Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month,0), 
                        Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month=na.l
ocf(Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month)) %>%  
    select(-c(Sum5hours,Sum5minutes,line_in_production_sub,idle_time_sub,Sp
eed_Meters_Second_IBA_1))  
   
    elementToAdd = elementToAdd%>% na.omit()  
    elementToAdd = elementToAdd%>%data.table()%>%setkey("Time")%>% unique() 
    elementToAdd[, TimeHelp := Time] 
    elementToAdd = elementToAdd  %>% 
      left_join(.,BD_count, by = 'time_char') %>%replace_na(list(BD_count =
 0))%>% select(-Time.y) %>%  
      rename(Time=Time.x)%>% mutate(five_min_interval = floor_date(Time, "5
minutes"))%>%data.table()  
    elementToAdd = elementToAdd %>% foverlaps(total_steady_rolls_DT, by.x=c
('Time', 'TimeHelp'),  
                                            by.y=c('rolls_starttime', 'roll
s_endtime')) 
    elementToAdd=elementToAdd %>% na.omit() 
  merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls = rbind(merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls, elementToAdd) 
} 
rm(elementToAdd) 
 

The next step is to clean the data. All hours are manually checked. It is checked if Na’s can be 
removed and if the synthetic parameters are created correctly. The first step in the data cleaning to 
check if the data transition from IBA files to r data is done correctly. If na’s are present in the time 
column something went wrong with the transition. This is not the case: 

## [1] "Amount of na values in column Time = 0 IBA data column is clean tra
nsition iba analyzer to r succeeded" 
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The transition is done correctly the next step is to check if there are missing values in the IBA data. 
This should be done by checking if all rolls are present in the data. A summary of the data is made: 

 
##  line_in_production Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month 
##  Min.   :     0     Min.   :      1                                
##  1st Qu.:  7954     1st Qu.:    892                                
##  Median : 14255     Median :   2233                                
##  Mean   : 17766     Mean   :  88491                                
##  3rd Qu.: 21423     3rd Qu.:  48763                                
##  Max.   :102187     Max.   :1089272                                

## [1] "Maximum speed in meters per second = 5.08666666666667" 

The synthetic parameters characteristics are checked with a technical expert and look good. 
Some additional parameters are created for future analyses: 

# add synthetic variables 
#delete non production hours 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls=merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls%>%na.omit() 
 
#Create roll number instead of recepttype 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls$roll_num = merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls %>% group_indice
s(rolls_starttime) 
unique(merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls$roll_num)%>%data.table()%>%summary() 
 
#check if all rolls are still present after removing not steady production 
setdiff(total_steady_rolls$rolls_recepttype,merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls$rolls_r
ecepttype)%>%data.table() 
#Yes, only 4 rolls are missing but this was because of result merge. IBA wa
s in error at 22-05-2018. 
 
#Add a time a roll takes and select parameters that should be included in m
odel  
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls = merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls %>% 
  mutate(roll_time_taken = as.numeric(difftime(rolls_endtime,rolls_starttim
e, units = 'sec')), 
         Distance_in_km = Distance_in_Dm/10000) %>% 
  select(-five_min_interval,-Distance_in_Dm) %>% data.table() 
paste("four rolls are missing due to a breakdown of IBA in 22-05-2018") 

IBA data of 4 steady rolls is missing due to a breakdown of the IBA system at 22-05-2018. 
These rolls are:  

Now the steady production is filtered out the other IBA parameters can be included in the model. A 
selection of possible relevant IBA parameters is made to prevent the model from getting to big and 
slow. The parameters will be filtered out the IBA file, mutated to the right unit and only the prime 
data will be merged. The result of this merge will be the base table for the model. Be careful with the 
amount of data that will be loaded in if this amount is to big the script can result in an error. If this 
happens the available virtual machine (azure) should be used. The code is:  

# add Selected iba parameters to model and create basefile 
# in this file manually can be defined whcih parameters should be included 
in the model eather change the colum in the filter or change the x variable
s 
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Selected_IBA_parameters <- fread("file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project 
FL12/3_Data_Extracting/30_data_dictionary/Selected_IBA_parameters.csv") %>%
filter(Included_in_model_1 =="x") 
 
#read iba data in different list to make sure enough memory stays available
 to be able to read files  
location = 'file:///C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_Extracting
/10_IBA_DATA/IBA_data_HOT_SECTION_SECONDS_BASED/' 
list_of_IBA_FILES <- c(paste0(location,'NOVEMBER_2017__23_31.csv'),paste0(l
ocation,'JANUARY_2018__1-31.csv'),paste0(location, 'FEBRUARY_2018__1_23.csv
'), 
                          paste0(location,'FEBRUARY_2018_23-28.csv'),paste0
(location,'MARCH_2018__6_16.csv'), paste0(location,'MARCH_2018__22_27.csv')
, 
                          paste0(location,'MARCH_2018__26_31.csv'),paste0(l
ocation,'APRIL_2018__3_4.csv'), paste0(location,'APRIL_2018__4_6.csv'), 
                          paste0(location,'APRIL_2018__24_26.csv'),paste0(l
ocation,'MAY_2018__1_24.csv'),paste0(location,'MAY_2018__25_29.csv'), 
                          paste0(location,'MAY_2018__29-31.csv'),paste0(loc
ation,'JUNE_2018_1-30.csv'),paste0(location,'JULY_2018.csv'), 
                          paste0(location,'AUGUST_2018.csv')) 
 
basefile = data.table() 
for(i in list_of_IBA_FILES){ 
  print(paste0("Starting with file: ", i)) 
  elementToAdd=lapply(i,fread, sep = "\t",select = c(Selected_IBA_parameter
s$DESCR_TEKST),skip = 1,  
                      na.strings=c("NA","N/A","null",'1,#QNAN'),dec = ",",f
ill = TRUE,header = TRUE) %>%  
                        rbindlist() %>% 
                          rename(Time  = time)%>%  
                            mutate(Time = dmy_hms(as.character(Time)),time_
char=as.character(Time)) 
   
  elementToAdd = elementToAdd%>%data.table()%>%setkey("Time")%>% unique() 
  elementToAdd = merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls %>% 
    left_join(.,elementToAdd, by = 'time_char')%>%na.omit() 
  basefile = rbind(basefile, elementToAdd) 
} 
rm(elementToAdd) 
#bind data to 1 big basefile 
basefile = basefile%>%unique()  
 
#Remove not valid r signs in names basefile 
new_names_basefile = gsub('^\\.|\\.$', '', names(basefile)) %>% gsub('\\.',
 '_', .) 
names(basefile) = new_names_basefile 
 
basefile = basefile %>% 
  mutate(gTool_temp_D01_temp=gTool_temp_D01_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D02_temp=gTool_temp_D02_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D03_temp=gTool_temp_D03_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D04_temp=gTool_temp_D04_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D05_temp=gTool_temp_D05_temp/10, 
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         gTool_temp_D06_temp=gTool_temp_D06_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D07_temp=gTool_temp_D07_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D08_temp=gTool_temp_D08_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D09_temp=gTool_temp_D09_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D10_temp=gTool_temp_D10_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D11_temp=gTool_temp_D11_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D12_temp=gTool_temp_D12_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D13_temp=gTool_temp_D13_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D14_temp=gTool_temp_D14_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D15_temp=gTool_temp_D15_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D16_temp=gTool_temp_D16_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D17_temp=gTool_temp_D17_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D18_temp=gTool_temp_D18_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D19_temp=gTool_temp_D19_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D20_temp=gTool_temp_D20_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D21_temp=gTool_temp_D21_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D22_temp=gTool_temp_D22_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D23_temp=gTool_temp_D23_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D24_temp=gTool_temp_D24_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D25_temp=gTool_temp_D25_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_D26_temp=gTool_temp_D26_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_DL1_temp=gTool_temp_DL1_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_DL2_temp=gTool_temp_DL2_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_FB1_temp=gTool_temp_FB1_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_FB2_temp=gTool_temp_FB2_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_FB3_temp=gTool_temp_FB3_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_FB4_temp=gTool_temp_FB4_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_SP1_temp=gTool_temp_SP1_temp/10, 
         gTool_temp_SP2_temp=gTool_temp_SP2_temp/10) 

Check if all data is present in the basefile. There should be 150 rolls included and the first 
black speck should occur at 2017-11-23 15:52:59. 
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Appendix 11: Created plots 
Descriptive analyses were needed to be able to find the causes of black specks. 

In this study the following plots are created: 

Plot Purpose 
p0_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per 30 minutes in prime material 
p0_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per 30 minutes in scrap material 
p1_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per week in prime material 
p1_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per week in scrap material 
p2_prime Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per month in prime material 
p2_scrap Dot diagram (with maintenance) of amount of detected black 

specks per month in scrap material 
P3 Line diagram of distribution of detected black specks over 

production time per roll (not normalized) 
P4 Line diagram of the distribution of detected black specks over 

production time per roll (normalized time)  
P5 Histogram of the distribution of black specks over the rolls 

(total amount of black specks per roll) 
P6 Histogram of the distribution of black specks over the rolls 

(total amount of black specks per roll) normalized over 
distance. 

P7 Line diagram which compares the distance of each roll logged 
by the Surface inspection system and the IBA system ranked 
over time 

P8 Bar diagram of top 20 rolls with the highest deviation in logged 
distances of the IBA and Surface inspection system. 

 

The first action in the code was to load the used packages and the files created with the aggregation 
code into the r environment.  

#### Import Data and Setup Packages#### 
# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "dplyr", 
  "ggplot2", 
  "lubridate", 
  "tidyverse", 
  "xlsx", 
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  "magrittr", 
  "data.table", 
  "stringr" 
) 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
 
# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
 
 
#set working directory 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\5_Data_Exploration") #cha
nge to the right directory 
 
#load files 
 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/BD_count.rda
ta') 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/Basefile.rda
ta') 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile.rda
ta') 

Create scatter plots black specks vs time 

Different dot diagrams are made to explore the behavior of black specks over time. The 
black specks per 30 minutes, week and month are created twice. One time only of black 
speck within the steady roll and one time with all the black specks detected by the Surface 
inspection system. 

The following code is used to create the plots: 

#plot black specks per 30 minutes over time(prime material) 
p0_prime= basefile %>% mutate(halfhour_interval = floor_date(Time, "30minut
es"))%>% group_by(halfhour_interval) %>% 
  summarise(total_bd_per_halfhour = sum(BD_count))%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(halfhour_interval,total_bd_per_halfhour)) + geom_count(colou
r="steelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 1) + 
  labs(x = 'Months', 
       y = 'Black specks per 30 minutes', 
       title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per half hour registered by the 
Surface inspection system (prime material)', 
       subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
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#black specks per week (prime material) 
p1_prime = basefile %>% mutate(week_interval = floor_date(Time, "1week"))%>
% group_by(week_interval) %>% 
  summarise(total_bd_per_week = sum(BD_count))%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(week_interval,total_bd_per_week)) + geom_count(colour="steel
blue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 2.5)+ 
  labs(x = 'Months', 
       y = 'Black specks per week', 
       title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per week (prime material)', 
       subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
#black specks per month (prime material) 
p2_prime = basefile %>% mutate(month_interval = floor_date(Time, "1 month")
)%>% group_by(month_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_month = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(month_interval,total_bd_per_month)) + geom_count(colour="st
eelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per month', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per month (prime material)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
#plot black specks per half hour including scrap material 
p0_scrap= BD_count %>% mutate(halfhour_interval = floor_date(Time, "30minut
es"))%>% group_by(halfhour_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_halfhour = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(halfhour_interval,total_bd_per_halfhour)) + geom_count(colo
ur="steelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 1) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per 30 minutes', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per half hour registered by the
 Surface inspection system (scrap production included)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
 
 p1_scrap = BD_count %>% mutate(week_interval = floor_date(Time, "1week"))%
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>% group_by(week_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_week = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(week_interval,total_bd_per_week)) + geom_count(colour="stee
lblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 2.5) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks in week', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per week', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 'r
ed', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'd
arkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
  
 #black specks per month (prime material) 
 p2_scrap = BD_count %>% mutate(month_interval = floor_date(Time, "1 month"
))%>% group_by(month_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_month = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(month_interval,total_bd_per_month)) + geom_count(colour="st
eelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per month', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per month (scrap material inclu
ded)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 'r
ed', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'd
arkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_30_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedules.
png', plot = p0_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi 
= 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_week_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedule
s.png', plot = p1_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dp
i = 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_month_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedul
es.png', plot = p2_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",d
pi = 600) 
#  
#  
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_30_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedules.
png', plot = p0_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi 
= 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_Week_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedule
s.png', plot = p1_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dp
i = 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_month_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedul
es.png', plot = p2_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",d
pi = 600) 
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Create plots of the distribution of black specks within each roll. The actual and normalized 
(over time) distributions are given: 

# Black speck distibution per roll 
p3 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F)))%>% 
  select(roll_num,roll_ranks,BD_count) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(roll_ranks,BD_count))  + geom_line() + facet_wrap(~roll_num,
 scales = 'free_x') + 
  labs(x = 'Seconds of roll production', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/second', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks per second on every Steady roll', 
       subtitle = 'Black speck distribution within rolls looks good. No scr
ap production involved') +  
  scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0, 10, len = 3)) 
#ggsave('actual_time_vs_BD_count_check.png', plot = p1_CHEck, scale = 2, wi
dth = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
 
# Black speck distibution per roll(normilized production time) 
p4 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F))) %>% select(roll_num
,roll_ranks,BD_count) %>% 
  group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(normalized = roll_ranks/max(roll_ranks)) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(normalized,BD_count)) + geom_line() + facet_wrap(~roll_num) 
+ 
  labs(x = 'Normalized time of roll production', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/normalized time', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks per normalized time on every Steady 
roll', 
       subtitle = 'Black speck distribution within rolls looks good. No scr
ap production involved') + 
  scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0, 10, len = 3)) 
 
# ggsave('Black_speck_distribution_per_roll.png', plot = p3, scale = 2, wid
th = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 600) 
# ggsave('Black_speck_distibution_per_roll_nominized_on_time.png', plot = p
4, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 600) 

Create plots of the distribution of black specks over all rolls (total amount of black specks per 
roll) each roll. The actual and normalized (over length) distributions are given: 

# Total amount of black specks per roll 
p5 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% summarise(total_bd_per_roll = sum(
BD_count)) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,total_bd_per_roll),weight = total_bd_per_ro
ll)) + geom_bar() + 
  coord_flip() + 
  labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks in every Steady roll')+ 
  scale_x_discrete(breaks=waiver()) 
 
# Total amount of black specks per roll normalized for length 
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p6 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num,Distance_in_km) %>% summarise(total_bd_
per_roll = sum(BD_count)) %>% 
  mutate(normalized_BD_count = total_bd_per_roll/Distance_in_km) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,normalized_BD_count),weight = normalized_BD
_count)) + geom_bar() + 
  coord_flip() + 
  labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/KM', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks/KM in every Steady roll') 
 
# ggsave('Total_amount_of_black_specks_per_roll.png', plot = p5, scale = 2,
 width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
# ggsave('Total_amount_of_black_specks.png', plot = p6, scale = 2, width = 
12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 

Create plots of the produced meters within a roll measured by the IBA system and the 
Surface inspection system. In addition the top 20 of rolls with the most deviation between 
the systems is shown: 

#comparison produced meters surface inspection vs IBA graph over time 
p7 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection = mean(Distance_in_km), 
         dist_calc = (max(produced_meters) - min(produced_meters))/1000) %>
% 
  ggplot(.,aes(roll_num))+ 
  geom_line(aes(y= dist_calc, colour = "IBA"))+ 
  geom_line(aes(y= dist_inspection, colour = "Surface inspection"))+ 
  labs(x = 'Roll number (sorted over time)', 
       y = 'Distance of roll in KM', 
       title = 'Comparison of deviation in distances between measured IBA d
ata (reference roll v1) and Surface inspection ') 
 
#top20 
p8 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection = mean(Distance_in_km), 
         dist_calc = (max(produced_meters) - min(produced_meters))/1000,Dev
_IBAdata= ((dist_inspection) - (dist_calc)),  
         Rel_dev_IBAdata = abs(((dist_inspection - dist_calc)/dist_inspecti
on)))%>%  
  summarise(Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll = max(Rel_dev_IBAdata))%>%mutate(Rel_dev_I
BAdata_roll = Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll *100) %>% 
  filter(Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll>4)%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll),weight = Rel_dev_IBAd
ata_roll))+ geom_bar(colour="steelblue",fill="steelblue")+  
  coord_flip()+coord_flip()+ labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Relative deviation between systems (in percentage)  ', 
       title = 'Deviation between IBA and Surface inspection data in every 
steady roll top 20')+ 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
 
# ggsave('Comparison_of_deviation_in_distances_IBA_Surface inspection.png',
 plot = p7, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
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# ggsave('Deviation_between_Distances_Measured_IBA_and_Surface inspection.p
ng', plot = p8, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 

In the exploration of the input variables two scripts are used. This scripts are: 

1. A dendrogram function 
2. A exploration wrapper (developed within tata steel) 

The dendrogram is used to remove the multicollinearity between the input variables. The 
exploration wrapper is used to:  

1. Create histograms for all input parameters  
2. Create dot plots of the input variable vs the output variable for all input parameters 
3. Create a line plot of the distribution of the input variables over the rolls (time) for all input 
parameters 
4. Create a cusum analyses for all input parameters 
 
#Create dendogram function 
dendogram_function=function (data, threshold = 0.7) 
{ 
  var_list <- sapply(data, function(x) is.factor(x)) 
  data.dend <- data 
  { 
    plot(Hmisc::varclus(as.matrix(data.dend), similarity = "pearson"), 
         main = "Correlation dendrogram", cex = 0.8) 
    abline(h = 1 - threshold, lwd = 2, col = "red") 
  } 
} 
 
#run dendogram function  
dendogram_function(flatfile%>%select(c(-polymer_type))) 
 
#run data exploraiton wrapper 
createExplorationWrapper(flatfile%>%select(-roll_name), target_vars = "roll
_BD_per_km",time_var = "roll_num", colour = "red") 
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Appendix 12: Data aggregation code 

In this script the data in the base file will be aggregated into different files which are used for 
different purposes the files created in this script and the destination of these scripts are: 

File Input for 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls_ranked Data_exploring Script 

basefile_aggr Data_exploring Script 
basefile_filtered_check_ranked Data_exploring Script 

Surface inspection_vs_IBA_Data Data_exploring Script 
basefile_filtered_check Data_modeling scripts 

Aggregation code 

The first part of the script is to load the required packages: 

#### Import Data and Setup Packages#### 
# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "dplyr", 
  "ggplot2", 
  "lubridate", 
  "tidyverse", 
  "xlsx", 
  "magrittr", 
  "data.table", 
  "stringr", 
  "caret") 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
 
# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\4_Data_aggregation") 
 
#load extracted data 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/3_Data_Extracting/IBA_DATA_COM.
rdata') 

This code uses 2 files as input files for the data aggregation. These input files are the 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls datafile and the base file. The biggest difference between these 
files is that the merged_IBA_BD_sty_rolls contains the produced meters of the IBA system 
which aren’t included in the base file. 
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Preparing merged IBA and Surface inspection data for modeling 

The first file that will be prepared is the merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls data file. Now the 
packages are loaded the merged IBA data can be prepared for aggregation. The data will be 
grouped into roll level and ranked over time. 

# rank the rolls over the production time 
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls_ranked = merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls %>% group_by(roll_
num) %>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F))) %>% 
  data.table() 

The grouping will be checked with the following code: 

#check if grouping is performed correctly:  
merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls_ranked %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection1 = mean(Distance_in_km),dist_inspection2 = max(Dis
tance_in_km),dist_inspection3 = min(Distance_in_km))%>% 
  select(roll_num,dist_inspection1,dist_inspection2,dist_inspection3)%>% su
mmary() 

##     roll_num      dist_inspection1 dist_inspection2 dist_inspection3 
##  Min.   :  1.00   Min.   : 5.004   Min.   : 5.004   Min.   : 5.004   
##  1st Qu.: 49.00   1st Qu.: 8.796   1st Qu.: 8.796   1st Qu.: 8.796   
##  Median : 89.00   Median :14.379   Median :14.379   Median :14.379   
##  Mean   : 93.63   Mean   :28.025   Mean   :28.025   Mean   :28.025   
##  3rd Qu.:137.00   3rd Qu.:49.734   3rd Qu.:49.734   3rd Qu.:49.734   
##  Max.   :185.00   Max.   :81.245   Max.   :81.245   Max.   :81.245 

Conclusion: Yes the grouping is performed correctly min, mean and max are the same 

Preparing base file for modelling 

The next step is to prepare the base file for modelling. This is done with the code described 
underneath. The parameters that will not be used in the model will be removed and the 
synthetic variables that will be used in all the models will be added. After this all the rolls will 
be ranked over time. At last the different data files will be saved into different files that will 
be used in the data exploring or the modeling script. 

# prepare basefile for modeling by remove parameters that will not be inves
tigated. Add polymer type and polymer color as x parameters   
basefile_filtered = basefile %>% 
  select(-Speed_Meters_Second_IBA,-produced_meters,-time_char,-TimeHelp,-Ti
me_y,-rolls_starttime,-rolls_endtime) %>% 
  mutate(rolls_recepttype = str_sub(rolls_recepttype, 1, str_length(rolls_r
ecepttype)-26)) %>% 
  separate(rolls_recepttype, c("polymer_type", "polymer_color"), "/") %>% 
  mutate(polymer_type = as.factor(polymer_type), 
         polymer_color = as.factor(polymer_color)) %>%  
  select(-BD_count,everything()) %>% rename(Time= Time_x) 
 
#remove zero variance variables 
basefile_filtered_check = basefile_filtered%>% 
  select(-control_st_line_1_extruder_B_temperature_MT_set, 
         -control_st_line_1_extruder_B_temperature_MT_out, 
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         -gTool_temp_D26_temp,-gTool_temp_DL1_temp,-gTool_temp_DL2_temp, 
         -gTool_temp_D23_temp,-gTool_temp_D24_temp,-gTool_temp_D25_temp, 
         -gTool_temp_FB4_temp) %>% 
  data.frame() 
 
#rank the rolls over time  
basefile_filtered_check_ranked = basefile_filtered %>% group_by(roll_num) %
>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F))) %>% 
  data.table() 
 
#save("merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls_ranked","basefile_filtered_check_ranked","Su
rface inspection_vs_IBA_Data", file = #"Data_data_exploration.rdata") 
#save("basefile_filtered_check", file = "Modeling_data.rdata") 

check if the extruders are always on. If there are periods with temperature of 0 degrees 
celcius the data is not steady. If this is the case the parameters should be removed 

basefile_filtered_check %>% filter(control_st_line_1_extruder_B_temperature
_FO_act > 0, 
         control_st_line_1_extruder_B_temperature_Z6_set > 0, 
         control_st_line_1_extruder_B_temperature_Z7_act > 0)%>% 
  data.frame() 
 
 
# check the amount of remaining rolls after data cleaning : total set for m
oddeling is 184, no rolls went missing 
sum(length(unique(basefile_filtered_check$roll_num))) 

Conclusion: no rows are filtered out in the base file so the extruder was always on (hot) 
during the period in the data file 

Creating Surface inspection vs IBA file 

The next file that will be created compares the produced meters determined from the speed 
of the roll of the IBA system with the Surface inspection system. The distance inception 
system will represent the Surface inspection system and the dist_calc the IBA system. The 
absolute and relative differences between the code are calculated in the last part of the 
code. 

#check if speed of the tac one on one relationship can be made between the 
iba data and the Surface inspection data 
#create a object which compares the amount of meters produced in the IBA Da
ta with the Surface inspection data and compare if it is similar 
Surface inspection_vs_IBA_Data= merged_IBA_BD_Sty_rolls_ranked %>% group_by
(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection = mean(Distance_in_km), 
         dist_calc = (max(produced_meters) - min(produced_meters))/1000) %>
% select(roll_num,dist_inspection,dist_calc)%>% 
  data.frame() 
 
# calculate differences between the produced meters at referece roll 01 of 
the IBA system and the total amount of meters produced logged by the surfac
e inspection system  
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Surface inspection_vs_IBA_Data = Surface inspection_vs_IBA_Data%>% 
  mutate( Dev_IBAdata= ((dist_inspection) - (dist_calc)),  
          Rel_dev_IBAdata = abs(((dist_inspection - dist_calc)/dist_inspect
ion))) 

Aggregating base file on roll level 

In the last part of this script the base file data will be aggregated on roll level. The data will 
be grouped into roll and summarizes will be created. For all sensors the min, mean, max and 
standard deviation values will be calculated to generate insight in the behavior of the data. 
In the last step the sensor and receipt data will be joined together. 

basefile=basefile%>% rename(Time= Time_x)%>% select(-time_char,-TimeHelp,-T
ime_y) 
 
roll_prod_agg = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% summarise(roll_length_k
m = round(unique(Distance_in_km),2), 
                                                              roll_time_tak
en = unique(roll_time_taken), 
                                                              roll_bd_count
 = sum(BD_count)) %>%data.frame() 
 
roll_sensor_aggs = basefile %>% 
  select(-Speed_Meters_Second_IBA ,-produced_meters,-rolls_starttime,-rolls
_endtime, 
         -BD_count,-roll_time_taken,-Distance_in_km,-rolls_recepttype) %>% 
  group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  summarise_all(funs(min,mean,max,sd)) %>% 
  data.frame() 
 
roll_recepttype_aggs = basefile %>% select(roll_num,rolls_recepttype) %>% u
nique %>% 
  mutate(rolls_recepttype = str_sub(rolls_recepttype, 1, str_length(rolls_r
ecepttype)-26)) %>% 
  separate(rolls_recepttype, c("polymer_type", "polymer_color"), "/") %>% 
  mutate(polymer_type = as.factor(polymer_type), 
         polymer_color = as.factor(polymer_color)) %>% 
  arrange(roll_num) 
 
 
basefile_aggr = left_join(roll_sensor_aggs,roll_prod_agg, by = 'roll_num') 
%>% 
  left_join(.,roll_recepttype_aggs, by = 'roll_num') 
 
rm(roll_recepttype_aggs,roll_sensor_aggs) 
 
 
#save("basefile_aggr", file = "basefile_aggr_Roll_min_mean_max_sd.rdata") 
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Appendix 13: Data exploration code 

Now the input files for the data exploration are created the data will be explored. The plots 
created in this script are used to determine the target function. The first action in the code 
was to load the used packages and the files created with the aggregation code into the r 
environment. 

#### Import Data and Setup Packages#### 
# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "dplyr", 
  "ggplot2", 
  "lubridate", 
  "tidyverse", 
  "xlsx", 
  "magrittr", 
  "data.table", 
  "stringr" 
) 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
 
# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
 
 
#set working directory 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\5_Data_Exploration") #cha
nge to the right directory 
 
#load files 
 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/BD_count.rda
ta') 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/Basefile.rda
ta') 
load('C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_exp
.rdata') 

Create scatter plots black specks vs time 

Different dot diagrams are made to explore the behavior of black specks over time. The black specks 
per 30 minutes, week and month are created twice. One time only of black speck within the steady 
roll and one time with all the black specks detected by the Surface inspection system. 

The following code is used to create the plots: 
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#plot black specks per 30 minutes over time(prime material) 
p0_prime= basefile %>% mutate(halfhour_interval = floor_date(Time, "30minut
es"))%>% group_by(halfhour_interval) %>% 
  summarise(total_bd_per_halfhour = sum(BD_count))%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(halfhour_interval,total_bd_per_halfhour)) + geom_count(colou
r="steelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 1) + 
  labs(x = 'Months', 
       y = 'Black specks per 30 minutes', 
       title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per half hour registered by the 
Surface inspection system (prime material)', 
       subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
 
#black specks per week (prime material) 
p1_prime = basefile %>% mutate(week_interval = floor_date(Time, "1week"))%>
% group_by(week_interval) %>% 
  summarise(total_bd_per_week = sum(BD_count))%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(week_interval,total_bd_per_week)) + geom_count(colour="steel
blue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 2.5)+ 
  labs(x = 'Months', 
       y = 'Black specks per week', 
       title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per week (prime material)', 
       subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
#black specks per month (prime material) 
p2_prime = basefile %>% mutate(month_interval = floor_date(Time, "1 month")
)%>% group_by(month_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_month = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(month_interval,total_bd_per_month)) + geom_count(colour="st
eelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per month', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per month (prime material)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
#plot black specks per half hour including scrap material 
p0_scrap= BD_count %>% mutate(halfhour_interval = floor_date(Time, "30minut
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es"))%>% group_by(halfhour_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_halfhour = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(halfhour_interval,total_bd_per_halfhour)) + geom_count(colo
ur="steelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 1) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per 30 minutes', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per half hour registered by the
 Surface inspection system (scrap production included)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 're
d', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'da
rkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
 
 p1_scrap = BD_count %>% mutate(week_interval = floor_date(Time, "1week"))%
>% group_by(week_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_week = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(week_interval,total_bd_per_week)) + geom_count(colour="stee
lblue",show.legend = FALSE) + scale_size_area(max_size = 2.5) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks in week', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per week', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 'r
ed', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'd
arkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
  
 #black specks per month (prime material) 
 p2_scrap = BD_count %>% mutate(month_interval = floor_date(Time, "1 month"
))%>% group_by(month_interval) %>% 
   summarise(total_bd_per_month = sum(BD_count))%>% 
   ggplot(.,aes(month_interval,total_bd_per_month)) + geom_count(colour="st
eelblue",show.legend = FALSE) + 
   labs(x = 'Months', 
        y = 'Black specks per month', 
        title = 'Occurrence of Black specks per month (scrap material inclu
ded)', 
        subtitle = 'Red dotted lines = maintenance') + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-02-20"))), color = 'r
ed', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   geom_vline(xintercept = as.POSIXct(as.Date(c("2018-01-12"))), color = 'd
arkgreen', linetype = 2, size = 1 ) + 
   theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype 
= "solid")) 
 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_30_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedules.
png', plot = p0_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi 
= 600) 
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# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_week_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedule
s.png', plot = p1_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dp
i = 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_month_minutes_prime_with_maintenance_schedul
es.png', plot = p2_prime, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",d
pi = 600) 
#  
#  
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_30_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedules.
png', plot = p0_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi 
= 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_Week_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedule
s.png', plot = p1_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dp
i = 600) 
# ggsave('time_vs_BD_count_per_month_minutes_scrap_with_maintenance_schedul
es.png', plot = p2_scrap, scale = 1, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",d
pi = 600) 

Create plots of the distribution of black specks within each roll. The actual and normalized 
(over time) distributions are given: 

# Black speck distibution per roll 
p3 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F)))%>% 
  select(roll_num,roll_ranks,BD_count) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(roll_ranks,BD_count))  + geom_line() + facet_wrap(~roll_num,
 scales = 'free_x') + 
  labs(x = 'Seconds of roll production', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/second', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks per second on every Steady roll', 
       subtitle = 'Black speck distribution within rolls looks good. No scr
ap production involved') +  
  scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0, 10, len = 3)) 
#ggsave('actual_time_vs_BD_count_check.png', plot = p1_CHEck, scale = 2, wi
dth = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
 
# Black speck distibution per roll(normilized production time) 
p4 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(roll_ranks = order(order(Time, decreasing=F))) %>% select(roll_num
,roll_ranks,BD_count) %>% 
  group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(normalized = roll_ranks/max(roll_ranks)) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(normalized,BD_count)) + geom_line() + facet_wrap(~roll_num) 
+ 
  labs(x = 'Normalized time of roll production', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/normalized time', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks per normalized time on every Steady 
roll', 
       subtitle = 'Black speck distribution within rolls looks good. No scr
ap production involved') + 
  scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0, 10, len = 3)) 
 
# ggsave('Black_speck_distribution_per_roll.png', plot = p3, scale = 2, wid
th = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 600) 
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# ggsave('Black_speck_distibution_per_roll_nominized_on_time.png', plot = p
4, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 600) 

Create plots of the distribution of black specks over all rolls(total amount of black specks per 
roll) each roll. The actual and nomilized(over length) distributions are given: 

# Total amount of black specks per roll 
p5 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% summarise(total_bd_per_roll = sum(
BD_count)) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,total_bd_per_roll),weight = total_bd_per_ro
ll)) + geom_bar() + 
  coord_flip() + 
  labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks in every Steady roll')+ 
  scale_x_discrete(breaks=waiver()) 
 
# Total amount of black specks per roll normalized for length 
p6 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num,Distance_in_km) %>% summarise(total_bd_
per_roll = sum(BD_count)) %>% 
  mutate(normalized_BD_count = total_bd_per_roll/Distance_in_km) %>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,normalized_BD_count),weight = normalized_BD
_count)) + geom_bar() + 
  coord_flip() + 
  labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Number of Black specks/KM', 
       title = 'Number of Black specks/KM in every Steady roll') 
 
# ggsave('Total_amount_of_black_specks_per_roll.png', plot = p5, scale = 2,
 width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
# ggsave('Total_amount_of_black_specks.png', plot = p6, scale = 2, width = 
12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 

Create plots of the produced meters within a roll measured by the IBA system and the 
Surface inspection system. In addition the top 20 of rolls with the most deviation between 
the systems is shown: 

#comparison produced meters surface inspection vs IBA graph over time 
p7 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection = mean(Distance_in_km), 
         dist_calc = (max(produced_meters) - min(produced_meters))/1000) %>
% 
  ggplot(.,aes(roll_num))+ 
  geom_line(aes(y= dist_calc, colour = "IBA"))+ 
  geom_line(aes(y= dist_inspection, colour = "Surface inspection"))+ 
  labs(x = 'Roll number (sorted over time)', 
       y = 'Distance of roll in KM', 
       title = 'Comparison of deviation in distances between measured IBA d
ata (reference roll v1) and Surface inspection ') 
 
#top20 
p8 = basefile %>% group_by(roll_num) %>% 
  mutate(dist_inspection = mean(Distance_in_km), 
         dist_calc = (max(produced_meters) - min(produced_meters))/1000,Dev
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_IBAdata= ((dist_inspection) - (dist_calc)),  
         Rel_dev_IBAdata = abs(((dist_inspection - dist_calc)/dist_inspecti
on)))%>%  
  summarise(Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll = max(Rel_dev_IBAdata))%>%mutate(Rel_dev_I
BAdata_roll = Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll *100) %>% 
  filter(Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll>4)%>% 
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(roll_num,Rel_dev_IBAdata_roll),weight = Rel_dev_IBAd
ata_roll))+ geom_bar(colour="steelblue",fill="steelblue")+  
  coord_flip()+coord_flip()+ labs(x = 'Roll Number', 
       y = 'Relative deviation between systems (in percentage)  ', 
       title = 'Deviation between IBA and Surface inspection data in every 
steady roll top 20')+ 
  theme( axis.line = element_line(colour = "darkblue", size = 1, linetype =
 "solid")) 
 
 
# ggsave('Comparison_of_deviation_in_distances_IBA_Surface inspection.png',
 plot = p7, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 
# ggsave('Deviation_between_Distances_Measured_IBA_and_Surface inspection.p
ng', plot = p8, scale = 2, width = 12, height = 9, units = "in",dpi = 300) 

In the exploration of the input variables the following script is used: 

#Create dendogram function 
dendogram_function=function (data, threshold = 0.7) 
{ 
  var_list <- sapply(data, function(x) is.factor(x)) 
  data.dend <- data 
  { 
    plot(Hmisc::varclus(as.matrix(data.dend), similarity = "pearson"), 
         main = "Correlation dendrogram", cex = 0.8) 
    abline(h = 1 - threshold, lwd = 2, col = "red") 
  } 
} 
 
#run dendogram function  
dendogram_function(flatfile%>%select(c(-polymer_type))) 
 
#run data exploraiton wrapper 
createExplorationWrapper(flatfile_exp%>%select(-roll_name,-polymer_type), t
arget_vars = "roll_BD_per_km",time_var = "roll_num", colour = "red") 
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Appendix 14: Exploring the amount of variance within black specks per granularity 
There should be enough variability in the measurements of the amount of black specks per data 
granularity to be able to determine relationships. With the code described in appendix 10 different 
plots are created that show the variance in the amount of black specks per data granularity. 

 

Figure 35:Black speck distribution per roll nominized over time 
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Figure 36:Black speck distribution per roll not nominized over time 

Figure 40 and Figure 41 show that there is variability in the distribution of black specks over time. 
There are moments were there are no black specks registered and there are moments were there 
are multiple black specks registered. The distribution of the amount of registered black specks over 
time is different per roll. This makes it potentially possible to detect the causes of black specks by 
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looking at the differences in process parameter settings between moments in time that no black 
specks were produced and many black specks were produced.  

 

Figure 37:Total number of black specks per roll normalized over produced km 
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Figure 38: Total detected amount of black specks per roll 

Figure 41 and Figure 42 show that there is variability in the amount of registered black specks within 
the investigated rolls. There are rolls with and without black specks. This makes it potentially possible 
to detect the causes of black specks by looking at the differences in process parameter settings 
between rolls with no or less black specks and rolls with multiple black specks.  
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Appendix 15: Theoretical description of the Pearson correlation coefficients 
The Pearson correlation coefficient is estimated by Equation 11. The correlation coefficients between 
the input variables and the output variable are estimated for every input variable. The coefficient of 
determination can be in this case used as variable importance measurements.  

𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗𝑜𝑜 =
∑ (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝐹𝑗𝑗)(𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 − �̅�𝐹𝑜𝑜)𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒=1

�∑ (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝐹𝑗𝑗)𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒=1

2 �∑ ((𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 − �̅�𝐹𝑜𝑜)𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒=1

2
 

Equation 11: Pearson correlation coefficient 

With: 
 
𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗𝑜𝑜 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝 𝑗𝑗 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜 

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 = The 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎ℎ measurement of input variable 𝑗𝑗 
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 = The 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎ℎ measurement of output variable o 
�̅�𝐹𝑗𝑗 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 
�̅�𝐹𝑒𝑒 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 

𝑖𝑖 = 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑏𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝  
 
The coefficient of determination is calculated by squaring the correlation coefficient between input 
variable j and output variable o. This is done with Equation 12.  
 

𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑜𝑜2 = 𝜌𝜌𝑗𝑗𝑜𝑜2 
Equation 12: Coefficient of determination 

The coefficient of determination is high (close to 1) if the linear relationship between input variable 
𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 and output variable 𝑌𝑌 is strong. In the case that the coefficient of determination is 1  the 
correlation is either perfectly positive or perfectly negative. In a perfectly positive correction the 
input variable is getting bigger with exactly the same amount as the output variable is getting bigger. 
In a perfectly negative correction the input variable is getting bigger with exactly the same amount as 
the output variable is getting smaller. The coefficient of determination will be low (close to 0) if the 
input and output variable have a weak linear relationship.   
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Appendix 16: Theoretical description of the used measures of multicollinearity 
In this appendix the theory behind the used dendrograms and VIF analyses used to remove the 
multicollinearity within the data set are described. 

Dendrograms  
In this research it is important that the multicollinearity between input variables is visualized. It is 
necessary to see what the relationships between variables are to be able to decide which 
measurement should be done. For this reason it is chosen to create two-dimensional diagrams called 
dendrograms (see Figure 16 for an example). The multicollinearity in the dataset and the clusters of 
the variables relating with each other are displayed (see appendix 10 for the created dendrogram 
function). There are two main steps considered in creating a dendrogram (Babnik, Aggarwal, & 
Moore, 2008): 

1) Selection of the proximity to use as a measurement for multicollinearity. A proximity is a 
measurement of the similarity or dissimilarity, broadly defined, of a pair of variables 
(Borgatti, 1997). 

2) Selection of linkage algorithm that will be used to cluster the variables. A linkage algorithm is 
related to a clustering method which is used to detect structures between variables(Camiz & 
Pillar, 2007) 

 
Selection of measure of proximity 
Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient is chosen as a measure of proximity. Correlations 
are used because they measure the dependencies among variables (Borgatti, 1997). The 
multicollinearity will disappear if these dependencies are removed. The same correlation coefficients 
estimations are used as in Equation 11 but now to calculate the correlation coefficients between the 
input variables (see Equation 13)  
 

𝐹𝐹(𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗,𝑋𝑋) 

Equation 13: correlation coefficients between input Xj and the other input variables 

 
This results in a correlation matrix R (see Figure 43.  
 

𝐑𝐑 =

⎝

⎜⎜
⎛

1 𝜌𝜌12 𝜌𝜌13 ⋯ 𝜌𝜌1𝑝𝑝
𝜌𝜌21 1 𝜌𝜌23 ⋯ 𝜌𝜌2𝑝𝑝
𝜌𝜌31 𝜌𝜌32 1 ⋯ 𝜌𝜌3𝑝𝑝
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝1 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝2 𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝3 ⋯ 1 ⎠

⎟⎟
⎞

 

Figure 39: correlation matrix R 

The Pearson coefficients of determinations relating to all the pairwise correlations between the 
variables are used as measure of proximity for the dendrograms. The Pearson coefficients of 
determination can have values between 0 and 1. An example of a correlation matrix that is used as 
input data for the dendrograms is showed in Figure 44. In this figure a correlation matrix is showed of 
some of the variables that do not contain too high pairwise correlations anymore. The decision 
regarding the level of Pearson coefficient of determination that is acceptable is explained later on in 
this Appendix.  
 
The strength of the relationships between the input variables are determined now. The decision 
about which Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 values to shown in the dendrograms (see Figure 16 for an example) will be 
made by the linkage algorithm. The Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 values that are shown in the dendrograms are the 
Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 values of the correlation matrixes.  
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Figure 40: The Pearson correlation matrix of the mean values of the input variables that are used in the final model the 
Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 values between the two input variables are showed in the picture 

Selection of linkage algorithm 
The second step of creating a dendrogram is to decide which linkage algorithm should be used to 
clustered the variable. There are different kind of clustering techniques available. Examples are 
hierarchical, non-hierarchical and geometric methods(Babnik et al., 2008; Peters, 2018). In this 
project a hierarchical method is chosen because the tree structure created by hierarchical clustering 
(see Figure 16 for an example) is very insightful. It gives a very good overview of the relationships 
between the input variables and it shows the Pearson 𝑅𝑅2 values relating to the strengths of the 
relationships between variables. In this research expert reviews are used to judge how to deal with 
the multicollinearity. There are different ways calculate the distances in the tree structure between 
the clustered variables. The methods that can be used to do this are distinguished by the way they 
recalculate the distances between a new cluster and the remaining variables after one cluster of 
variables is created (Babnik et al., 2008). Examples of hierarchical clustering methods are max (single 
link), min (complete link) and group average proximities(Camiz & Pillar, 2007).  In this research the 
complete linkage method (Kotlyar, Fuhrman, Ableson, & Somogyi, 2002) is used. The complete link 
method is used because it does not manipulate data that is clustered. It does not make sense to 
calculate average of covariance or correlations(Camiz & Pillar, 2007). The values of the calculated 
correlation coefficients should be included in the dendrograms and shouldn’t be manipulated 
because this will result in erroneous results. In this case the complete linkage method is used but the 
same decisions about how to deal with multicollinearity would have been made if the single linkage 
method would have been used. The decisions are made on the values of the Pearson correlation 
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extr_b_meltpump_torque_mean 1,00 0,03 0,21 0,05 0,23
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_mean 0,03 1,00 0,31 0,22 0,00
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_mean 0,21 0,31 1,00 0,42 0,03
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_mean 0,05 0,22 0,42 1,00 0,00
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_mean 0,23 0,00 0,03 0,00 1,00
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between the different methods. The linkage methods are only used to create a measurable overview 
of this values between variables would be different in this methods. There can be differences in the 
relations between clusters created by the single and complete linkage method but the input variable 
pairs with the highest 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘2  (these pairs show up in the top of the tree structure on the left side of the 
dendrogram) are in both methods the same. The decision to remove input variables is done based on 
the values of 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘2 .  
 

VIF analyses 

The variance inflation factor (VIF) quantifies how much the variance of the estimated coefficients 
in a regression estimated are inflated. Equation 14 is used to calculate the VIF values. 
 

𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐹𝐹�𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗� =
1

1 − 𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗2
   𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … ,3 

Equation 14: Variance inflation factor 

With 
𝑅𝑅𝑗𝑗2 =  𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 

𝛽𝛽𝑗𝑗 = 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑗𝑗 
 
Where the coefficient of multiple determination is estimated in the same way as chapter 17 
(Equation 22 is used) but now is resulting for regressing 𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗 on the other k-1 input variables.  
 

𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 = 𝛽𝛽0  + 𝛽𝛽1𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘 + 𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒  
Equation 15: Multiple linear regression model used for the VIF analyses  
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Appendix 17: Dendrograms 
The first (original) and last (final) created dendrogram per variable are showed in this appendix.  

 

Figure 41:Dendrogram mean original 

Figure 45 shows that there are many highly correlating mean input variables (pairwise correlation 
above 0.7(red line) in the dataset. All this correlation needed to be removed before it was possible to 
determine the variable importance. 
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Figure 42:Dendrogram mean final 

Figure 46 shows that after the correlation removal actions done at the mean variables no variable 
had a pairwise correlation above 0.7 (red line). All the high pairwise correlation are removed. 
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Figure 43:Dendrogram max original 

Figure 47 shows that there are many highly correlating max input variables (pairwise correlation 
above 0.7(red line) in the dataset. All this correlation needed to be removed before it was possible to 
determine the variable importance. 
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Figure 44:Dendrogram max final 

Figure 48 shows that after the correlation removal actions done at the max variables no variable had 
a pairwise correlation above 0.7 (red line). All the high pairwise correlation are removed. 
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Figure 45:Dendrogram min original 

Figure 49 shows that there are many highly correlating min input variables (pairwise correlation 
above 0.7 (red line) in the dataset. All this correlation needed to be removed before it was possible 
to determine the variable importance. 
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Figure 46:Dendrogram min final 

Figure 50 shows that after the correlation removal actions done at the max variables no variable had 
a pairwise correlation above 0.7 (red line). All the high pairwise correlation are removed. 
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Figure 47: Dendrogram standard deviation original 

Figure 51 shows that there are many highly correlating standard deviation input variables (pairwise 
correlation above 0.7 (red line) in the dataset. All this correlation needed to be removed before it 
was possible to determine the variable importance. 
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Figure 48:Dendrogram standard deviation final 

Figure 52 shows that after the correlation removal actions done at the standard deviation variables 
no variable had a pairwise correlation above 0.7 (red line). All the high pairwise correlating variables 
are removed. 
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Appendix 18: Grouped variables 
In this appendix the new variables that are created during the removal of the multicollinearity by 
grouping the variables together are shown. 

 

  

Grouped variable in the mean values model Grouped variable in the maximum values model
Die_zone_1_act= (gtool_temp_fb3_temp+ Die_zone_1_act= (gtool_temp_fb3_temp+
gtool_temp_d17_temp+  gtool_temp_d17_temp+
gtool_temp_fb1_temp+  gtool_temp_fb1_temp+
gtool_temp_fb2_temp+  gtool_temp_fb2_temp+
gtool_temp_d14_temp+  gtool_temp_d14_temp+
gtool_temp_d20_temp+  gtool_temp_d20_temp+
gtool_temp_d12_temp+  gtool_temp_d12_temp+
gtool_temp_d13_temp+  gtool_temp_d13_temp+
gtool_temp_d21_temp+  gtool_temp_d21_temp+
gtool_temp_d22_temp+  gtool_temp_d22_temp+
gtool_temp_d16_temp+  gtool_temp_d16_temp+
gtool_temp_d18_temp+  gtool_temp_d18_temp+
gtool_temp_d15_temp+  gtool_temp_d15_temp+
gtool_temp_d19_temp+  gtool_temp_d19_temp+
gtool_temp_sp1_temp+  gtool_temp_sp1_temp+
gtool_temp_sp2_temp+  gtool_temp_sp2_temp+
gtool_temp_d01_temp+  gtool_temp_d01_temp+
gtool_temp_d11_temp+  gtool_temp_d11_temp+
gtool_temp_d02_temp+  gtool_temp_d02_temp+
gtool_temp_d10_temp+  gtool_temp_d10_temp+
gtool_temp_d06_temp+  gtool_temp_d06_temp+
gtool_temp_d07_temp+  gtool_temp_d07_temp+
gtool_temp_d03_temp+  gtool_temp_d03_temp+
gtool_temp_d08_temp+  gtool_temp_d08_temp+
gtool_temp_d09_temp+  gtool_temp_d09_temp+
gtool_temp_d04_temp+  gtool_temp_d04_temp+
gtool_temp_d05_temp)/27  gtool_temp_d05_temp)/27
extruder_zone_MT_act=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mt_act

extruder_zone_MT_act=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mt_act
extruder_zone_1_act= (control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z1_act+ extruder_zone_1_act= (control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3_act)/17 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2_act+

control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3_act)/17
extruder_zone_2_act=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_act

extruder_zone_2_act=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_act
extruder_zone_1.aboveset =(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5.aboveset+ extruder_zone_1.aboveset =(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7.aboveset+
 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp.aboveset)/8 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8.aboveset+

control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp.aboveset+
extruder_zone_2.aboveset=(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1.aboveset)/8 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1.aboveset)/16

extruder_zone_3.aboveset=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz.aboveset) extruder_zone_3.aboveset=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz.aboveset
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Grouped variable in the min values model Grouped variable in the standard deviation values model
Die_zone_1_act= (gtool_temp_fb3_temp+ Die_new_sep_std1= (gtool_temp_d22_temp+
gtool_temp_d17_temp+ gtool_temp_d13_temp+
gtool_temp_fb1_temp+ gtool_temp_d21_temp+
gtool_temp_fb2_temp+ gtool_temp_d14_temp+
gtool_temp_d14_temp+ gtool_temp_d20_temp+
gtool_temp_d20_temp+ gtool_temp_d01_temp+
gtool_temp_d12_temp+ gtool_temp_d11_temp+
gtool_temp_d13_temp+ gtool_temp_d02_temp+
gtool_temp_d21_temp+ gtool_temp_d10_temp+
gtool_temp_d22_temp+ gtool_temp_d12_temp)/10
gtool_temp_d16_temp+
gtool_temp_d18_temp+ Die_new_sep_std2=(gtool_temp_d04_temp+
gtool_temp_d15_temp+ gtool_temp_d05_temp+
gtool_temp_d19_temp+ gtool_temp_d03_temp+
gtool_temp_sp1_temp+ gtool_temp_d08_temp+
gtool_temp_sp2_temp+ gtool_temp_d09_temp+
gtool_temp_d01_temp+ gtool_temp_d06_temp+
gtool_temp_d11_temp+ gtool_temp_d07_temp)/7
gtool_temp_d02_temp+
gtool_temp_d10_temp+ Die_new_sep_std3=(gtool_temp_sp1_temp+
gtool_temp_d06_temp+ gtool_temp_sp2_temp)/2
gtool_temp_d07_temp+
gtool_temp_d03_temp+ Die_new_sep_std4=(gtool_temp_d15_temp+
gtool_temp_d08_temp+ gtool_temp_d19_temp+
gtool_temp_d09_temp+ gtool_temp_d16_temp+
gtool_temp_d04_temp+ gtool_temp_d18_temp)/4
gtool_temp_d05_temp)/27

Die_new_sep_std5=gtool_temp_fb3_temp
extruder_1=(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mt_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_act+ Die_new_sep_std6=gtool_temp_fb1_temp
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_act+ Die_new_sep_std7=gtool_temp_fb2_temp
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_act+ Die_new_sep_std8=gtool_temp_d17_temp
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_act+ Ext_temp_sep_std1=(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_act+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_act)/2
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_act+ Ext_temp_sep_std2=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z1_act
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7_act+ Ext_temp_sep_std3=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_act
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4_act+ Ext_temp_sep_std4=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mt_act
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2_act+ Ext_temp_sep_std5=(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3_act)/18 control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3_act+

control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4_act+
extruder_zone_fo=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_act control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5_act)/4

extruder_zone_1.aboveset =(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4.aboveset+ Ext_temp_sep_std6=(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_act+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4.aboveset+ control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_act)/10
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6.aboveset+ Ext_temp_sep_std7=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_act
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1.aboveset+ Ext_temp_sep_set_fz=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_set
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz.aboveset)/15

extruder_zone_1.aboveset =(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z4.aboveset+
extruder_zone_z2_above= control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2.aboveset control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z5.aboveset+

control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z2.aboveset+
extruder_zone_z7_above=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7.aboveset) %>% data.frame()  control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z3.aboveset+

control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z6.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z7.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_z8.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_mp.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7.aboveset+
control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1.aboveset)/16

extruder_zone_3.aboveset=control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz.aboveset)
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Appendix 19: Input variables 
The input variables of the different aggregation groups used in the different models are shown in this 
appendix. 

 

 

Model max Related to hypothesis group Included in random forest model included in linear regression 
"roll_num" time x x
"ext_b_feedrate_meltpump_max" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p2_act_max" residence time x x
"extr_b_meltpump_torque_max" residence time /overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_max" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_out_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz1_actz2_act_max" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenz3_actz4_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz5_actz6_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad1_actfi1_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad4_actmp_act_max" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_1_act_max" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_1.aboveset_max" overheating x x
"roll_length_km" oxigen x x
"roll_line_in_production" oxigen x x
"extr_b_meltpump_speed_act_max" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p1_act_max" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p3_act_max" residence time x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_max" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenfo_actz1_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz4_actz5_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz6_actz7_act_max" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad3_actad4_act_max" overheating x x
"Die_zone_1_act_max" overheating x
"extruder_zone_2_act_max" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_3.aboveset_max" overheating x x
"polymer_type" recipe x
"Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month" oxigen x x
"roll_BD_per_km" dependend variable x

Model mean Related to hypothesis group Included in random forest model included in linear regression 
"roll_num" time x
"ext_b_feedrate_meltpump_mean" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p2_act_mean" residence time x x
"extr_b_meltpump_torque_mean" residence time/overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_mean" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_mean" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_out_mean" overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_mean" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad7_out_mean" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenz1_actz2_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz3_actz4_act_mean" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenz5_actz6_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad1_actfi1_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad4_actmp_act_mean" overheating x x
"Die_zone_1_act_mean" overheating x
"extruder_zone_2_act_mean" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_2.aboveset_mean" overheating x x
"polymer_type" recipe x
"Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month" oxigen x x
"extr_b_meltpump_speed_act_mean" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p1_act_mean" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p3_act_mean" residence time x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_mean" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_out_mean" overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_mean" overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_out_mean" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_out_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenfo_actz1_act_mean" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz4_actz5_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz6_actz7_act_mean" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad3_actad4_act_mean" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenad5_actad6_act_mean" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_1_act_mean" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_1.aboveset_mean" overheating x x
"roll_length_km" oxigen x x
"roll_line_in_production" dependend variable x x
"roll_BD_per_km" x x
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Model min Related to hypothesis group Included in random forest model included in linear regression 
"roll_num" x x
"ext_b_feedrate_meltpump_min" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p2_act_min" residence time x x
"extr_b_meltpump_torque_min" residence time/overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_min" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_min" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad3_out_min" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenfo_actz1_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz5_actz6_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad1_actfi1_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad3_actad4_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad5_actad6_act_min" overheating x x
"extruder_1_min" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_1.aboveset_min" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_z7_above_min" overheating x x
"polymer_type" recipe x
"Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month" oxigen x x
"extr_b_meltpump_speed_act_min" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p1_act_min" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p3_act_min" residence time x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_min" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad1_out_min" overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_min" overheating x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_out_min" overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_out_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz1_actz2_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz4_actz5_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenz6_actz7_act_min" overheating x x
"delta_temp_betweenad2_actad3_act_min" overheating x
"delta_temp_betweenad4_actmp_act_min" overheating x x
"Die_zone_1_act_min" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_fo_min" overheating x x
"extruder_zone_z2_above_min" overheating x x
"roll_length_km" oxigen x x
"roll_line_in_production" oxigen x x
"roll_BD_per_km" dependend variable x x

Model Std Related to hypothesis group Included in random forest model included in linear regression 
"roll_num" time x
"ext_b_throughput_act_std" residence time x x
"extr_b_meltpump_torque_std" residence time/ overheating x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad4_out_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_std" temperature x
"delta_temp_betweenz4_actz5_act_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenz6_actz7_act_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenad4_actmp_act_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std2_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std4_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std6_std" temperature x x
"Ext_temp_sep_std1_std" temperature x
"Ext_temp_sep_std3_std" temperature x x
"Ext_temp_sep_std5_std" temperature x
"Ext_temp_sep_set_fz_std" temperature x x
"extruder_zone_3.aboveset_std" temperature x x
"polymer_type" recipe x
"Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month" oxigen x x
"ext_b_feedrate_meltpump_std" residence time x x
"ext_b_pressure_p2_act_std" residence time x x
"control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenfo_actz1_act_std" temperature x
"delta_temp_betweenz3_actz4_act_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenz5_actz6_act_std" temperature x x
"delta_temp_betweenad1_actfi1_act_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std1_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std3_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std5_std" temperature x x
"Die_new_sep_std7_std" temperature x x
"Ext_temp_sep_std2_std" temperature x x
"Ext_temp_sep_std4_std" temperature x x
"Ext_temp_sep_std6_std" temperature x
"extruder_zone_1.aboveset_std" temperature x x
"roll_length_km" oxigen x x
"roll_line_in_production" oxigen x x
"roll_BD_per_km" dependend variable x x
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Appendix 20: Theoretical description of the multiple linear regression model theory 
In a multiple regression model, just like in the Pearson correlation, the direction of the relations 
between the input variables and the output variables are determined. The variable importance 
measurement relating to a multiple linear regression model is the standardized regression coefficient 
�𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗� (Wei et al., 2015).  A multiple linear regression model consists of n input variables and k 
observation, � 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖1,𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖1,, … , 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖�, 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑘𝑘 were the model relating the regressor to the response 
is following Equation 16.  

𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 = 𝛽𝛽0  + 𝛽𝛽1𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒1 + 𝛽𝛽2𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒2 + ⋯+ 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘 + 𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒            𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,𝑘𝑘 
Equation 16: Multiple linear regression model 

With 
 

𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎ℎ  measurement of output variable o 
𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘 = 𝑅𝑅𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 
𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒 = 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑎𝑎𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖  

 
A multiple linear regression model consists of k equations that can be expressed in matrix notation 
by Equation 17.  

𝒚𝒚 = 𝑿𝑿𝑿𝑿 + 𝝐𝝐 

𝒚𝒚 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝑏𝑏1
𝑏𝑏2
𝑏𝑏3
⋮
𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

           𝑿𝑿 =

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
1 𝐹𝐹11 𝐹𝐹12 ⋯ 𝐹𝐹1𝑘𝑘
1 𝐹𝐹21 𝐹𝐹22 ⋯ 𝐹𝐹2𝑘𝑘
1 𝐹𝐹31 𝐹𝐹32 ⋯ 𝐹𝐹3𝑘𝑘
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
1 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒1 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒2 ⋯ 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘⎥

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

           𝑿𝑿 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝛽𝛽1
𝛽𝛽2
𝛽𝛽3
⋮
𝛽𝛽𝑒𝑒⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

             𝝐𝝐 =

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
𝜖𝜖1
𝜖𝜖2
𝜖𝜖3
⋮
𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

Equation 17: multiple linear regression model matrix notation 

The method of least squares is used to estimate the regression coefficients in the multiple linear 
regression model see Equation 18. In this model the vector of least squares estimators �̂�𝛽𝑟𝑟 where  𝑚𝑚 =
1,2, … ,𝑘𝑘 minimizes: L = � 𝜖𝜖𝑒𝑒2

𝑘𝑘
𝑒𝑒=1 .  Where �̂�𝛽𝑟𝑟 is the value of  𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟 resulting from the equation; 𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

𝜕𝜕𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙
= 0.  

More details information of this method can be found in page 456 of the book of Montgomery 
(Douglas & Montgomery, 2011). If all the �̂�𝛽𝑟𝑟 values are calculated, the fitted regression model can be 
created. 

𝑏𝑏𝚤𝚤� = �𝛽𝛽𝚥𝚥�𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗

𝑒𝑒

𝑗𝑗=1

 

Equation 18: fitted multiple linear regression model 

The regression coefficients �̂�𝛽 determined with equation 18 measures the sensitivity of Y to 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 but 
cannot be used as variable importance measurement yet (Wei et al., 2015). The values of the 
regression coefficients are still influenced by the units of the input variables. The units of the actual 
measured temperature at a heater for example are way higher than the units of the out values of the 
% of the available power used by the heater. The standard deviation of the output samples (Equation 
19) and the standard deviation of the input variables (Equation 20) should be included in Equation 18 
to be able to remove the effects of the units of the input variables.  

�̂�𝑝 = �� (𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 − 𝑏𝑏�)2/(𝑘𝑘 − 1) 𝑒𝑒
𝑒𝑒=1   

Equation 19: standard deviation of the output samples 
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�̂�𝑝𝑗𝑗 = �� �𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝐹𝑗𝑗�
2/(𝑘𝑘 − 1) 

𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒=1
  

Equation 20: standard deviation of the input variables 

This results in the following regression model: 

(𝑌𝑌� − 𝑏𝑏�)/�̂�𝑝 = �(
𝛽𝛽𝚥𝚥� �̂�𝑆𝑗𝑗
�̂�𝑝

)  (𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗 − �̅�𝐹𝑗𝑗)/�̂�𝑝j 

𝑒𝑒

𝑗𝑗=1

 

Equation 21: regression model including standard deviations see page 409 of (Wei et al., 2015) 

Where 𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗 = 𝛽𝛽𝚥𝚥��̂�𝑆𝑗𝑗
�̂�𝑠

 is the standard regression coefficient of 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗.  The �𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗� values are used by in the 

variable importance analyses measure of the variables importance. A higher �𝑏𝑏𝑗𝑗� results in a higher 
variable importance.    

Determine the performance of the fit of the multiple regression model 
The next step is to determine how well the multiple regression model fits. The determined 
standardized regression coefficient is useless if it is resulting from a poorly fitting multiple linear 
regression model. The coefficient of determination R2 is used to judge fitting performance of the 
model. The coefficient of multiple determination measures how well the estimation made predict 
the values of the output variable. It is a measurement that determines the proportion of the variance 
in the dependent variable that is predictable by the independent variable. The value of R2 is between 
0 and 1 where 0 means that the model does not explains the observed variation of the output 
variable and 1 means that the observed variation of the output variable is perfectly explained. 
Equation 22 is used to calculate the coefficient of determination.  
 

R2 = 1 −
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎

 

Equation 22: Coefficient of determination((Montgomery & Runger, 2011) page 472) 

Where: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑠 = ��𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒−𝑏𝑏𝚤𝚤�  
𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒=1

�
2

  

Equation 23: Error sum of squares((Montgomery & Runger, 2011) page 459) 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑎𝑎 = � yi2
𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒=1

−
(∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

𝑒𝑒=1 )2

𝑘𝑘
 

Equation 24: Total sum of squares((Montgomery & Runger, 2011) page 470) 

A drawback of the linear regression model is that it is sensitive for overfitting. Overfitting means that 
estimations made by the model include more input variables than necessary or are created by a 
more complicated calculation than necessary(Hawkins, 2004). Adding irrelevant input variables can 
make estimations worse because they explain irrelevant random variation and add this to the 
estimations. The R2 of a model is getting higher by adding input variables. In the situation that only 
perfectly independent input variables are used in the regression models the R2 of the model will be   
R2 = 𝑅𝑅12 + 𝑅𝑅22 + 𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛2 . The R2 will increase if more input variables are added to the model. If this is 
happening the model is overfitting.  A guideline for the minimum sample size (amount of 
measurements included in the dataset) for tests of coefficient of multiple determination is: 
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𝑝𝑝𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑚𝑚𝐹𝐹 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝐹𝐹 > 50 + 8 ∗ (𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑝𝑝). The sample size of this research is 142 
so the amount of input variables should be less than 11 following this guideline . 

Creating a multiple linear regression model with a good fitting requires several assumptions 
(Montgomery & Runger, 2011).  This assumptions are: 

1. The errors between the input variables and the output variable should be normally 
distributed. This assumption is checked with the histograms of the plots made with the 
exploration wrapper. 

2. Homoscedasticity, this means that it is assumed that the error term of the input variable 
included in the model have a constant variance. The amount of error in the statistic 
measurement is not consistent across the full range of the observed data if this assumption 
cannot be made. The scatterplots made with the exploration wrapper can be used to check if 
this assumption can be made.  

3. The phenomenon analyzed by the model behaves in a linear manner. Linear regressions 
models fit linear relationships on the data. Nonlinear relations cannot be detected. The 
behavior of the phenomenon is checked by with the scatterplots created in the exploration 
wrapper. 

 

A (multiple) linear regression model will have a high adequacy if this assumptions are not violated. In 
addition another assumption should be made. The standardized regression coefficients can produce 
very misleading indications of variable importance when highly correlated variables are included in 
the regression model(Storlie & Helton, 2008). This leads to the following assumption: 

• There is no multicollinearity within the dataset. This means that the input variables are not 
highly correlating with each other. It is impossible to know which variable is causing black 
speck if there are strong dependencies among the input variables 𝑋𝑋𝑗𝑗.  

The multicollinearity in the dataset should be removed to be able to investigate the linear 
relationship between 𝑌𝑌 and 𝐹𝐹1,𝐹𝐹2,, … , 𝐹𝐹𝑘𝑘,. The multicollinearity does not have to be removed in in the 
Pearson correlation because in this statistical method only one input variable is included. But the 
multicollinearity should be known before it is possible to draw conclusions out of the Pearson 
correlation coefficients. 
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Appendix 21: Multiple linear regression model code 

In this appendix the code that performed the linear regression models is explained. 

First the necessary packages are loaded into the r environment 

#### Import Data and Setup Packages#### 
# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "dplyr", 
  "ggplot2", 
  "lubridate", 
  "tidyverse", 
  "xlsx", 
  "magrittr", 
  "data.table", 
  "stringr", 
  "fmsb", 
  "caret" 
) 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
 
# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\6. Models\\Linear Regress
ion") 

Create function that removes vif. the code of this funciton is extracted form: 
https://beckmw.wordpress.com/2013/02/05/collinearity-and-stepwise-vif-selection/ 

#remove VIF  
  
#check vif 
vif_func<-function(in_frame,thresh=10,trace=T,...){ 
   
  if(any(!'data.frame' %in% class(in_frame))) in_frame<-data.frame(in_frame
) 
   
  #get initial vif value for all comparisons of variables 
  vif_init<-NULL 
  var_names <- names(in_frame) 
  for(val in var_names){ 
    regressors <- var_names[-which(var_names == val)] 
    form <- paste(regressors, collapse = '+') 
    form_in <- formula(paste(val, '~', form)) 
    vif_init<-rbind(vif_init, c(val, VIF(lm(form_in, data = in_frame, ...))

https://beckmw.wordpress.com/2013/02/05/collinearity-and-stepwise-vif-selection/
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)) 
  } 
  vif_max<-max(as.numeric(vif_init[,2]), na.rm = TRUE) 
   
  if(vif_max < thresh){ 
    if(trace==T){ #print output of each iteration 
      prmatrix(vif_init,collab=c('var','vif'),rowlab=rep('',nrow(vif_init))
,quote=F) 
      cat('\n') 
      cat(paste('All variables have VIF < ', thresh,', max VIF ',round(vif_
max,2), sep=''),'\n\n') 
    } 
    return(var_names) 
  } 
  else{ 
     
    in_dat<-in_frame 
     
    #backwards selection of explanatory variables, stops when all VIF value
s are below 'thresh' 
    while(vif_max >= thresh){ 
       
      vif_vals<-NULL 
      var_names <- names(in_dat) 
       
      for(val in var_names){ 
        regressors <- var_names[-which(var_names == val)] 
        form <- paste(regressors, collapse = '+') 
        form_in <- formula(paste(val, '~', form)) 
        vif_add<-VIF(lm(form_in, data = in_dat, ...)) 
        vif_vals<-rbind(vif_vals,c(val,vif_add)) 
      } 
      max_row<-which(vif_vals[,2] == max(as.numeric(vif_vals[,2]), na.rm = 
TRUE))[1] 
       
      vif_max<-as.numeric(vif_vals[max_row,2]) 
       
      if(vif_max<thresh) break 
       
      if(trace==T){ #print output of each iteration 
        prmatrix(vif_vals,collab=c('var','vif'),rowlab=rep('',nrow(vif_vals
)),quote=F) 
        cat('\n') 
        cat('removed: ',vif_vals[max_row,1],vif_max,'\n\n') 
        flush.console() 
      } 
       
      in_dat<-in_dat[,!names(in_dat) %in% vif_vals[max_row,1]] 
       
    } 
     
    return(names(in_dat)) 
     
  } 
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} 

Load Flatfiles and remove variables with a variance inflation factor higher than 10 

#create flatfile with max data 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_max
.rdata") 
variables_vif_lower_than_10=vif_func(flatfile_max%>%select(-c(roll_BD_per_k
m,roll_name,polymer_type,roll_bd_count))) 
flatfile_max_linear_regression=flatfile_max[ ,(names(flatfile_max)) %in% va
riables_vif_lower_than_10] 
 
#create flatfile with min data 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_min
.rdata") 
variables_vif_lower_than_10=vif_func(flatfile_min%>%select(-c(roll_BD_per_k
m,roll_name,polymer_type,roll_bd_count))) 
flatfile_min_linear_regression=flatfile_min[ ,(names(flatfile_min)) %in% va
riables_vif_lower_than_10] 
 
#create flatfile with mean data 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_mea
n.rdata") 
variables_vif_lower_than_10=vif_func(flatfile_mean%>%select(-c(roll_BD_per_
km,roll_name,polymer_type,roll_bd_count))) 
flatfile_mean_linear_regression=flatfile_mean[ ,(names(flatfile_mean)) %in%
 variables_vif_lower_than_10] 
 
#create flatfile with std data 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_std
.rdata") 
variables_vif_lower_than_10=vif_func(flatfile_std%>%select(-c(roll_BD_per_k
m,roll_name,polymer_type,roll_bd_count))) 
flatfile_std_linear_regression=flatfile_std[ ,(names(flatfile_std)) %in% va
riables_vif_lower_than_10] 

Next the dependent variables are added to the 4 flatfiles that will be used as input data for 
the models. 

flatfile_max_linear_regression$roll_BD_per_km=flatfile_max$roll_BD_per_km 
flatfile_mean_linear_regression$roll_BD_per_km=flatfile_max$roll_BD_per_km 
flatfile_min_linear_regression$roll_BD_per_km=flatfile_max$roll_BD_per_km 
flatfile_std_linear_regression$roll_BD_per_km=flatfile_max$roll_BD_per_km 

The Linear models will be created with the following code: 

lm_max = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_max_linear_regression[,13:28]
) 
lm_max_first10 = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_max_linear_regression
[,c(1:10,28)]) 
lm_max_10_20 = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_max_linear_regression[,
c(10:20,28)]) 
lm_max_20_28 = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_max_linear_regression[,
20:28]) 
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lm_min = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_min_linear_regression) 
lm_mean = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_mean_linear_regression) 
lm_std = lm(roll_BD_per_km~., data = flatfile_std_linear_regression) 

The results of the linear models are summarized with the following code : 

#Set up to do parallel processing #grid is default, no tuning 
summary(lm_max) 

summary(lm_min) 

summary(lm_mean) 

summary(lm_std) 

Secondly a GLM model was fitted on the minimum values. The minimum values where 
chosen because these had the highest R2. The GLM model is created with the following 
code: 

#Split data into 90% training and 10% test set 
set.seed(1) 
trainIndex <- createDataPartition(flatfile_min_linear_regression$roll_BD_pe
r_km, p = .9, list = FALSE) 
datTrain <- flatfile_min_linear_regression[ trainIndex,] 
datTest  <- flatfile_min_linear_regression[-trainIndex,] 
 
#apply general linear model target funciton black dots per second vs value 
input parameters per second.    
glm_min = train(roll_BD_per_km~., data = datTrain, method = 'glm') 

The results of the GLM analyses are: 

##  
## Call: 
## NULL 
##  
## Deviance Residuals:  
##     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max   
## -18.556   -4.765   -0.948    2.999   37.856   
##  
## ## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## (Dispersion parameter for gaussian family taken to be 95.92483) 
##  
##     Null deviance: 17687.5  on 129  degrees of freedom 
## Residual deviance:  9400.6  on  98  degrees of freedom 
## AIC: 991.45 
##  
## Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 2 

##      RMSE  Rsquared       MAE  
## 8.5036795 0.4685162 5.4645866 

##      RMSE  Rsquared       MAE  
## 5.9676793 0.5841549 4.5263691 
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Appendix 22: Theoretical description of the Random forest model 
In this appendix the theory behind the random forest model will be described. 
 
Supervised learning 
Machine learning is a relatively new field in modeling that uses statistical techniques to define a 
model.  The performances of the model will be step for step improved by improving a statistic (for 
example the area under the curve). There are two types of machine leaning methods. This types are 
supervised and unsupervised machine learning. In unsupervised learning the relations between the 
input variables are investigated but no output variable is included. In this research project the 
relations between input variables and the output variable black specks are investigated. It is 
impossible to investigate this with unsupervised learning this is why in this research project 
supervised learning is used. Supervised learning is applied to define a model and calculate the 
relating variable importance. In supervised learning the model Y = f(x) + 𝜖𝜖  will be created. In this 
model f() is a function that is defined with supervised learning. This leaning is done on a train set 
which is a big part of the data sample which in the measurements of all the input variables 𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗,and the 
output variable y. The input variables 𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗 created by the hypotheses are fed into a learning algorithm 
which produces outputs 𝑜𝑜(𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗) in response to the inputs (Hastie et al., 2017). The model fits to the 
investigated problem if the differences between the real observed data and the created observations 
in the model are small.  
 
The performance of the model is determined by testing the created model on a test set of the data 
sample. The learn function f created with the train set will be used on the test set. The differences 
𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 − 𝑜𝑜(𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒) between the original test set outputs and generated outputs will give the performances of 
the model. A classification performance metric is used to judge the performances of the model. The 
two classification performance metric area under the Receiver operating characteristic(ROC) curve is 
used (Altman & Bland, 1994; Fawcett, 2005; Guyon, 2003; Sheather, 2009; Statnikov & Aliferis, 2007). 
Kuhn(Kuhn & Johnson, 2013). The area under this ROC curve is called the AUC (area under curve) 
performance metric. Hastie(Hastie et al., 2017) states ”The ROC curve is created by evaluating the 
class probabilities for the model across a continuum of thresholds. For each candidate threshold, the 
resulting true-positive rate (the sensitivity) and the false-positive rate (one minus the specificity) are 
plotted against each other”. For example, in this research a binary classification is made of the 
amount of predicted black specks within a roll that are classes more or equal to 3 black specks per 
10km or less than 3 black specks per 10km. The classification made with the measurements of the 
input variables of the rolls in the test set will be compared with the actual classification of the rolls in 
the test set. The ROC curve will be created by plotting true positive rate and the negative rate 
determined in this comparison. The made comparisons are ranked over the moment in time that the 
roll was produced. If the classification made by the prediction is correct the curve will move up. The 
curve will move to the right if the predicted classification was incorrect. In this case the threshold the 
moment of time a roll was produced. For example if the threshold will be 0.1 the first 10% of the 
produced rolls will be included in the plot.  
 
The AUC of the ROC curve can be between 0 and 1 where 0 is the worst possible classification and 1 
represents a perfect classification. It represents the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly 
chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative one.   An AUC of 0.5 means that 
the model has no predictive power, flipping a coin will result in the same amount of predictability. 
The value of the AUC needed to explain the investigated phenomena correctly depends, in the same 
way as the R2, on the type of phenomena that is investigated.  
 

Tree based methods 
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The random forest method is a tree based method. Multiple classification trees are used to predict if 
a roll has more or less than 3 black specks per 10 km. An example of a classification tree is given in 
Figure 53.  A classification tree consists of the following parts:  

• Decision node: Specifies a test on a single observation 
• Leaf node: Indicates the determined class of the observation 
• Branch: Indicates the result of the test.  
• Path: all the tests used to make the final decision 

 

Figure 49: Example of a classification tree picture extracted from (Mocanu, 2018) 

The classification trees used in the random forest method are called CART (Breiman, 1984). A CART 
(classification and regression tree) is a binary tree. A binary tree means the test of the decision node 
has only 2 answers. Each decision node represents a single input variable x and a split point on that 
variable (assuming the variable is numeric). The leaf nodes of the tree contain an output variable y 
which is used to make a prediction. Mocanu gives an example of a CART(Mocanu, 2018). This 
example consists of two input variables x and a 2 class output variable y. The input variables are 
height in centimeters and weight in kilograms and the output variable is sex(male or female), Figure 
53 shows the tree structure of this example.  

 

 
Figure 50: Example of a CART model representation (Mocanu, 2018). In the blue box the test of the decision nodes of a 
decision tree are shown. In the green box possible answers to this decision nodes are shown. 
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A CART trains itself using the training set. It selects input variables and split point (values of the if 
then statement) until a stopping criteria is researched. This selecting and splitting is done by a greedy 
algorithm. The greedy algorithm searches for the splits that results in the leaf nodes with the least 
impurity. In this project the Gini index(Gini, 1913) is used as node impurity measure used in the 
greedy algorithm. The Gini index is described in Equation 25. 
 

G(t) = 1 −� [𝑟𝑟(𝑗𝑗|𝑡𝑡)]2
𝑗𝑗

 

Equation 25: Gini index 

Where:  
G is the gini index over all classes 
 𝑟𝑟(𝑗𝑗|𝑡𝑡) is the relative frequency of class j at node t 
 
Gini is chosen over other impurity measures because it is widely used already(Grömping, 2015; 
Hapfelmeier & Ulm, 2013; Tan et al., 2006)  and the performances of the impurity measures are 
comparable. Classification trees are not always pure it can happen that identical observations in the 
data result in different y classes. A more extensive explanation of CART can be found in (Hastie et al., 
2017) page 305-317.  
 
Bootstrap 
The random forest algorithm makes use of bootstraps. Suppose a model is fitted to a set of training 
data. The training set is denoted by Z = (z1, 𝑠𝑠2, … , 𝑠𝑠𝑁𝑁) 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒 = (𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒 ,𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒). The basic idea of 
bootstrapping is to randomly draw datasets with replacement from the training data, each sample 
the same size as the original training set(Hastie et al., 2017). With replacements means that the same 
measurement can be used in multiple bootstraps. The same input variables can be included in more 
than one bootstrap. This is done B times (for example B=100 ), producing B bootstrap data sets. Then 
the model will be refitted to each of the bootstrap datasets. The behavior of the fits over the B 
replications are examined in by the models. The bootstrap replications S(Z) can be any quantity 
computed from the data Z. This quantity depends on the model that is uses. A schematic overview of 
bootstrapping can be found in Figure 55.   
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Figure 51: Schematic of the bootstrap process(Hastie et al., 2017) 

Random forest 
The random forest method is an ensemble learning tree method. The idea of ensemble learning is to 
build a prediction model by combining the strengths of a collection classification trees. Multiple trees 
will be created and the strength of these predictions will be bundled together. A schematic Random 
forests (Breiman, 2001) builds a large collection of de-correlate trees, and then averages them. This is 
done to reduce the average variance of the input variables. De-correlation is based on the following 
principle: In the case that variables are identically distributed but not necessarily independent with 
positive pairwise correlation, the average variance of input variables is given by Equation 26. 

𝜌𝜌𝜌𝜌𝟐𝟐 +
1 − 𝜌𝜌
𝐼𝐼

𝜌𝜌𝟐𝟐 
Equation 26: The averages variation of B 

The second term of Equation 26 will disappear when the amount of bootstraps 𝐼𝐼 becomes bigger. 
Growing a tree on a bootstrapped dataset trough random selection of the input variables as 
candidates for splitting before each split. Each tree gives a classification, in the random forest 
pseudocode described as a “vote”, for one of the classes of output variable y. The prediction for new 
point x is the classification having the most votes (over all the threes in the forest) and called the 
majority vote. The Random forest pseudocode(Hastie et al., 2017) is:  
 

1. For b=1 to B: 
a. Draw a Bootstrap sample Z∗ of size 𝑁𝑁 from the training Data. 
b. Grow A random-forest Tree 𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎 on the bootstrap data, by recursively reatping 

the following steps for each terminal node of the tree until the minimum node 
size is reached. 

i. Select 𝑟𝑟 varibles at random form the 𝑟𝑟 varibles  
ii. Pick the best variable/split –point among the 𝑟𝑟  

iii. Split the node into two daughter nodes. 
2. Out the ensemble of trees {𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎}1𝐵𝐵 
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To make prediction at a new point x 
 
Classification: Let �̂�𝐶b(x) be the class prediction of the bth random forest tree. Then �̂�𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝐵𝐵 (𝐹𝐹) =
𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗𝑜𝑜𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑏𝑏 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹 {�̂�𝐶b}𝑎𝑎=1𝐵𝐵  
 
The schematic overview belonging this code is shown in Figure 56. The random forest package in R is 
used to create the random forest model in the model (Breiman, Culter, Liaw, & Wiener, 2018). See 
appendix 14 for the variables included in the random forest and appendix 16 for the code used to 
create the model. It was not possible to include the highly correlating variables because the random 
forest can’t deal with high correlations between input variables(Wei et al., 2015). The linear 
dependences among the input variables are not a problem for random forest. This is why the 
variables removed due to the VIF analyses are included in the Random forest model. A more 
extensive explanation of the random forest algorithm can be found in the book of Hastie (Hastie et 
al., 2017) and the papers of Breiman (Breiman, 2001; Breiman et al., 2018). 

 
Figure 52: Schematic overview of random forests(Mocanu, 2018).  

Variable importance measure 

Random Forests has several variable importance measures applicable on the model. In this case the 
Gini index variable importance measure is used. Gini is chosen over permutation variable importance 
measures because they are easier to understand and the performances are comparable (Wei et al., 
2015). This measure is the amount of decrease of the Gini index for an input variable at each split in a 
father node in the classification tree. The more the Gini Index decreases for an input variable, the 
more important it is. The decreases in Gini are accumulated over all the trees in the forest separately 
for each variable(Hastie et al., 2017)  
 
The Gini impurity index of the father node is defined as (Wei et al., 2015) 
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GIF = � 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹(𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒)𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹(𝜔𝜔𝑗𝑗)
𝑒𝑒≠𝑗𝑗

= 1 −� 𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹2(𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒)
𝑗𝑗

 

Where  
 
𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹(𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒) is the frequency of data dropping into the category 𝜔𝜔𝑒𝑒 
 
The splitting criterion used in the random forest is also used in CART.  
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Appendix 23: Random forest model code 

First the packages and working directory are set 

#### Import Data and Setup Packages#### 
# Clear memory 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
# List of packages required 
list.of.packages <- c( 
  "tidyverse", 
  "caret", 
  "data.table", 
  "Rtsne", 
  "magrittr", 
  "lubridate", 
  "doParallel", 
  "corrplot", 
  "reshape2", 
  "GGally", 
  "gridExtra", 
  "ROCR", 
  "Hmisc") 
 
# Install new packages (if needed) 
new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in% installed.packages
()[,"Package"])] 
if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages) 
 
# Load all packages 
lapply(list.of.packages, require, character.only=T) #+rm(list.of.packages, 
new.packages) 
 
#set working directory 
setwd("C:\\Users\\s142351\\Desktop\\Project FL12\\6. Models\\Classification
 Model\\Model_Final") 

The flatfiles are loaded into the R environment 

# run all the aggregation and identify the top 30 most important sensor/agg
regation combination 
# use that to build a 'grand' model 
 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_max
.rdata") 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_mea
n.rdata") 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_min
.rdata") 
load("C:/Users/s142351/Desktop/Project FL12/4_Data_aggregation/flatfile_std
.rdata") 
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The next step is to select all the variables that showed up as important in the random forest 
models on the different aggregated files. The top 5 most important process parameters are 
selected + the synthetic parameters specifically designed to test some of the hypotheses. 

#create one big flatfile  
flatfile=left_join(flatfile_max, flatfile_min, by='roll_num') %>% 
  left_join(., flatfile_mean, by='roll_num') %>% 
  left_join(., flatfile_std, by='roll_num')  
 
rm(flatfile_max,flatfile_min,flatfile_mean,flatfile_std) 
 
 
flatfile=flatfile%>%rename(roll_line_in_production=roll_line_in_production.
x,Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month=Idle_time_since_last_produ
ction_or_begin_month.x, 
                           roll_BD_per_km=roll_BD_per_km.x,polymer_type=pol
ymer_type.x)%>%select('roll_num', 
  'extr_b_meltpump_torque_mean', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_mean', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad2_out_mean', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_mean', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_mean', 
  'extruder_1_min', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_out_min', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad6_out_min', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_min', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_min', 
  'Die_new_sep_std7_std', 
  'ext_b_throughput_act_std', 
  'Ext_temp_sep_std5_std', 
  'delta_temp_betweenz2_actz3_act_std', 
  'Ext_temp_sep_std2_std', 
  'roll_num', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_max', 
  'control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_max', 
  'extr_b_meltpump_torque_max', 
  'ext_b_pressure_p1_act_max', 
  'Die_zone_1_act_max', 
  'roll_line_in_production', 
  'Idle_time_since_last_production_or_begin_month', 
  'polymer_type', 
  'roll_BD_per_km') 

Remove highly correlated variables and create dendrogram and roc function: 

flatfile=flatfile%>%select(-c(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_ad5_
out_min,control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fi1_out_min,extr_b_meltpum
p_torque_max))%>%  
  mutate(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_max=abs(control_st
_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fo_out_max),control_st_line_1_extruder_b_tem
perature_fz_out_min=abs(control_st_line_1_extruder_b_temperature_fz_out_min
)) 
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#create dendogram 
dendogram_fun=function (data, threshold = 0.7) 
{ 
  var_list <- sapply(data, function(x) is.factor(x)) 
  data.dend <- data 
  { 
    plot(varclus(as.matrix(data.dend), similarity = "pearson"), 
         main = "Correlation dendrogram", cex = 0.5) 
    abline(h = 1 - threshold, lwd = 2, col = "red") 
  } 
} 
 
#pdf(paste0('dendogram_final_data','.pdf'), onefile = FALSE,height=9,width=
12) 
dendogram_fun(flatfile%>%select(-polymer_type)) 

#dev.off() 
 
## create ROC curve function 
roc_auc = function(mods,df,n,data = ''){ 
  library(ROCR) 
  Predicts = predict(mods,newdata = df, type="prob")[,n] 
  ROCpred = prediction(Predicts, df %>% select(ncol(df)) ) 
  ROCperf = performance(ROCpred, "tpr", "fpr") 
  plot(ROCperf, colorize=TRUE, print.cutoffs.at=seq(0,1,by=0.1), text.adj=c
(-0.2,1.7), 
       main = paste(data,'set ROC Plot. AUC =',round(as.numeric(performance
(ROCpred, "auc")@y.values),2))) 
} 

Translate y parameter to a classification interval and split the dataset in a train(80%) and 
test(20%) set. 

## classification model treshold  
op="final" 
downs = flatfile %>% 
  mutate(Class = factor(ifelse(roll_BD_per_km > 0.3,'High','Low'))) %>% 
  select(-roll_BD_per_km) 
set.seed(1) 
 
#split dataset 
trainIndex <- createDataPartition(downs$Class, p = .8, list = FALSE) 
down_datTrain <- downs[ trainIndex,] 
down_datTest  <- downs[-trainIndex,] 

Learn the random forest model on the train data 

#Split data into 90% training and 10% test set 
#set up training control  
ctrl1 <- trainControl(classProbs = TRUE, 
                      summaryFunction = twoClassSummary, # Use AUC to pick 
the best model  
                      savePredictions = TRUE) 
 
#Set up to do parallel processing #grid is default, no tuning 
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rf_mod_downs_1 = train(Class~., data = down_datTrain, method = 'rf', 
                       metric = "ROC", 
                       trControl = ctrl1) 

Extract the variable importance measures of the random forest model 

#pdf(paste0('Variable_importance_rf_final_data','.pdf'), onefile = FALSE,he
ight=9,width=12) 
rf_mod_downs_1$finalModel$importance %>% data.table(.,keep.rownames = TRUE)
 %>% rename(variables = rn) %>% filter(MeanDecreaseGini >0.5)%>% 
  rownames_to_column() %>% 
  select(-rowname) %>%  
  ggplot(.,aes(reorder(variables,MeanDecreaseGini),weight = MeanDecreaseGin
i)) +  geom_bar()+ coord_flip() + 
  labs( 
    title = paste('Top Feature in Predicting Black Spots;','Aggregation = '
,op), 
    subtitle = 'Method: Random Forest',  
    x = 'Variable',y = 'Relative Importance') 

#dev.off() 

Create ROC plots: 

#pdf(paste0('ROC_train_rf_final_data','.pdf'), onefile = FALSE,height=9,wid
th=12) 
roc_auc(rf_mod_downs_1,down_datTrain,2,'Train') 

#dev.off() 
 
 
#pdf(paste0('ROC_test_rf_final_data','.pdf'), onefile = FALSE,height=9,widt
h=12) 
roc_auc(rf_mod_downs_1,down_datTest,2,'Test') 

#dev.off() 
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Appendix 24: Results of the Random forest model 
Important variables determined by the random forest model on het maximum values of the process 
parameters are shown in Figure 57. The relative importance represents the contribution the input 
variables have in the made predication in the random forest model. Variables with a high relative 
importance contribute much to the prediction made by the random forest model. 

 

Figure 53 :important variables in RF prediction on max data 
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Important variables determined by the random forest model on het mean values of the process 
parameters are shown in Figure 58. 

 

Figure 54;important variables in RF prediction on mean data 
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Important variables determined by the random forest model on het minimum values of the process 
parameters are shown in Figure 59. 

 

Figure 55: important variables in RF prediction on minimum data 
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Important variables determined by the random forest model on het standard deviation values of the 
process parameters are shown in Figure 60. 

 

Figure 56: important variables in RF prediction on standard deviation data 

 

‘ 
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ROC curves  

The AUC values calculated with the ROC curves created out of the random forest models tested on 
alle the train data was in all cases 1. The AUC scores and the related ROC curves tested on the test 
data is different for every dataset.  These scores and curves are showed in Figure 61, Figure 62, 
Figure 63 and Figure 64. 

 

Figure 57: ROC curve of the random forest model created on the max data  
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Figure 58:ROC curve of the random forest model created on the mean data 

 

Figure 59: ROC curve of the random forest model created on the min data 
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Figure 60:ROC curve of the random forest model created on the standard deviation data 

 

Figure 61, Figure 62, Figure 63, Figure 64 show that the created random forest models perform well. 
The predictions made by the model on pretty sufficient. The AUC represents the percentage of 
predictions that has been made correctly. All AUC values are marked as high enough by the data 
scientist of Tata Steel. The random forest model trained on the mean input variables performs 
extremely well. The other models are also performing well enough. All values could be included in 
the final random forest model. 
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Appendix 25: Plots of important variables that were not a cause of black specks 
In this appendix the plots of variables with a high variable importance score in the variable 
importance analyses but that didn’t cause black specks are discussed. 

Figure 65 shows the plots of the relationship between the roll numbers and the produced amount of 
black specks. The rolls numbers are not causing black specks because they are not related to a part or 
process variable. It represents the development of black specks over time. It can be seen that the 
maintenance action (around roll 40) reduced the amount of produced black specks.  

Figure 66 shows the relationship between the maximum values of the power used by the ventilators 
at the feed opening and the produced amount of black specks. There is no cause of black specks 
found at this part because there is no difference found in the values with and without black specks.  

Figure 67 shows the relationship between the standard deviation of the feedrate of the extruder and 
black specks. The plots suggest that there are more black specks if the standard deviation is lower. 
The technical experts don’t think this is a reason for black speck but it is just a coincidence that the 
standard deviation was lower in the period before the maintenance actions. 

Figure 68 shows the relationship between the mean values of the power used by the heater at the 
corner tube located before part 2 and black specks. The technical expert think that the difference in 
out value before and after the maintenance actions is too small to cause black specks. Besides this 
there were no leakages or any rotational part in this section. 

 

 

Figure 61: Plots of roll number 
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Figure 62: Plots maximum values of the power used by the ventilator of the feed opening 

 

 

 

Figure 63: Plots of the standard deviation of the feedrate 

 

Figure 64:Plots of the mean out value of the heater at the corner tube located before part 2 
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Appendix 26: Overview of the different maintenance policies  
In this appendix an overview of the different maintenance strategies is given. Figure 69 show the 
categories of maintenance policies. A maintenance policy is a rule that describes when a 
maintenance activity should be executed (Avontuur, 2017). 

 
Figure 65: categorization of maintenance policies (Avontuur, 2017) 

Avontuur distinguish between the following maintenance policies: 
• Corrective maintenance policy: If a corrective maintenance policy is used all maintenance 

actions are performed after failure of equipment. This maintenance policy is not an option 
for cleaning of the extrusion equipment because there is no clear line between failing and 
not failing. The equipment does necessarily have to break down it fails to produce quality  

• Time-based maintenance policy in a time-based maintenance policy preventive maintenance 
will be done after a fixed period of time. At this moment a time-based maintenance policy is 
applied at the Extrusion equipment. 

• Usage-based maintenance policy: A usage based maintenance policy is similar to a time-
based maintenance policy but usage is used instead of time to decide when maintenance 
should be performed. If a usage based maintenance policy would be applied the extruder 
street cleaning would be done for example after 10000 km of film production.   

• Detection-based maintenance “Both detection-based maintenance policies and a condition-
based maintenance policies trigger preventive maintenance actions based on the condition 
or performance of equipment. A detection- based maintenance policy differs from a 
condition-based maintenance policy by the fact that a change in condition or performance is 
only be detected. Detecting means that any irregularity (for example, increased temperature 
of bearing houses) is detected by, for example, the senses of employees or quality control 
camera’s. These irregularities must describe a potential failure in the near future.”(Avontuur, 
2017) 

• Condition based maintenance policy: Bengtsson(Bengtsson, 2004) defined a condition based 
maintenance policy as: “A policy that uses condition based maintenance to determine and 
schedule predictive maintenance actions autonomously or in interaction with other systems 
or humans.” In a condition based maintenance policy the condition of the extrusion 
equipment are inspected to check its conditions. Maintenance is only executed if the 
condition or performance of the extrusion equipment are below a specified level at the 
moment of inspection. Continuous or interval based monitoring can be used in condition 
based maintenance policies. In this project a continuous monitoring policy is suggested. The 
IBA and Surface inspection system are already monitoring the performances of the 
installation continuously which makes it relatively easy to implement continuous monitoring.  
In condition based maintenance policy the maintenance will be performed if the extrusion 
equipment reached a predefined state. In this case this predefined state will be an amount of 
detected black specks. The extrusion equipment will be maintained at the first planned 
downtime moment if the predefined state is reached. The advantage of this policy is that no 
unnecessary maintenance will be performed. The extrusion equipment will only be cleaned 
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when it is necessary. The disadvantage of this policy is that some trigger that will noticed 
when the conditions of a component is not sufficient anymore should be established. 
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